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accounts of revivals, and other
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proper names of the writers.

the

As I arrived, a school

received a

hearty

welcome,

soon

no-

so completely at variance with the teachings
of the Bible,

people
Now

to

that

it is hard

for

always conform

these

to the

new

latter.

and then, in some moment of passion,

the women catch a caning,

tricks,

such

and

as they

were wont to get in the days of yore.
I was
glad to see the old man ready to confess his
but sorry

enough

to

hear

him

say

that he should do the same thing again,
when his wife. repeated the offense.
Not

Preacher.

this only but also other words,

excitedly uttered, led

Ep

me

sharply and

to look for some

He took a shalt both strong and straight,

cause

even.

though it

A shaft he had

might not excuse, such conduct.

Nor did

Ilook long.

several

polished with labor great.

He winged it with sweet eloquence,
With learning and with subtle sense.

that might

I soon

learned

‘from

Upon

the

advice

of a young

man

living

close by, he had béen taking it twice a day,

A second he took, both straight and strong,
Winged with a passionate sense of wrong.

in a crude form,

had
| this

He drew it stoutly, and aimed it true;
The mark he atmed at was plain to view,
aside,

He reached his hand and took from above
A slender arrow barbed with love,

for

hiscough.

been at his house
praetice began,
he

secret,

Swift it fled, yet it lighted wide ;
For it touched on a rock, and it swerved

explain,

members of the family that for montas the
old man had been in the daily use of opiam.

Boldly he drew, and he aimed with care;
But it wounded only the idle air.

that

1

Though

once
had

never

soon after
kept it so

suspected

it.

now
the effects of this unlawful
gence have become so marked that

easy to trace them.

I had

But

indualit was

a thorough talk

with him about it, and he readily

He aimed it with but little art,
Yet it touched and wounded a human heart.

confessed

that his cough wasno better for the opium;
still this affords temporary relief.
1 carefully cited to bim the inevitable evil effects
ofthe drug upon both his body and mind.
Under its intoxicating-influence he was dai-

His last, his lightest, was winged with prayer,
And he shot it forth through the yielding air,
No careful aim the preacher took, .
For he turned to heaven his upward look;
Yet it pierced a heart both hard and proud,

ly doing what was wrong in his words

The hardest heart in all the crowd.
. —Sunday at Home.

actions. - Do you know, reader, how hard iy
is to talk to one who has once become the

slave of this deadly habit ?

Missionary

Correspondence.

MIDNAPORE,

India, July

31, 1869.

This month I have made avisit to our
branch in Silda. It was the rainiest week
of the season. My palankeen was continu-

ally wet by the showers that came in quick
succession.
wetting

And

as if all this

enough,

my

bearers

was

must

not
needs

tumble carelessly into a deep ditch inthe
bed of a swollen stream that we were crossing, and

so

give

me,

thorough drenching.
purpose

mattrass

and

all, a

This quite served the

of a cold water pack for the rest of

my journey.

Notwithstanding

venience the heavy

rain

the incon-

occasioned

me, I

assure you that I was glad enough to see
it coming down so bountifully on the thirsty

land.
were

Crops had been suffering and farmers
discouraged, but this week

brought up
rice fields.

thejgspirits by

of showers

watering the

You know that the hope of In-

dia hangs on her rice crop.

This is always

watched withthe greatest solicitude, for it
tells the story of famine or of plenty for
these teeming millions.
The visit to the branch has made

happy and sad.

me both

At Bandarmani, the near-

er place of the two we

regularly

state of things

encomraging.

was

visit, the

Our

brother and sister gave signs of growth in
grace.
I was much pleased with their
cheerful hope and firm faith in God. There

having been very _ little rain, our brother's

land (he is quite an extensive farmer for
these parts) lay uncultivated, and the prospect was certainly poor enough. Still he believed all would be

well,

and

God

would

surely provide. As we sat on his mud veranda, he admiring the falling rain, and
I his beautiful faith, my heart thanked God
time and again for sending salvation to this
house. The young wife and mother told
me of her experience since my last visit, and
here too it was easy to perceive a growing
trust in God, Every one of the family, save
her husband, had been severely afilicted
with inflamed eyes, and her own

were still

very painful.
But the Lord had helped,
her bear pain, and assist the rest. Her only trial had been that she could not read the
‘Bible during this temporary illness. I questioned her about her daily reading, and

found that she was in the bookVof Revelation the

second time, having read the New

Testament through twice, a chapter a day,

since her marriage, which took place over

two years ago. There are members in our
church here at the station, and indeed in

every church, who could

hardly present so

faira record of private Scripture reading:
My stay at Bandarmani was only from 5

P. M. of Friday until daybreak of Saturday,
so I had to work fast.
That evening after
our quiet frugal meal, we met for worship,
Only three of us tobe sure, still the hour

was soon gone hefore we closed. The
reader will recollect’that we seldom meet,
and when we do, there isa good deal to be

said.
After a shorl discourse, we had a
prayer and conference meeting, and then
the communion.
Breaking bread from

house

to house in ' this way

is

indeed

a delightsome duty, and I long for the
day when there shall be many houses to
visit for this purpose in our district. Iam

glad to say that now

and

1received little

encouragement that the old man
would
quit using what was doing him so much
harm. But I was greatly pleased to see

al

5

but

ticed the disturbed expression and excited
manner of our aged brother.
Poor man,
he came along and told his own story. He
‘became tried with his wife one day, and
gave her a bpating in regular native style.
Imay i
thatit is difficult for us to
teach these new disciples how to treat their
wives and children.
Hindu customs are

fault,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1869.

wt bs

of fifteen or

twenty Bengali and Santal boys
was just
dismissed from his veranda.
Thus the Lord prepared me at Bandarmani for what was not so cheering at
Degadia. My men’ put down the palankeen opposite Bangsi Mahanti’s door about
noon of Saturday.
As always before, I

the old Adam ig-0p to his old

Che Horning Star.
The

friend.

there seem to be no

his wife in so good a mood,

Bhe told me

that all of her husband's late irregularities
of conduct were due to the use of opium;
that otherwise he was a kind and considerate man, that now both she and the children
feared him, and that nothing short
of his giving up the poisonous drug could bring back
peace to theirhome The case was truly a sad
one. Our brethren in Barmah have known
many such among their church members
during the last ten years. Arrak and opium
are devastating

many

churches in

that in-

teresting field. It is remarkable how surely
and how swiftly the indulgence of this fearful habit destroys every noble and benevolent sentiment of the soul. Love to God and
love to man are killed out by it, and the
whole object of life seems to be centered in
self: gratification.
It is'truly sad to see how

completely Satan’ gains the mastery over
even Christian men, by means of this ruinous opium habit. In these Eastern countries,
this isone of his favorite
stroying souls.
And may

snares for : de-,
it please God to

deliver our dear
snares.

out of

brother

The health of the Mission
paratively good this season.

all

such

has been comBut Iam sor-

ry enough to say that the old famine fever

N. H., WEDNESDAY,
of this organization towards a pure religion,

Welack that spiritof consecration .which

with its true character,

leads us to lay

The

He

is coming

system of the latent poison.
all of us were not so

dreadful

season.

could do

under

Thank

poisoned

The

best

during

thing

the circumstances,

that

~The Anniversaries of the various benevo-

lent societies connected with the denomination

were

held

at

Lowell,

Mass., nccording to appointment.

The Anniversary Corvention, held at 7

o'clock, on Tuesday evening, was called to

order by Rev. C. O. Libby, the President
of the Convention. In the absence of the
Secretary, Rev. J. Malvern was chosen secretary pro tem.
‘Rev. C. O. Libby, the
Chairman of the Committee of Arrange-

friends P
Our work moves on steadily.. Every department is receiving its proper share of
attention, The hazar preaching here has
been prosecuted with greater energy than
ever before. We have now three sets of
stands for evening work in the bazars, and
in the morning there is preaching at two
places usually. The
attendance
never
flags at these stands, Our congregations
vary from fifty to a hundred, and sometimes

to the

port was adopted.
The business of the Convention havipg
been concluded, the public exercises of the
evening commenced. The preliminary and
devotional services were conducted by Rev.

G. IL Ball.

iv was

never

better

than now. Indeed the people seem to be
more ready than formerly to” hear ug, and
less digposed to cavil

and dispute. - There

13 much less contradiction

and

far

more

concession than there was ten years ago.
We are getting very little encourage-

ment from the Brabhmos

or Hindu

here, though in other places

ANNIVERSARY

SERMON.

are embracing Christianity,

Deists

of them

of intemperance

on

God's

altar; | more powerful.

have

been

small.

selves in various ways,such as the withhold-

ing of our aid,sympathy and contributions.
Mistakes may have been made. It would
be strange if such were not the case. If
there have been nristakes, it is a poor way
tovemedy them by ventilating our private
griefs and withholding our subscriptions. In
this same connection might be mentioned
our sectional prejudices. The West thinks

‘J Rev. D. Waterman, the preacher of the
Anniversary Sermon, after making some

personal

explanations, announced

from 1 Chron.

his text

12:32:

“And the children of Issachar, which were
men that had understanding of the times,
to
know what Israel oughtto do; the heads of them
were two hundred, and all their brethren were

at their commandment,”
He said : The

times to which the text re-

lates were critical.

The death of Saul was

followed by the crowning of David, and the
several tribes came to express their views

of his future

policy.

The

men who came

were representative men, who understood
the wants of the times. Such men ‘are
now needed

among us as a denomination.

Especially, if we are on the decline, we
need men able to give such counsel and devise such measures as may rescue and

save us.
After

referring

to

Randall

and

his

co-

adjutors, the doctrine which they preached
and

the

success

which

attended

their ef-

torts, the preacher said that the times have
changed... In years past progress has attended every
department of our effort.
We have schools and colleges,
and we
have formed mission societies, all of which
are doing a good work.
At present, however, every department of our work seems
to be considerably embarrassed.
There is
a lack of funds in our mission treasuries,
and there is a division of counsels respect-

ing

some

of

Our

membership

creasing,

our

educational
is only

and-there

we will apply

interests.

they can best fit themselves

for the work

and not how they

erence was made

the

contrast

are destined to be
The

short sermons. Such a course is calculated
to divert the attention from the sermon of

still

speaker then showed

between

a life

ance and one of lsobriety.

the morning.

of intemper-

are

surrounded

legal suasion

also.

We

are

one of the weeklyprayer meetings. They
might be called Bible reading meetings.
Books should be published on the artof

with dangers, but not

the 'east among these is the general apathy
that prevails. Not only moral suasion must
be used, but

Teachers’ meetings

for
be profitably substituted

these might

manifest not only in time but in eternity.
We

3.

not held with sufficient frequency. « One’ of

This contrast is

Bible teaching.

must

In this way a teacher may

be prepared to teach without: the aid

use every instrumentality in our power,
and this mighty evil will eventually fall.

question-book.

of a

The truths contained in the

Rev. J. Mariner thought there never was

lesson should also be enforced by appropri-

a time when the standard of temperance
men was higher, or that of the opposite

ate illustrations. The speaker dwelt upon
the particular province of the pastor in the

class lower.

Sabbath

than

now.

It is possible for

us, in our discussions and. repre

school.

teacher of

entations;

any

This

is

not

particular

should be allowed to pass

to afford much aid and comfort to the enemy. Itis not best to say too much of our
weakness and of their strength. A western

can

make

individaally.

to the

fact

Ref-

that many of

and the Sabbath is not observed as it should

be,

| are able.

been in a state of trausition,

Some of the old men have been slow to re-

the power which they have

held,

while some have been disaffected by the
educational movements, fearing that they

pledge should be circulated

in the
churches and
Sibbath
schools,
There must be mere activity in every particular.
:
Rev. J. Buxnham Pavis followed, making remarks in very much the same strain. |

Among

other

things,

he said

there

had

been no failure in the execution of the law,

and

Treasurer,

prayer

W.

by Rev,

M.

J,

Jenkins.

Burnham

After

Davis,

the

to be

class,

the

but he

from class to

concentrate.

many

practical

and

pertinent inquiries.

He asked : Is our ministry what it should
be?
Is their
preaching
spiritual - and
practical? Are they faithful in proclaiming
the great and fundamental truths of the
gospel? Have not some entered the ministry

without

fully

sponsibilties?

understanding

Have

they

its re-

not too
for

little

faith in God and

the church

support?

Do we not need

evangelists as well as

pas-

tors? How can we sustain both?
As a remedy for our ills, let us seek

the

spirit of consecration and revival.
Bro. W.
concluded by a very pleasant and appropriate reference to personal experience and
prospects.
At the conclusion of the sermon
the convention adjourned.
SECOND RAY—OCT,
The hours

from

eight to

13.
ten were occu:

pied by the meetings of-the Foreign Mission Board, the Commission for the Promotion of Edacation
F. Mission Socioty.

inthe South, and the’
In the meeting of the

F. Mission Society, the Treasurer made his
report, and the officers, nominated by the
Conference,

were elected.

TEMPERANCE

MEETING.

The meeting of the temperance society
was called to order by Rev. F. Reed, one

of the Vice Presidents.

In the absence of

the

C.

Secretary,

Rev.

S.

Kimball

was

AFTERNOON—S.

The meeting of the S. S. Union
at two

o'clock,—Rev.

J.

A.

Lowell,

the

ing year.

:

Rev. L. L. Harmon,

Union,

the

agent

appointed one year ago,

of

the

then gave

some account of the work as it had come
under his observation.
He stated that he
had found but little time to travel in behalf
sf the Union, and that he had subjected’it to
no expense.
As general agent, he
was
requested
to take measures to establish

could

be

done.

He stated

addressed quite a large numtér

of the Q.

M’s on this subject,and had received encouraging reports, though they were not so
definite
as he hoped to reecive another
year.
He had seen the need of such organ?
izations,and had learned that the Q. M’s
were willing to engage in this good work.
In many sections of the, West the churches
of the different Q. M's aresmall, and have
been able to render each other but little
assistance in the S. 8. work.
If such Q
M’s could sustaina S. 8. Union,
the exchange of experience and words of encouragement, and other helps which it could
render, would make them a united and

vitalized force for good. The Agent has
learned that the S. S. books, published by
our Printing Establishment, are giving satisfaction, and many

are feeling that

money

shouldshe immmediately raised for a S.
publishing fund.

S.

He suggested that, while

mittee,

consisting

sent, but others have not.
The time has
not come when men of common
sense,
with moderate education, cannot be useful.

Sinclair and Blake, was appointed to nominate officers,
Before introducing. the ‘speakers, the
President remarked that he hoped they
would indicate what they thought needed
to be done at the present crisis in the temperance cause.
Rev. J. 8. Burgess said that the old
question, What shall we drink? was still
agitated. Much has been done and much ter; Secretary and Treasurer, L. R. BurExecutive Committee, C. H.
more remainsto be done. The General of lingame;
this country is not Grant, Sherman or Sheri- Latham, E. W. Page and A. P. Tracy.
dan, but General Rum. Men are ruled by
Rev. O. T. Moulton, the first speaker,
it. More even worship it than worship said that the importance of Sunday schools

There may be mentioned in this connection, frequent changes of pastorates, good
and useful men being supplanted by those
with less experience and less useful ; a matual suspicion between
old
men and
young; and a change in the character of
preaching, it having become less stirring
and

fervid,

and

more

intellectual.

times have changed, and
warfare has changed with
emy must be met on his
with his own style of
speaker here referred to

The

the method of
them. The enown ground and
warfare,
The
the forms which

gold, or even than worship God himself.

er we have the spirit of self-sacrifice possessed by the fathers. Too little interest
in the salvation of souls is manifest in our
Quarterly and Yearly Meetings.

2, The claims of the gospel on property
have not been understood. The laity have

as

taken, the amount contributed for benevolent purposes. + In this way he obtains reports from all the schools, and insome instances his questions are very fully answered. He also sends Sibbath school superintendents, books and periodicals, to aid
them in their work.
In view of the fact
that many Sabbath school teachers do’

not know how to study, it «is the

of the character of many

duty

of

It °

of the current’

Rev. C. F. Penney followed, stating that
the Sabbath School Usnionin the Bowdoin
Q. M. had been found profitable.
The
American Sunday School Teacher was used

in bis school at Augusta, and he found that
it worked well, as it seemed to secure increased interest.
He thought that there
might be other works quite as good as this.

our children are raising money for
es of a doubtful

character, we

purpos-

allow

them

to collect money for this fund. Some half
a dozen 8. Schools have already raised
about $136 for this purpose.
After the reading of the report, there
was considerable discussion of an informal character, and a large number of questions were asked and answered.
The following Board of officers was then chosen:
President, Rev.J. A. Lowell; Vice Presidents, Bro. E. W. Page and Rev. E. W. Por-

was conceded by all.

Eventhe

denomina-

Schools.

He

thoughtit mmpossible to have an interesting.
school without it
He had learned this from
his long experienceia 8. S. work.
Teach-

ers’ meetings
also urged

were also very usefal,

He

the importance of the earnest and

warcful study of the scriptures,

Adjoarned. $0

Have I within me the spring of living
waters that does not become exhausted
when there is dearth in the church?
Can

I go right oa patiently doing Carissian
duty when the state of religion runs dow ?

Literary Notes.
A charming little volume, entitled

“Helps and

Hindrances to the Cross,” jist issued by A. F.
Graves, of Boston, is a book for the times. Itis a

graphic description of obstructions.in the path:
of life, and the manner in which faith and grace
remove them,
Messrs, Little, Brown & Co., the well-known
Boston publishers, are about to make a number

of valuable additions to our literature.

Includ-

ed in thelist, are, ** Studies of Homer, and the
Homeric age,” and * Juventus:Mundi, the God's
and Mén in the Heroic Age,” by W. E. Glad-

stone; a new

edition

of the “ Memoir

of the

Life of Rufus Choate;” * Familiar Latin Quotations ;” “ A
Dictionary
of English
Synonymes,” and * Synonymes or Parallel Expres-

sions,” by Richard Soule; * Thé Discovery of
the Great West,” by Francis Parkman, and
‘ Plutarch’s

Morals,” edited by Prof. J. G. Good-

win of Harvard University, Mr. Parkman’s new
volume gives a graphic and entertainipg account
of the discovery and occupation by the French
of the valley of the Mississippi.
Henry Hoyt makes an addition to-.Sabbath
school libraries in the volume just issued, entitled, ** He that Overcometh;” also * The veil

Lifted; or Romance and Reality of : Convent
Life.” He also has in press, * Diary of the Sun,”

tions which we hive regarded as heterodox “The Squire’s Daughter,” “Blanche Gammond,”
and “Alone in London,” by the author of Jessi
have come to employ this instrumentality. ca’s First Prayer. The works of this house age
fluence, but even mothers.
It also threat-. But while we are doing
something for S. having
a large sale, their well-known purity of
we are dring but little in compari- thought making them alyays welcome.
ens our religion.
There are even minis- schools,
J. E. Tilton & CO, are issuing a cheap edition,
ters who are either apologists for or advo- son with what is being done for general
ates of rum-drinking. The speaker re- education. It was the object of the speaker of 5000 copies, of the * Poems of Alfred Tennyson.” The volume is to. be well printed and
ferred to the letters of Dy. Thompson speak- to point out some of the defects which he
bound, and sold for $1,25. They haye
also in
ing of and apologizing for the European observed in the prosecution of the Sabbath press, to be ready for the holidays, * Fourteen .
1. Lack of Pet Goslings,” a charming illustrated book for
custom of drinking, and to the position of school work. These were:
Spurgeon on the subject. Besides this, a uniformity of léssons in the different clas- children.
¢
CN
Roberts Brothers issue ‘ Madame Swetehine’s
great many ministers drink on the sly. If ges in the same schools, In some schools,
Writings;”
Nidnorth,” by Mrs. Prentiss;
fathers, mothers and ministers fall, what thefe are even several different question- and the
“ Woman who Dared.”
will become of the boys and girls? This is books in the same class. 2, There is also Roberts have also in press the 28th The Messrs.
thousand of
Jot all, Ia consequence of the influences & Setoes in the art of questioning.
Some Miss Alcott’s * Little Women.”
‘
40
ALL
{
-

infidelity is now assuming, and said that it It threatens our homes and families.
and zealous as we ought to be, and wheth-

lhe wishes answears,—such

formity of lessons in Sibbath

(haf he by

have gone into the shade by their own con-

Woodworth,

to which

This opinion was concurred’ in by- Bro.
S. S. Unions in the different Quarterly Moulton, who gave the names of several,
E. W. Page also spoke in behalf of uniMeetings of the denomiration, so fur §s it

Secretary pro tem.
Prayer was
by Rev. O. T. Moulton. A ComRevs.

tions

the number connected within the school, the
average attendance, ths numbe r of papers

President, in the chair. Prayer was offered Sabbath school publications. In order, howby Rev. N.
Brooks. A Committee, of kever, to insure the full success of the work,
we should pray more and undertake its acwhich Rev. L. Given was chairman, was
complishment
with more enthu-iasm.
appointed to nominate affairs for the ensu-

chosen
offered

of

a circular, quarterly, to the superintendents
of the several schools, asking certain ques-

is far better for schools to spend money in
was held this way than to purchase books, especially

8. UNION.

Some of them

must’ go into the shade.

ducted. The Corresponding Secretary sends-

Maps are very useful and much needed,

The speaker here

referred at some length,to the action of our
last General Conference in regard to publishing papers, and the use of the funds of
the Printing Establishment, but hoped that
the action might result in good.
:
7. The preacher continued by making

.the mannerin which the S. S. Un’on, in connection with the Cumberland Q. M., is con-

schools to furnish them aids of various kinds.

6. The tendency of the times is to divide,
rather than

Is this the way

ourselves to itas well as we

The

meeting adjourned.

indications of de-

the world?
Are we doing
Where are the men of the
bring us help?
We are
as physicians to detect the
disease and apply the proper
work is a difficult one, but

ninnies.

our membership,who go into cities, fail to and urged greater activity.
The committee on the nomination of ofindentify themselves
with our interests
ficers
reported as follows, and their rethere.
port was accepted: President, Rev. M.
5. We do not study the word of God as
Phillips; Vice Presidents, Revs.
D. G.
we ought. Family worship and the SabHolmes, F. Reed and J. Rand ; Secretary
bath school are also too much neglected,

General

has

It is time

that this warfare upon ourselves should
cease.
There should be less individualism.
Our young men should patronize our own
schools.
The
question
should
be, how

very slightly in-

are

chine in other particulars.

linquish

ate taken at our own estimate.

the most of themselves

been slow to contribute, and the ministry
have disliked to be called beggars. The
The tendency g manner in which these claims are under-

some

all

We give only when our feelings are stirred
and we cannot help it.
3. Lack of codperation. We sometimes
think that the wrong men
are placed in
charge of some important interest,and we allow our private griefs to manifest
them-

before them,

interest manifested in the lessons of the must be met. But, after all, the questions
Gospel presented on these occasions, T may be asked whether we are as spiritual
think I may say that

teachers, instead of asking questions to any

great extent, preach what may be termed

class, and make suggestions as they may
ments, presented the order of exercises for the East is too slow,and the East thinks the
occur to him. In conclusion, the speaker
the Anniversaries.
A Committee to nom- West too fast, while the middle section is writer recently made the assertion, that urged the necessity of more enthusiasm, and
inate officers was appointed as follows: disposed to agree in the estimate of both moral sua-on wis a failure, so also were
he importance of the publication of more
Rev. J. Erskine, and Bros. A, Deering and
sections, in their criticism: upon
each legal suasion and organization. This is ! denominational question-books. He also
L.. G. Howe. The President made a re- other. And it naturally believes that it not so. Good has been accomplished, and favored a question-sheet, similar to the
quest that he be not onsidered a condidate occupies the only tenable position itself, is still accomplished; through all these in- American Sunday School Teacher.
:
for re-election. The report of the Treasstrumentalities.
He
did
not
believe
that
Rev.
J.
M.
Brewster
made
a
few
remarks,
and that its judgment keeps clear of exurer was made by the President and ac- tremes. But in spite of all these things, we should start anew party on the temper- in opposition to the practice of enforcing
cepted, and a collection taken to’ defray the
there should be cooperation.
We should ance issue. The trouble 's, we are not uniformity in the lessons of the several
expenses of the Convention. Rev.J. Marlay aside all’ our merely local prejudices, political enough. We should go into the classesin the same school. This is diffi :ult
iner wished to know why -there was no
and do whatever may promote the cause of caucuses of the party with which we sym- to accomplish, especially in schools where
provision made for an anti-slavery meeting
pathize, and control them.
He thought the members of the .several classes are of
the ‘Master.
:
during these Anniversaries; but no satishere
was
less
rumselling
now
than one different capacity and* maturity of mind.
4. We are not sufficiently denomina- 4
factory answer being given, the snbject
The daily papers, in the interest Besides, such a course is not adapted to
tional.
We do not respect our men and our year ago.
was passed over.
| institutions as we ought.
While we should of rum, exaggerate the facts. The rebel stimulate thought and promote the greatest"
The Committee on nominations reported
not be sectarian, we should earnestly labor yell in the recent war was an indication good. The best method is to useno quesas follows: President, Rev. J. Mariner;
The rum yell tion-book at all, if the teacher is.capable of
for the welfare of the denomination.
We that there was dunger.
Secretary and Treasurer, Rev. I. D. Stewmeans
something...
There
is
a fault re- condudting a class without it. He did not
should do this in view of what the denomiart; Committee of Arrangements, the Cor.
like the plan
of the American Sanday School
nation has done for us, and not despise it LSpecting the manner in which we prosecute
S :eretaries of the several Benevolent Societhe work of temperance. We often em- Teacher.
:
because
ir
is-poor.
If
we
estimate
ourties and the secretary of the Convention,
ploy the wrong men as speakers.
We
selves
below
what
we
are
really
worth,
we
Bro.
R.
Deering
gave
fome
account
of
with Rev. C, O. Libby as Chairman. The reshould
have
sensible
men
instead of

nation

the expectations of its

As

week,

would

at present, and we can
a man, even for a few

run up to double this number.

last

“1. For the past thirty years, the dsnomi-

months. Do you think, Bro. Editor, that
any body can be found on your side of the
world,to offer his helpto a Mission that,
according to public official announcement,

has failed to meet

:

father

be to take an ocean voyage of six or eight
months. He may have
to do this. But
who will take his place should he be
obliged to go? Oar stations are
not
strongly manned
ill afford to lose

—

our

hence, our contributions

Anniversaries.
lS

here

God,

il
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stool may be regarded as a good test of by-which we are surrounded, attendant uppiety. The liberal soul shall be made fat. ‘on foreign immigration, the evil influences

has been overestimated,
I am afraid, by
our: well-wishers, who are unacquainted

to evangelize
all
we can do?
for a change next week, and will remain
times who can
away from his station for atleast a month.
I am apprehensive, however, that this will or to-night
‘not be sufficient,
and that he must go to sea or ature of the
up to the hills for several months, to rid his remedy. The

still clings to father.
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Not
only fathers and sons are exposed to its in-
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The central thought ot the preaching of
all gospel ministers ought to be ‘Christ

and him crucified;” and that which gives
meaning and power to this preaching is the
blood-shedding of the victim whose blessed
feet were nailed for our. advantage to the

bitter cross. In fact, the blood ofthe Redeemer is the central idea of all revelations

from God. It was “the Lamb slain from
the foundation of the world” that constituted
the burden of all the progressive develop-

Boston, Oct. 9.

or a resolution on the | positions

a prayer

word,

[not a

into faith

and indifference

to assist and conquer sin, all power to produce a holy life,comes from this blood. The

de-

with his blood, and God has

clared his righteousness in the forgiveness
of sins through faith in his blood. Is man
have

‘‘we

because

I: is

redeemed?

3
Let mod- [scale of universal excellence.
aration of the gospel of peace.”
a
ern thought and the progress of the times | ough education consists in

re-

take care of themselves; but be itours to [critical formation of
and adore the inexhaus- | From this definition,
study, contemplate

demption through his blood.” Are any
ransomed from sin? “Not by corruptible
ransom of tilver and gold” are they pur-

ted and inexhaustible

Midnapore

ual

highly

be

may

as occupying a high

refined, possess great
!
atii
1
2

:
:
Ce
5’
Rv
manner, and sill be desti
ces3 of "ma
fortnight, and am | excellen
a fFartnio
now o beenW here
I'have
ege of God? Itis “through sanctification deeply interested and encouraged to see |tute of that culture which is implied in the
of the spirit unto obedience and sprinkling the energy and devotion with which our | term education. The subject has reference
of the blood of Jesus Christ.” Are they re- work is prosecuted in this large heathen | to the ‘purest discipline, the noblest at-}
stored to God after having been strangers town. The corps of workers here is larger, tainments and the most sublime excellence
who sometimes and in some respects better ‘qualified for that can adorn human nature, and which
‘Ye
and wanderers?
nigh bythe their calling, than our Mission has ever be- can only be reached bythe most earnest
made
now
are
off
afar
were
blood of Christ.” Do. they have access to fore had at any one station. In addition to toil and indomitable energy.
the

foreknowl-

It is be-

presence in prayer?

the Father's

cause the High Priest has gone before
«sprinkling the blood,” and therefore they
“enter into the holiest by the blood of
Jesus.” Have their hearts been reconciled
' tothe heart of God? It is because he has
“made peace through the bloodof bis
cross.” Have they been successful in their
contests with Satan, “‘the accuser of the
They ‘overcame him by the
brethren?”
blood of the Lamb.” Are they arrayedin
spotless robes to appear in a becoming
manner at the court of the great King?
They have “washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb.”
Are sinners cast into outer darkness? It
is because ‘‘they have trampled under foot
the blood of the Son of God.” Thus blood
seems. to be the Alpha and Omega of the
gospel. All mercy, compassion and grace
to the believer, aswell as judgment to the
sinner,

have their

ground

in

that

the two

but to the

unbeliever

and

the

question

is often

blood.

scoffer,

asked, What

possible connection can there be between
the shedding of the blood of Christ and
the forgiveness, justification and redemption of the sinner? To this it may be replied,

exists

connection

the

that

by the

appointment-ef God, and that is sufficient.
He has declared that there can be no remission of sins without the shedding of
necessary,

It is not

blood.

Taking this view of the subject, we hope

there are now

of this large city ; occupying a

aware

however, that

there should be the connection of cause and

them

are

now

worthy

members

of the

open

church. Among the pupils in the Santal
school, the good leaven is also permeating.
I have very much enjoyed

of deliverance, and, being thus

worshiping with

the beauties of nature,

physical but moral, resulting
will and appointment of God.

large

already

to its

the | Carry on and urge forward the glorious
And is it notthe bidding of the Lord
the work.

broadcast the

years have I been followed by the stubborn

though he had never sinned, and through it
be washed, justified,sanctified and glorified.
But, taking into consideration the de-

mands of justice, it is readily seen why
there was a necessity for the blood-shedding of God's lamb in securing the redemption of man. “The blood thereof is
the life thereof.” Here is God's estimate of
the blood. The blood is not the feelings,

ague,

Church,

quite

(Methodist)

a revival

Street

has

make up life, but

or

chill-fever, contracted during the

worked bodigs and shreds of clothing of

the thousands of starving and diseased crea-

It is that life for which “‘all thats man
Now

man

had

for- | were daily

and

as

If ‘Noah,

Daniel,

and

Job’ -

of

divine

goodness.

This | importance.

If Isaiah

saw

with

his own

between and | js deceived,

or else that Book of the Law is

mountains, | genuine and authentic. Josiah tells of the
that blend | impulsive but temporary repentance of the
|
|
|
|

Ninevites; and Nahum confirms his word
hy recording their tinal and subsequent destruction.
If Ezra and Nehemiah really
yebuilt the temple, then Haggai and Zach-

from fancy.

But none

The sermon de-

of these | Jivered on

vine pictures that bad mountains for their | people and the forbearance of God.
If the
background, and valleys, cliffs, rocks and | text is false, the sermon eannot be true.

will please large num| pig new niovement

All hangs together. If Moses is false in
| yors of our Baptist friends, who will thus streams, irradiated by the sunlight, to|
“make up the details of the enchanting scene. | prose, David is false in poetry. If Jeremibe enabled readily to supply themselves The traveler who had witnessed the splen- | ah never wrote, Daniel's prayer is an abIsaac dors of a previous sunset, and seen on
| wij, their doctrinal publications.
surdity. You have either a succession of
| pin), Esq., a prominent merchant of Bos- clouds and mountains the red, erimson, and holy, trustworthy, divinely chosen and di|, has added to the previous obligations golden hues chasing each other into the | vinely taught men, each delivering, it is
testimony, but
of the Methodist Church for his many gen- darkness of night, might easily imagine the | true,” his own independent
morning
sun
gathering
up
the
same
tints
»
|
making
himself
responsible
also for what
He ofnew debt of gratitude.
erous gifts, a

Rapt in sweet contemplation of those fires,
And set his harp in concert with the spheres,
Teach me, by this stupendous seaffolding,
Creation’s golden steps, to climb to Thee.”

23000

step,

new

Bumstead ) the inmates of the Ursuline Conventof Charlestown found refuge when their
buildings were destroyed some years. ago.
There

is

much

of

attached

local history

to

trains of thought unfold themselves to him, | these spots, the interest in which will of
and expanded views of his own life, of cre- | course cease, if given up for such a purpose

ation and of God take the place of those | 25 LOW seems to be contemplated.
more contracted ideas which

his

had formerly

feelings and aspirations.

THE

The great end of an education is to develop | the most

and expand

.LECTURE

SEASON.

| The lecture seasonof 1869 bids fair to be
notable

for a number

of years.

and
our ideas of the infinite, 10 | Several novelties are to be introduced,

bring us nearer to purity, and to inspire us | now

brought

lecturers

out, the

different

foundation upon which
may build ; and thus

spiritual Christians | In this course a number of the evenings will

amidst a world of sin | be occupied

| site views.

by two. speakers, taking oppo-

A ‘Young America” course is

| alsoto be undertaken, Du Chailla being en| gaged to deliver five afternoon lectures to

| the young folks.

Among the lecturers to

| be heard, are Gough, Henry Ward Beecher,

E. M. Chapin, Wendell Phillips, Ralph Wal-

do without them ; but while we reflect upon | do Emerson, Gov. Chamberlain,
their efficiency as a means, only, to certain | Dickinson and Senator Sumner.
great and noble ends, we would clingto the
3
MUSICAL.

literary or religious.

However,

Anna

E.

The concerts to be given by Carlotta
Patti in this city, on the evening of Oct. 14

science could do nothing

religion,

the voice of Jenny Lind, that of Patti is not

neither could religion do

without

only equal to, butit is thought by critics, to

to us the statement | three,

ix and over nine

months.

It has

j

:

’

Again, if education has a mission similar | zation,
that Christ died for, or on account of, our | now come to return pretty regularly once a
sins, and rose again for, or on account of, | month, and four doctors prescribe a to that of religion, then is it not our duty to | Theodore Thomas's celebrated orchestra,

He died because we bad | change.

Grateful as & sea voyage, or a support it? To what enterprise can we ap-

~ ginned, and he rose from the dead because | trip to and residence in the Hills, would be,

of New York, are to visit Boston the last of
propriate ogir means and do more good? | the month, to treat us to some of their deWho can estimate the value of such insti- | licious music, Great curiosity is manifest-

cured our justification, by pouring out his | chosen field of labor, at a time when there
is so much to be done, and the number of
available laborersis so small. But while
such
occupied
Jesus
"If, then, the blood of
place in the gospel, if it was | my general health is good, better even than
y preached by the apostles, and if | much of the time when I was in America,

two former, old institutions, have their hun- | The Mendelssohn Quintette Club, which has
i of Boston for a number of |
and the latter, although in been the pride
dreds of students,
their infancy, already have many students, | years, are to take up their residence in Chiscattered from California to Maine, and even | cago, much to the disappointment of hunAtlantic, occupying many dreds who admire the richness and: beauty
beyond the

he had procured our justification in his | after four years of steady labor,itis with uncircles to hear this orchestra,
_ death, His resurrection does not justify | feigned grief that I am compelled even for tutions as the Michigan State University, | edand intomusical
it with our own Gilmore's.
compare
|
The
Bates?
and
my
Hillsdale
on
College,
back
my
Yale
old
turn
to
season,
brief
a
|
prohaving
_ ms—it was the result of his

_ Yife in his blood for us.

pi

Lord?

that occasion within the risin
could for a moment excite the emotions in | walls endorses all the miracles of Hanis J
the soul that were called forth by these di- [and enumerates the provocations of the

tinned more than four or five days at a science. One isa help meet for the other. | excel it. Her audiences in New York have
one to They harmonize most beautifully in their | been notonly delighted, but almost carried
on him is freed from the penalty of eternal | time, and this at intervals of from
away with the superb quality of her vocaligreat and noble mission.

t

list- | our

all that genius could gather from nature or | ariah really prophesied.

originate

_gone astray, so that whosoever believeth

ths

Christ | rael and forward to the great forerunner of

ever

every
color
of the rainbow, and seem
wrought by celestial beings.
In the cities
of Europe
I saw many of the master-pieces
of gifted painters, that expressed on canvas

A branoh of the Baptist Publication Sos
ciety of Philadelphia is about being estab| jj ed in this city, Rev. Dr. Child, the Disjut Secretary, having succeeded in raising
| 1, ymount of funds needed for this purpose.

and revealed

by

step

advances

he

compelled to inhale ; and that I whether

With but
worse.
gave man from this position Christ must lay | that my case has been no
condown his life for all the sheep that had | one exception, the attack has seldom

our justificaion.

first

sun rises, and throws his rays

this world, without either religion or sci- | and 15,are the theme of conversation among
ence, would be robbed of a great portion of the musical at the present time, her debut beupon him; for it had been declared: “The | cal skill, can occasion very little surprise.
gratitude
for
cause
great
is
there
present beauty and excellence. ‘Indeed, | ing anxiously awaited. Remarkable as was
its
Rather
to
Hence,
‘ soul that sinneth it shall die.”
properly without

This explains

mountain,

sermon

among the dark shadows of the
pictures of beauty are revealed

feited his life, the sentence of death rested | have a disease which thus far defies medi-

death,

a

greatest

angel
passing through the skies, lad | bows before it as the word of God, and
touched thém with his toreh-light. As the | all his people with him. The whole nation

in the neighborlivod, its congregations h we
ions.many.
been good and the convers
%
'
"

be no sets, no thoughts and no feelings. | tures, the ding and the dead, as at once Christian church ag the precursor of all geod,
[to pollute and poison the atmosphere we
give.”

From

the

they emerge from the darkness of night,
verse the varied history of the Jews as reas though sent upon a new mission to be the | corded in the Pentateuch.
If Moses is
instructors of mankind.
Slowly one after | false, David cannot be true.
Josiah finds
another their peaks are lighted up, asifan | the long neglected Book of the Law, and

been in progress the greater part of the
year. Notwithstanding the obstructions it
has suffered on account of the improvements

terrible famine of 1866, while daily ministering to the famished multitudes that and sorrow, wield the most “enduring inare scarcepressed around for
ething to keep soul fluences. Our literary institutions
than the
to-day
good
The frequent, drench- ly accomplishjng less
and body together.
inbecome
have
They
chirch.
Christian
ing showers and sweltering sun of those
religthe
in
force
moral
great
of
struments
| never-to-be-forgotten summer months, raised
ious world.
We would be loth indeed to
| such an offensive odor from the over-

essence without which there can

will ke

or prophesies -of some one who is yet

from a mount he returned to his Father's | their generation” by the will of God, then

aourses vieing one with another in their caAnd while this is done, will swith the most lofty aspirations for doing | tering tothe public taste. Six different coursto
God
pray
home
at
to, and worthy of, Him for whom and by not our liberal friends
Our education is really a part of the great | eq are already advertised, prominent among
whom are all things, that every repenting | grant the increase? As to myself, I am work of Christ. It is a means for effecting | which, is the Union Course”, which has
believer should be forgiven and treated as | Warned to be up and depart. For fall three an inestimable amount of good. It lays a | the novelty of great variety as its attraction.

hath

his

kingdom. The speaker then proceeded to | his words carry conviction over seventeen
show that the Alps in Switzerland were a | hundred years and touch matters of infinite

such an exalted personage it seemed fitting | good seed?

it is that

touching

ened to; upon & mountain he was tans. were myths, then Ezekiel's praise is fabufiguredin the presence of his disciple®=and | lous; but. if they really lived and served

membership.

At the Church

vert from Romanism.

every ray of sunlight, in the dropping rain,
in the flower of the field, in the rippling
brook, and in the soft and gentle breeze;

cure the Mission printing promptly.
Here we have not merely the frame-work

sake of this great sacrifice of the blood of | to go forward and scatter

thoughts and acts whieh

his congregation

world.

preached

who comprehends in the fullest sense the |
magnitude of his work. He sees God in | In the house of one of thése cstates (the

was not guiding intellect

from
For

the

striking manner the sublimity | ~ Rumor
po
asserts that Rev.-J. De Witt, of
and grandeur of the universe. The rail- Irvington, N. Y., has had ‘a call extended
way, the enging. and the telegraph remind him by the Central Church find Society of

relation between it and the removal ofsin | of a Mission, but the nerve and muscle, the controlled
and the inspiring heart to

sinner,

to

and making his glory real to the observer: tory, the prophecy, .the devotion, are all
It was ona mountain, flashing with the true or all false,
,
lightening of his presence, and reverberatIf Elijah never lived, what sense is there
ing with the thunder of his majesty, that he | in the prophecy of Malachi? How can it
gave his law to Moses, and through him to reach backward to the great reformer of Is-.

and

us of the vast accumulating power among this city to become their pastor. ‘Rev. Dr.
them in their own language, and in a nummen, and the value of development in the N. Adams, whose health has been a matter
ber of instances have listened to their artless
Ca
.
.
fea
i
. £& | of anxiety for some time, is about to try the
.
i
:
prayers and apparently frank and sincere
uy
5 California in ’ connection with
Education, however, is not so valuable
climate
of
a
confessions of sin and pleas for forgiveness. because it is pleasant to know something of
séh-voyage
there.
His
physician
anticipates
With something of the enthusiasm and de- the physical and the natural world ; neither
light of the young mother whose ears are is it valuable as a power among men, nor the most favorable results from the trip,
for the first time saluted with the cry of as'a help in the various enterprises of our which will occupy the larger portion of a
year. Dr. Adams will be attended by two
her first born, do I still listen to the suppliTrue, it occupies an important of his daughters. The vessel in which he
cations of these untutored, erratic aboriplace among all these’; but there is some- will take passage is commanded by his son.
gines of this heathen land; for, notwiththing more ennobling in the idea than any
A NUNNERY IN BOSTON.
standing our hopes have been long deferred
Some regard education merely as
and often cruelly blotted, I still have faith a source of ease and luxury, or a means of
The Catholic Bishop of the Highland Disin the Santals, and believe in their conver- living without hard work, and will tug trict diocese, it is announced, has purchassion to God. May. our. Father speed the along through a collége course, perhaps, ed two fine estates on Tremont St., known as
day when the spirit from on high shall be
no aim in life higher than the gratifi- | the Dudleyand the Bumstead estates, upon
copiously poured out on this needy people! with
But such, | Which it is proposed to establish a nunnery.
cation of some selfish schemes.
The Zenana work is pressed with vigor.
not the plan of the true student | There are some eight acres in the two places,
is
indeed,
One native sister accompanies the foreign
the amount paid for which was $100,000.

appointed, the angel entered not, but passed
over. So with the blood of Christ. The

and justification of the

to

bespeak the same ori-

fore,

in a most

effect between the means of forgiveness and
The sprinkling of the
forgiveness itself.
ths door- worker to these abodes of darkness, and the
blood of the paschal Lamb updn
words of Jesus are listened to with respect,
posts and lintels of the Hebrew houses in
and sometimes with a deep and lively inpreventin
efficacy
Egypt, had no intrinsic
terest by the imprisoned inmates. .
ing the destroying angel from entering to
The press operated by native Christians
God
Yet
smite the first-born with death.
is
doing a good work, while the pressure
had appointed the blood to be the sign and for outside work makes it difficult to seinstrument

of the fact that there are thousands

They

testimony

by-ways
and from the faintest tinges, gradually | had been ‘written aforetime;’ or you have
score or more of different stands every to-day who are shining ornaments, botb in fers the munificent sum of $100,000, towards
the clouds until they were lost | the blind leading the blind, and all fallin
brightening
the
political
and
religious
world,
who
the
erection
of
the
new
buildings
for
the
week, to teach and to preach ‘‘the glorious
in the light of day.
into the ditch! And how can this blindHad these mountains a voice that could be
ss be su
d
ir
mi
gospel of "the blessed God.” and persuade have never had the training of our schools. Theological Seminary, provided a similar
heard and understood by the thousands of eS
nae
fuighty words
these blind, besotted heathen to forsake ly- | While we would no less highly congratu- | 5 unt is raised by others. The Trustees
:
Specimters that flock Jom every Sivilized question is not simply that historians, and
ing vanities and turn to the living God. And late such for their success and achieve- of the Seminary have gone to work in ear- nation
to gaze upon
their splendors,
they |geers,
and
psalmists,
still another brother is engaged in visiting ments, we would at the same time bend all nest to secure the amount: Rev. J, S. Bing- would declare that they exist and are daily goers,
Paslmists,
dad God
prophets
believed
in one #84
another;
but that
wrought
with
our
energies
in
the
encouragement
of
the
ham, pastor of the Maverick Church, East
clothed with fresh attractions, not to afford | them, and confirmed their words with signs
Santal schoolsin the district,and, it is to be
hoped,is sowing the good seed among these ‘youth of our land to the highest possible at- Boston, has received a unanimous call from a temporary gratification to worldly tour- following. It is not that you have Moses
rude children of the forest. Both the Girls’ tainments in the various arts and sciences. the Congregational Church and Socicty in ists, but to make known the attributes o f | standing alone and demanding credence to
glorious Creator, to minds
and
hearts
the
word he
speaks . but you have Joshua
Mr. Bingham is quite their
Home and the Santal Training school are Intellectual culture is the great stepping- Dubuque, Iowa.
qualified to receive their teachings. It were also, who bade the sun
, stand still; David,
It
stone
to
national
usefulness
and
glory.
and
n,
congregatio
doing good service and bear fruit. The
popular with his present
well for all could they unite in the prayer | who- was the man after God's own heart;
girls are making ‘good progress, both in is a miglity force which has opened the his many friends here would greatly regret of the poet:
Elijah, who was taken to heaven in a whirl
It has his removal.
His heéaith may possibly inwind ; Isaiah, who saw Christ's day ; Dantheir studies and in habits ‘of industry, way to thousands of improvements.
* Thou who didst touch the lips of Jesse’s son,
jel, who was delivered from the lion's den—
cleanliness and economy; and.-several:
of unlocked the mysteries of creation, laid duce him to accept the offer. The saldry. is

and

“When the blood is trampled beneath your
feet and counted an unholy thing, I wiil
visit with punishment.”
But

laborers,

five native brethren more or less qualified [that we shall not be considered as underadfor the work, making seven in all, to go valuing those who have not enjoyed Wethe are
forth daily into the streets and lanes, ways | vantages of a college course.

All hope and trust and peace and joy, come
from that blood.
To the believer God
says, “When I see the bloodI will pass
over,”

American

another.

bear

come. Successive ages are linked totravels, ho thus spoke of the influence of | together;
hand joins in hand; and all stand
the mountains in unfolding thoughts of God or fall together. The biography, the his-

Among the candidates baptized the Sabbath
previous, one was a Jew and another a con-

est aim and appreciation. Education is not
a mere polish of school-men. An individ-

and Departure.

one

6
books

course

:

and as the object of our high-

tional worth,

R.C.

¢Being justified by his
they justified?
Are they cleansed and made
blood.”
holy? “His blood cleanseth from all sin.”
Are they elect according to

pumber

of the
Christ, of his cross, of his blood, and deal | position in the moral world, one
most efficient forces in the elevation of naout their riches to a hungry world.

, chased, “but by the precious blood of
Are
Christ, as of a Lamb without spot.”

God.

’
various

eling through Switzerland, and in a dis-

revelation

manner.
and
mind
we must, in the out-

and worth of | set, regard the subject

wealth

point:
“Its

-.
RELIGIOUS.
| appears in the endless variety of the Alpine | eyes the hosts of Sennacherib struck down
scenery.
Of the millions of views there, | without the walls of Jerusalem, then the
The Tremont Temple Church bas commenced its’ winter work in good earnest, there are notwo alike. They vary not only | books of Kings and Chronicles, in which
as viewed from different positions, but at|the event is recorded, are true and trustlast Sabbath witnessing the addition of a different times
of the day.
In the morning
worthy.
David commemorates in sacred

thorand

r, a
proper

very un-

gin. They lead to the same result. Each
individual writer, as he appears or disappears, points to some one who has gone be-

who, in

Education has reference particularly to
his heated race to keep up with the times
leaves behind him the very sandals with |that general and systematic development
which his feet should be shod,—¢‘the prep- | which tends to elevate our beings in the

the church is

new covenant is in his blood,

purchased

it gospel at all; and woe be to him

writing un-

and influences

like. A recent English work, by Josiah
Bateman, has a good passage on this

Rev. Dr. Clark, of Albany, has been trav-

usefulness, and great personal

of

than as | advantages

the perfect unity of its various writers, livder circumstances

The Alps Revealing

no
happiness, thereis
the life and the | gypject of 'F. Missions, any
ment- of the revelation of God to man; and and love, while it is likewise
suitmore
resort
can
we
which
to
means
|
existin
slain”
Missions
was
it will be the same ‘Lamb that
food of the church. ‘My flesh is meat in-|if we had no Foreign
on of our
Well, “Lo I am with you,” is | able than a generous appropriati
that shall be the object of worship and the deed, and my bloodis drink indeed.”
ence!!!
ment of
advance
general
the
to
substance
Let there be no sickly sentimentalism still unrepealed and comforts our hearts.
subject of song by the redeemed millions of
must
course
a
Such
press.
nd
school'a
the
about stating ‘the gospel of the grace of
heaven.
¢
J. PaILLips.
:
truth.
of
friends
all
of
applause
the
himGod
meet
by
summed
used
is
terms
gospel
very
the
the
in
of
God
The whole
Midnapore, Aug. 18, 1869.
1. C. CHASE. ®
Cheshire, Ohio.
up in the shedding of the blocd of self. Let none suppose that, by adapting
caren
world’s
the
the
gospel
to
modern
thought,
it
must
be
of
on
God's Lamb for the remissi
Education.
sin. Al! hope’ of divine favor, all strength robbed of every foundation truth that makes
Noies from Boston.
more

““ MASTERS.”

Selections.

- would
be it said, help is springing | dowment and general improvement
various
the
in
good
more
effect
.
ly
‘undoubted
yp,
|
the
presenting
without
it procures; but
Trials we have, trials i neident to and in- | localities than if spent in almost any other
cross and its blood, they eannot preach the
:
this
Without
souls.
word that saves men's
separable from .our position as missionaries. | way.
the heart that is dark will not be enlight- The present is one of them; and yet, these
Our happiness and success, nationally and
| ened, the heart that is proud will not be trials are light compared withthe pain we denominationally, depend upon the trinmph
| humbled, the mourning heart will not be feel on reading over the accounts of the | of truth; and the triumph of truthis pro| comforted, nor the fainting heart cheered. annual convocations of our connection, | portionate to the success of our schools and
Christ, his cross and his blood, constitute now pouring in upon us, and see Yearly religious periodicals. Hence,if we would sethe grand melting power to thaw the Meeting after Yearly Meeting pass, with cure to ourselves and to posterity enviable
world's unbelief

One of the most convincing proofs of the
divine origin of the Scriptures is found in
ing in different centuries, and

of God

and regeneration which | praise

forgiveness

ance,

The Bible Proving Itself,

continent. Also, there are other smaller rehearsals for the season, and are bard at
institutions just bursting into life. There is work on the Oratorioof ¢ Naaman,” which
will be given during the winter.’ The SoWest Virginia College, Cheshire Academy
ciety is in a very prosperous condition.
hovinfluences
The
and Wilton Seminary.

- at the present
vention, they may study to take away the | work, and much else we have in hand. | ering about these schools
and afew |.
future,
the
for
well
speak
time
|
inthe
be
probably
will
lack
greatest
The
omit-|
by
reproach of the cross of Christ
their ento
d
appropriate
dollars
thousand
the
to
here,
even
and
department,
tal
repent-|San
the
blood,
the
of
speak
to
ting

The Blood of Christ.
.r

|
|
|
|

| as much faith in the virtue of this blood as cumb to it. It is truly cheering to know
in the apostolic days? Men occupying the | that, both at Jellasore and Santipore, faithplace of gospel ministers, may presenta |ful and energetic fellow-helpers remain to
beautiful drapery of their ownor others’ in- | look after and carry forward the school-

interwoven in all their letters an enemy

that las now pursued me with positions of usefulness.

The fature of these

of their style.

Their farewell concert will

all uniting

in their testimony

to his truth,

making ‘his writings the text of their sermons, the burden of their prayers, the keynote of their songs, and the guide of their
In these regions we have also the holi- | lives.”
ness of God symbolized. The pure piles o f
snow that cover the summits of Moun
Beecher on the Ministry.
Blane, Yungfrau,
and whole ranges o :
mountains, seemed

to reflect

the

holiness

of the great white throne of the Eternal .
Henry Ward Beecher addressed a letAs all the virtues meet to constitute holi " | ter to Prof. Day, onthe occasion of laying
ness, so all the beautiful colors meet to

corner-stone of the new Theological

form pure white, and it is fit that this, in the | the

as the em- | Hall at New Haven. = It contains a word in

Scriptures, should be employed
blem .of \epotless

purity.

The

saints’ dre | season in respect to

represented as clothed in white raiment » | ministry.
and Christ appears in transfiguration, in
:

‘Some of these |

robes of the purest white.

the

profession

of ‘the

Hesays:

That youngmen are to suchan extent

their faces from the Cristian minmasses of snow in Switzerland, are occa- | Averting
istry, gives an ‘unfavorable impression to
sionally

reached,

and

trodden

by

man

But the vast majority are never pressed ‘by

their manliness.

there are often steep, rocky
human effort can scale.
There,

blest profession of all, fearing its trials—to

human feet. - Between them

An

ambition

of

wealth,

and the base, | Ofnot political
power, of literary eminence may
be disreputable, but to go past the nosides, that no
above

all

with secular pursuits at a time
this continent, from ocean
repose in everlasting security. They re- like this, when religious instruction, indiasks
ocean,
to
ceive the earliest rays of the morning sun
of mind much to be deplored.
and the last rosy hues of the. evening sky. * | cates a state
to-day was accompanied
preaching
if
Even
Through a powerful glass I loved to gaze
as it was of old, it
upon the emblems of the holiness of heaven, with as manybe privations
the noblest olegsion of all.
and to drink in the inspiration that flowed would still
and soul

taint or impurity, from a sinful world, they | take U

from them.

they re. | NO man that ever entere

All the year round

main unmelted, to teach mankind of Him | upon wasthe thankful
work ofall thehis Christian
for the
life long mimstry
but

who is * glorious in holiness, fearful in
praises, doing wonders.” For us to reach
that holiness, as to reach these everlasting
snows, requires great and protracted exer-

choice. After the vitissitudes of Shirly
years, the earliest ten in straits of heal
and means, and all of them laborious ; with
ding of the honors, emoltions. - Of the waters of salvation, as of th e a clear understan
of other liberal promountain streains, we may drink in the uments and pleasures
if I were to begin
lley ; but the attainment
of pe
i- fessions, I would to-day,eagerly,
irresistibly,
a ey Ww eHiect pi life over again, choose
Se i the I
It has its burdens;
ministry.
Christian
the
|
o
ourselves for this. We must accept a guid

for the steep ascent. We must leap chasms | 811 professions bave ; ithas its limitations,
pot more than other pursuits. It is the
of evil. We must resolve not to look back, | but
freest, the most engaging, the most satisbut press, onward and upward.
also re

scenery

The beluties of Alpihe

factory of all callings, to those who are

of

The commerce of
veal the beautiesof heaven. Inthe morning, | the right spirit fortheit. noblest
themes, the
with
is
mind
the
of
village
the
left
1
daylight,
before
long
benevolent.
Breig, to pass over in a diligence a neigh- business of its life is the most to his fellows
boring mountain. I secured a seat alon o | It keeps a man's heart related
upon the top ot the carriage. As we ascended by a zig-zag course, the village remained
in full view for several hours. The valley
gradually opened, extending as far as the
eye could reach. The shadows of night

in the most generous moods. Better than
all, the crystal vault above one's head is not
jons as.too often send
darkened by such
their fuliginousinfluence into other avocations, and one has a fruition of the coming

| Joys, even while a pilgrim and a stran| ger.
|, At the present day the work of the min| istry demands the service of every good | mental endowment. ln teaching, in pator| 8! work, in ten thousand humble fields,
deep devotedness
there rested a soft white body of mist |menof good sense t andaccepta
nce, although
white dove brooding will find abundan
that seemed like ‘a
of genius, But in

upon the landscape, bu
snow-cla a
peaks, touched with the hues of the morning twilight, forming a picture of the Beau.
tiful, enshrined in a frame-work ofthe Sublime. Upon the lakes and vales below

were still lingering

in the distance could be seen the

over the scene.

At

it was

motionless

they are not children

but as the breath of the morning swept over | dealing with the phases
ofin itsphilosophic
author- it, it began to move, and a portion in fleecy thought—in bringing religion
i

clouds ascended one range of mountains, | ity and beauty above thelovel of jurinpruand another portion the range® on the op- | dence, of literature,

snd, of civie

allan,

posite side, until at last reaching the peaks, | that to it every Fneemay bow snd every
the mountains appeared ‘to be smoking longuee noblest
sonfese, parts,
3 4 fired
work with
on Which
men
the truest
with the incenseof morning worship.” The of"
church-bells
the vill
b un
and as. their insweet
Tg
Wi y
heavthe
from’
it seemed as if they floated

enly realms.

The

shepherds

distance, toiling with

steep

ascents,

their

reminded

seen in the

flocks

me

up

the

of the good

genius, may

find the noblest’ oppotunities

for the beneficent exertions of
their whole
That which approaches nearest to
nature.

God is the most natural, and the ministry

Jesus Christis the most intensely natural

all

pursuits.

And

I fervently

hope

of
of

that

Shepherd who is leading his followers up | any a young man who shall be gatheredof
blessedness, | in the goodly company,to see the laying
to the hights of everlasting
anothe ¢ | the corner-stone ot the theological buil ng,
be complete y
giddy will be found, when it shall
a
hight reached at noon, the very element of ready and anxious to occupy its rooms
PR
loveliness was before me in a framework of | compose its classes.

Asin the ride one picture followed

of marvelous

beauty;

as

from

the

mountain grandeur, Irepeatedly exclaimed

«If guch is the beauty of earth,

what m

.

x

be the glory of heaven?” My soul was . ot i viv Be
an ecstasy of delight. My prayer to God | the climax of attainment.

A
A man can never

is that that scene’ may not fade from my | be too righteousto grow,—not until a cememory until the morning of the everlast- | dar can betoo healthy and strong to grow,
ing

life shall dawn, and the celestial

moun- | —too

full of sapto put

forth

a new bud,

appear; and the music of the an- | expand a new leaf, start out a new bough,
tains shall
g vigor for three full years, must institationsis destined to effect much in be- | be given on the 16th instant. The Handel gels shall bring the glad tidings that earth | fashion a n«w cone, and enlarge its own
@ onchurches, should it not be presented | unrel
their 18 yanquished, and heaven secured.
trunk.
A
besehaken off, or in the end I must suc-| half of the religious interests of this entire | and Hayden Society have commenced

% frequently, 1s plainly and with

~

heat
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Thick mists upon the hills

‘worth your while.—A4m. Messenger...
'

Along

itp

that itruns just where God's Word puts it;
and a conscience which is enlightened by

:

me work in thankfulness
«=
©

Samson’s

We answer

the Word and by

prayer does not common-

ly fail to discover

it.

Where Christ would

be likely to go if he were on earth, is the

=—Independent.

right side ; but where a Christian would be
ashamed to have his Master find him, there
he ought never to find himself.

Foxes.

Wherever

a Christian can go, and conscientiously ask

ide
—
5
God's blessing on what he is doing, there let
When I was a boy, I was puzzled with that Christian go. He is not likely to wanof this affair. ThoughtI: all
der over the line. And when a church mem“Would not the fire-brand burn the |} er can entera play house,or go into a dancstring, or the hair of the tail? How could ing frolic,and honestly ask God's blessing on
a dui brand, dragged fast through the the amusements and come away a better

oorn, set it on fire?

y were not the fox-

es sent singly? Would not two of them
pull contrary ways, and prevent their running at all? and how could he catch so
many foxes?”
No doubt thousands of
boys have felt these difficulties, and thous-

ands of knowing men have turned up their

noses- at the account, as unworthy of serious belief. But let us look again.
SkepLiem is a lazy thing, (not pleased with

In the original Hebrew the word means
jackals, doubtless. The animal is not solitary, like the foxes, but goes in large
packs. They take shelter in deep caverns, abounding ir that country of limestone

hills.

Samson,

being a chief, could

easily command the assistance

of a large

Christian for it, then let him go, but not be-

fore.
But should not every good man be a
¢ friend of the world ?”
Was not the divine
Jesus a friend of theworld when he so

loved it that he gave himself for its redemp-

tion?

dom

to lead sinners to

the

cross?

Ah!

yes—very true ; but what the Redeemer and
his apostle were after was not sinners’ sins,

but sinners’ souls.

And they soughtto save

the world, not by conformity to it,” but

by

transforming it to a higher and holier ideal
of life.
Nor is it by going over to the world that
we can save the worldling.
If we. are to

impress the world, we must live above the
number of men, block up the entrance of’ world ; if we would save sinners we must
the caves, and catch as many as he pleased.
in the same sense that Jesus was, be ¢* sep-

In that rude state of society such sport
would. please them well. The word trans:
lated fire-brand means torch. In many
parts

of the East the torch is made several

atone end

allow the world to drag us down into

es

were

what

night attack
fine flame of
fast walk, or
had tied the
frightened

Gideon's

men

had for their

upon the camp; not the little
a house-lamp, put out by a
a breath! Supposeys umson
torch to a single jackal; the

animal

would

have

bounded

along with such a velocity as might not
have set fire to the grain; while two of
them
close
de

with their tails tied, must
enenough of the stiff stalks to imthem considerably, and so give the

laze time to kindle all along their course.
They could not stand still, because the
burning straw bebind would compel them
to go on. If Samson had sent his men to
set the fields on fire with their own hands,
the Philistines would have caught and
killed some of them; but they could no
catch the jackals,

The

the

southern steeps of Dan overlooked

land

of the

Philistines,

Even

at the

resent day we are told that this same plain
sa vast grain-tield. Samson might station

his different

parties

of men,

with

owners,

would

living

here and

naturally

chase

there in villages,

the jackals.

This

would only spread the ruin more wide.

All

this shows

how

intently

Samson

must have thought out the different parts of

the cunning contrivance. It agrees with
hig character, which evidently had in it a

considerable spice of reckless fun.

see

him sitting on the rocky

We can

brow of his

native hills, looking down on the rich
fields of his enemies, pondering his plan

and smiling to think how he would serve
them.
This is a beautiful instance of the clear
light which may be thrown on an obscure
passage

of

Scripture by making ourselves

acquainted

with its geography and the cir-

cumstances

of its time.— United Presbyle-

rian.

It’s Worth

Your

While.

slip.

I noticed
the front

He had sucha pleasant, peaceful face,

I wondered who he was, and wished I krew

him. Our pastor spoke from some text illustrating the goodness of God, and the
many proofs of it.

Aftera few remarks,

said he noticed a friend
not

been

seen

years; and
‘‘ Brother C

then

experience as

in

seats

raising his
, wont you

for

had

many

voice, said,
tell us your

far as it testifies to

ing-kindness of God?”
rose,

present who

those

he

the lov-

The old gentleman

and leaning on his cane, said :

¢« I was born and brought up in this town,

and it was here‘that I first hoped

I had be-

come a Christian. I was nearly thirty-years
old then, and had been feeling for a long
time that I ought to give myself up to Christ;
but I was surrounded by influences which
made it very hard for me to declare myself
on the Lord's side.
£5
My father was an open scoffer; and
“hardest of all, I had lived allmy life with
my own family not a Christian; and I
dreaded what they might say if all of a sudden I changed my course. After a night of

severe struggle, 1 told my tvife that I noped

1 had given my heart to the Lord, and meant

to live for him.
The hardest of all was to begin family
rayer, but at last I tried, with the Lord's
elp, and have never given it up.
Four of
my children have since told me that, under
God, they owed their conversion tg the in-

fluence of family worship. I have now the
comfort of knowing two of my children are
ministers of the

gospel, and the

rest I hope

"are his. This
is one instance of God's
great mercy.
:
I have passed through great trigls, but if
I murmured at first, afterwards I always
saw my Father'skind hand in it all.

Now I'm very old; my hearing is almost
gone ; I can see a little to'réad from the holy

ook,

but

do is to

not much.

think

of

Aliilost all I can

the wonderful

God has led me, and now

ways

I'm waiting for

him to call me home, 1know no merit of
my own will do the least to bripg me
to heaven, only his love, the sathethds drew
me to him at first,
My young
friends, I
wish what I have told you would lead you
to think it was worth your while to give
your hearts to Christ now ; the younger you

do
do

of Grace.

single,

ie

do
82me.

do

do

come in when I

gave the most away.—Baater.

do

do

dozen,

do

Thoughts upon Thought,

It is more from carelessness about truth

than that of patience, because either the
will must be broken in childhood or the

0

ence,

says another.

*Thén

eau ye that which is good,” she says,

‘and

let your soifl delight itself in futnéss.”

“But I am poor, and have nothing to buy
with,” ¢‘Come, buy wine and milk witkous
money and without price.”
“We are weary,” sigh the laborers inithe

sun-beaten

fields.

¢‘ Come

unto

me,”

breathes her answer, like a breeze from the
waters, ** and I will give you rest.”
“Cast thy burden on the Lord and he will

sustain thee,” she whispers to
ready to faint on the highway.
“Behold

the

fountain,”

she

the
cries

pilgrim
to

the

from

Madame
—

Devotion,

like

Swetchine.

> G—

genius,

has

its

feats

of

daring.
To have ideas is to gather flowers.
To
think is to weave them into garlands.
“Is not life useful when it is happy?”
asks the egotist. Is it not sufficiently happy when it is useful?” asks the good
man.
Prayer has aright to the word ineffable.
It is an hour of outpourings, which words
cannot express,—of that interior speech
which we do not articulate, even when we
employ it.
Those ho have made the strength born
of passion
donducive to their return to
virtwe, are like the people in the neighborhood of Vesuvius, whose dwellings ave
constructed out of the very lava which

Whatever parent gives his children good

The joys of religion are understood orly by those who partake of them. Of all
kinds of happiness, this is the one whose
expression should be most moderate and
humble in the presence of those who do
not share it. = * When you enter the house

of a blind man,” says
erb, ¢ shut your eyes.”
We aspire through
through resignation. .
the intensity of which
no fear that our trust
directs

an Andalusian provprayer; we respire
Let us pray with all
we are capable,”with
will be. belied. God

and

purifies

our

ardor,

entreaties aud eager desires, lest they interfere with our submission.
Prayer, with the Christian, is the calm

and confident geze of the child upon his
father; of the sick man who discloses his
malady, and interrogates his physician;
of the friend who invokes his friend's
presence ; because

plied.

When

nature, we

all help

our

must

desires

is therein

im-

are of a mixed

see to it that

the void of

our longings isnot filled with the debris
of partially consumed passions; and that
a blind and persistent wish for success
does not induce, in the course of its conflict with obstacles, those violent internal
oscillations, which seem to threaten us at
once

with

conflagration,

and

with

dark-

ness.
Let. us pray; but let us pray acoNting
to the will of God, and in his spirit.

reveal our wishes, to hope and to trust; is
holy, pious, filial; but to reckon on the
fulfillment of those wishes, and expect it as

if that fulfillment were our due, is quite
another.thjng. .. It is to pass from the love
which believeth all things, and hopeth all
things, to an irreverent and exacting mood,
in which we show no proper sense of divine things. To expect is to demdpd God's
coming; it is to give him our time, instead
of accepting his. Adorable, even in his
merciful

tardiness,

his

goodness

defers

what it seems to refuse.

Formation

At

at the same time

a bad example, may be considered as
bringing them food in one hand and
poison in the other,—Balgay.
_ There are cases in which a man would be
ashamed not to have been imposed upon.

Wholesale

bought elsewhere

The first consideration with a knave, is
how to help himself, the second, how to de
it with an appearance of helping you.
Dionysius, the tyrant, stripped the statue of
Jubiter Olympus ofa robe of massive gold,

in New

vou, and then to you nothing will be pure.
Youn will spoil every thing you touch; youn
will make sin and misery for yourself out of
every thing which God sends you; you will

be as wretched
Charles Kingsley.

a3

you

long or more.
Ifthe wa'er was clean the
icicle remained
clear, and it sparkled

brightly

in the sun;

muddy

Sam-

Bonds.

but if the water was

the icicle looked foul,

and

its beauty was spoiled. Just so our characters are formed. One little thought or
feeling at & time adds its influence. Ifevery thought be pure and right, the soul will
be bright and lovely, and will sparkle with
happiness; but if there be thoughts and
feelings impure and wrong, the miad will
be soiled, the character depraved and dark- |
ened, and there will be final deformity and
wretcHedness.
How important then that

we should be on our guard
evil impulse and desire !

And in successful operation for 437 miles
west of the Missouri River, and earning already
enough to meet all of its expenses and existing obli'
Interest upon

In addition to this the
first mortgage of the-

Bonds

GOVERNMENT
THREE

this new Loan

are

also

secured by

LAND

GRANT

MILLION

ACRES,

track, from the 394th mile post in

a

O'F

Kansas to Denver.

The progeeds of the sale of these lands are to bé invested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bonds themselves up to 120 or in U, 8. Bonds, as

Sinking Fund for the Redemption
* of the Bonds.

The lands embrace some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery.
The Company also holds as an

asset another tract of

§

Three Millions of Acres in the State
Kansas,

of

and although not pledged as a security for this Loan,
their possession adds largely to the Company’s wealth
and credit. We estimate tbe

Value of the Company's property, covered
by this mortgage, at $23,000,000
net, while the Loan 1s merely

against every

MONEY GETTING, with rules for Success in Business,
for which he was offered $5,000.
We offer extra inducement- to Agents and pay freight to the West.—
Send for 32 page circular, with Specimen Engraving
439

INFLUENZA,

Liver

& CO,

Hartford, Conn.

WHOOPING

Complaint,

WILD

This well-known
and

leave

Bronchitis,

COUGH.
Difficulty

CHERRY.

preparation
the

cause

GRACES

does not dry

un:

behind, as is the cruse

BoSTON,

SALVE

Dr. J. G. Holland (Timothy Titcomb), Spring
field, “They are the stanaard in atl this vicinity.”
Julius Sayer, Newport,R. I..the well known deal
er in luxuries.
*‘I have trebled my sales with them,
Grocers and Diuggists treble their sales with them

OXFORD

BIBLES.

These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE have
long been considered the best that are anywhere published, as regards the Type, Paper and Binding.

An assortment of them may be found at all respectable Book Stores, or at the

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE U. §.:
THOS.
NELSON
& SONS,
52 BLEECKER

ST.,

NEW

:

ELIAS

THE
HOWE|

“WORLD

RENOWNED”?

A%~ These

g

“

“

Frankfort,

87 ir. 30 krtzs,

©

had the condition of the Road, and the country through
which it runs, carefully examined. They are happy
to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

CLASS

Better

than

Machines

are

ily Sewing and Manufacturing.

BATCHELOR’S

HAIR

DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world,
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

Sold by all Druggists

Sccurities,

as one

of

the

most profitable investments in the market,
Gold and Government Securities taken in payment

at their market value, without commissions,
Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
:
on application,

DABNEY,
«~

MM.

MORGAN § CO.,

No. 53 Exchange Place, N, XY,

K.

JESUP

Im32

§

CO,,

COE

00.,

Publishers’

Agents,

Tribune

LS Oy R York, Brown’s Iron Buildin, , Phila
delphia, are authorized to contract for
advertising
in this paper.

;

FOR CURING

It is composed

Croup.

Over

and most of them

tain all their
_

of roots and

extracted, so as to re-

medical qualities.

Ministers

of

$68

in

days

and Public

AT LAST

ceipt of $20, or one quart

last week;

another

(a

For full partic-

HOLLAND,

Seventeen

.

large; agents

sometimes

sell

4140

Pictures and Catalogue sent for

TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.
This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
of over 50 years’ successful operation.
Every facility is provided for a ‘thorough course of
useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than twenty professors and teach»

For

circulars,

WARD

IN

Europe,

D. LOTHROP

20

by
Ct
12t32
ASKELL FEMALE Sicul vARY, (at Auburn
dale, Mass., 10 miles from Boston, on Boston &
Albany R.R.) For 17 years a leading Now England
Languages, Painting

word

Olung, which

means

Black

8w34

denomiThey

are

For Sale at this Office,
complete set
ols.) for $25.

of Freewill Baptist Quarterlies (16
Any person wishing to purchase,

MINERS

PATENT STREET LAMPS,
FOR G&S OR KERQSENE.
TOWN

C

M

ry

Cos.,

Railroad

supply

Houses, owners
of Market
Houses, Large Storehouses,

Depots, Skating Rinks, Man-

ufactories, Hotels, Restaurants, also Churches, Physician’s country residences
and all others
interested
will find that this is exactly

what they need

for an

-out-

door or street Lamp.
MINER'S STREET

AND

give s a much

Send

for

Pamphlet

and

Price List,
The

Wells

The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,
SALESROOM,
44 Murray Street, New York

fla-

Wil-

same as the Mandarins and higher class of Chinese
natives themselves use, being made of

Perfectly Pure

OFFICE AND WORKS AT PORTLAD,

6m17

FOR

first intro:

duced here by the ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY, in May,

from all sec ions was 80 great, that the Company at
once made arrangements to Jtogure a larger supply
for the futare;

and

SECOND-HAND

ON

Grrist Mill

36 pounds

put

up

in one-pound parcels, with the price, $1.25,
on each package, The WHOLESALE Price for
quantity is $1 10 per pound.
In order to inthe tea we will gend a single chest of 36
as.sample to traders or clubs at the wholesale

price, by express with bill for collection, and i it does

not glve perfect satisfaction every way, will take it
ear's orop of New Black, Green and Japan pure
‘eas, which we receive direct from China aud Japan,

and furnish by the pound at cargo priees; also

Java, Mocha and Maleberry Coffees, which we

fa

TW

Also,

SECOND-HAND

Ostoam

Boilers

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches
diameter.

SECOND-HAND

ON

Steam

Boiler,

81-2 x 20 feet, with two

Flues 18 inches

in diameter.

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
ply to

:

)

(CO.,' BOSTON.
uo

: ME inh

SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
16tf

SOUTH

NEWMARKETN,

ch26t

R

!
I

roast

pedlars and clubs,

;

Has been in

use about two nmionths only.

Rio,

and grind pure every day. Our trade in PURE COFPES being the largest in the country, we are daily
sending theee goods all over the country to traders,

manufactured

by Homes & BLaNcHARD.

they

are now in receipt of a large invoice of this year’s

CONN

SALE.

Stones 30 inches in diameter,

Young and Tender
Natural Leaf.

TEA

and COUNTY

MITTEES on. LAMPS and
GAS, Railroad,
Gas and Fer-

better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more economical every way
lian any lamp
now in use.
Testimonials
of the BEST . nd will be furnished in ab ndance.

ofboth
Black and Gieen teas without any injurious
quality whatever, and as it is purer, better, more
pleasant to drink than any other, we confidently predict that it will supersede all ether kinds whereverit
is introduced, and we are sure that we cannot too
earnestly recommend it to onr frievds, customers and
all consumers.
It is perfectly héalthy, as it is the

neatly
printed
a large
troduce
pounds

will be withdrawn.

DEPOLAMP

As this tea 1s prepared without coloring matter or
foreign substance of any kind, over a slow fire on Porcelain instead of copper, and combines all the heal-.
thy,invigorating qualities and peculiar characteristics

upon more favorable terms,

Loca-

GREATi SUN-SUN
CHOP
ii
12w29

presented

Tea with Green

This celebrated chop of TSING TEA was

Music.

CHAS. W, CUSHING.

fe

Purity.

by 8.

and

tion, for health, beauty, and refining influences, unsurpassed.
Next year begins Sept. 30. Address

TEA!

vor.”—See * The Middle Kidgdom,”
liams, vol. 1, p. 810, vol. 11, p. 136.

reliable Knits everything.

F AGENTS WANTED. Clvalarand samplo stocking FREE,
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.

BLACK DRAGON CHOP
signifies

& CO.

38 & 40 Cornhill,

to all yearly subscribers.
Extraordinary Offer!—
PLYWOUTHPULPIT
(#3) and THECHURCH
UNION ($250), an Unsectarian, Independent Christian Journal—16 pages, cyt and stitched, clearly
printed, ably edited, sent to one address for 52 weeks
for tour dollars.
Special inducements to canvassers
and those getting up clubs.
Specimen copies postage
free for bo. J. B. FORD & CO,, Pubs. 39 Park
Row, N. Y.
4140

TsiNu

Assortment and Lowest

Prices,

Plymouth Pulpit is published weekly, -and contains
Mr. Beecher’s Sermons and Praye
in form suitable
for preservation and binding,
For sale by all newsdealers.
Price 10c.
Yearly subrccriptions received
by the publishers, $3, giving two handsome volumes
of over 400 pages each.
Half-yearly $1.75.
A new

word

STORE

BOSTON,

most Complete

and feeling.

Beecher

2m36

which the books (if unseld)

PLYMOUTH
PLY
‘HPPULPIT,
PTY
full of vital, beautiful religious thought

H., WILLARD,

will have that privilege until the midale of Oct, after

a

Are being read by people of every class and

apply to JOHN

And Religious Publications,
The

v

BEECHER'’S

ORIENTAL

DRUGGISTS.

specimen

20 cts., twice as many, 30 cts.
MANSON LANG,
4w40
9t Columbia St., New York city

Seminary.
Not excelled in thorough
English or critical Classical training,nor in highest accomplishments:

from twenty to thirty in a day.
Secure territory at
once.
For circular, address
JAMES
H.
EARLE, Publishe,
4t40
o
96 Washington St,, Boston, Mass,

and superb Steel Portrait of Mr.

4140

ADIES
AND
GENTLEMEN
EMPLOYED.
4 Picture bu~iness.
Very profitable.
No Risk.

OR Family use—simple,cheap,

Springtield, Mass.

nation all over this country and

R.L. WOLCOTT,

No. 181 CHATHAM SQUARE, N.Y.

that the

taking hold of the masses of Christians.”— Christian

HENRY

pint $5, or six

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

OOK AGENTS wanted for Rev. A, B. EARLE’S
“Bringing in Sheaves.” Meets with great

sales

$8, or ‘one

or registered letters, or by express.

IN

favor and success.
Crowded with stiming reminiscences and lessons from the author’s experience.
“No book has bees published recently which is so
.

A

STETSON,
I. Aug. 6, 1860.
up in white
of PAIN PAINT,
charges on re-

pints of ANNIHILATOR for Catarrh and colds in the
head for $5, including directions and medical advice,
All who come to the office treated free of cost and no
dosing. the stomach. Small bottles sold at all drug
stores. All remittances should be by post-office orders

in Modern

Era.

quart.

FREE BAPTIST BOOK

agent reports a com-

W.J.

2t40

to purchase a quart or

Troy, N. XY.

--We.call- spacial atter tion to our large stock of -this

Speakers

Will all those afilicted with Coughs or Consumption,
give this Balsam a fair trial, they will be pleased
with
tho result, and confess that the SURE
REMEDY 18

ri 1S SOLD BY ALL

than one hundred dollars a

in use,

young lady), $35,20in two evenings.
ulars, address,

ai vertemont

a
H.T.
Peconic House, Greenpoint, L.
Dr. WoLCcOT1’s remedies are
put
pers; buy none other. One gallon
double strength, sent free of express

HOOD, Gen’l Agent,
97 Water Street, Boston,

flve

WW OLAOTIS

more

ANTED.—Agents!
Agents!!
Agents!!!
To
W
sell two new Engravings— ‘THE DAWN
OF
PEACE,” or Conversion; and “THE FLOWER OF
HEAVEN.”
Liberal inducements will be offered to

mission

I raw. DR.

I finally was induced

SUCCESS.

now

One

os

ers.

gold with the guarantee

H,

Peconic House,
:

an eight dol.ar bottle of his PAIN PAINT. This small
amount did wonders for me. It removed the most of
my pain, but not my stiffiness. I continued purchasing and using until I bought five quarts, and I can say,
without hesitation, that I am entirely cured
1 Sah
tse my limbs and every part of my body with as m
freedom aud strength as I ever did in my life. WOLCco1T’s PAIN PAINT, 1 can say from experience, is the
best remedy and the greatest invention ever offered
to suffering humanity. Instead of its being
a dear
remedy at eight dollars a quart, it is really

machine free of freight, after a month’s trial accord:
ing to directions.
Liberal dizcount to the trade everywhere.
Circulars sent free on application.
GEO.

-

Ihad rheumatism over
five years.

fasor.

money would be refunded if not liked.
If not found for sale in any town, and your store:
keeper refuses to get one for you, send the retail
price, $14.00, and we will forward free of freight. and
80 sure are we toat they will be liked that we agree
to refund the money if any one wishes to return the

6140

ProEaS,

L.1.

aiter day and month after month, but could ant aay
lieve his PAIN PAINT could reach my case, although X
heard many people give tne strougest testimony in its

back, refund the money and pay all expenses.

Who are so often afilicted with throat diseases, will
find a sure remedy in this Balsam, lozenges and
wafers sometimes give relief, but this Balsam, taken

FOUND

en

STEAM TIGHT.)

40,000

father is

A portion of this time I was unable to walk.
legs, my arms and my body also have Ret contrac
and drawnup shorter, and became crooked incons e
quence of the s¢ verity of this disease. I have
cut money without stint to doctors and ior
without any earthly benefit or use, until I felt
completely discouraged and dishe
. My pa
and sufferings were
ond all d “i
y
no
anguage
that I can uge can
ray
the
agon
a

first premiums”

a WONDERFUL

Each chest of this 1ea contains

no Equal.
of the active principles

or if

crop, which they are now enabled to offer at the low
price of $1.25 per pound, at which (but two-thirds the
cost one
year ago)'it is the cheapest tea known,

AS AN EXPECTORANT

plants, which are chemically

€og-

1868, when the limited quantity imported was ApiaTs
sold at the Bigh price of $1.80 a pound. It met
wit
such unqualified
approval, od 4 the demand
for it

a few times, will‘insure a permanent cure,

No. 12 Pine Street, N, Y.

(NEARLY
is now establish d

16 Boi!

Consumption,
Coughs,
Bronchitis, Asthma,

has

Don=

putting

CLOTHES WASHER.

properly

ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM]

Tt

Patent

DOTY’ Ss

1y2

And

the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate,
The attention of investors is invited to these well

and

York.

in Carrency,

recommend

Perfumers

THE REMEDY

The Bonds will be sold for the present at
96, and acorued. Interest, both

secured bonds, which we

and

applied at Batohelor’s Wig Factory, No,

NVESTMENT,

Government

|

“The Chinese

57 & 59 Bromfield St., Boston,

street, New
trust

by

My

ily

term BLACK DRAGON is a translation of the Chinese

adapted to every variety of Fam.

HINES.

TAXATION,

The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the

obtained

TSING

PLUMMER & WILDER,

On $1000 Bond in Jow York, $35 (old)ench halt year,

gear

Wringers of all kinds repaired.

YORK.

notice, at the follow: | o,veq the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brotwn,—

ing rates:

of

arments are run through the center when the pressure
8 taken offto admit larger articles, all the cogs may
be disconnected and rendered useless.

4tS&OIN&D.

1237,

the Company paying the tax.
The principal of the Loan is made payable in
Ged, in the city of New York, but each coupon will
e
Payable in Frankfort,London, or New York
at option of the holder, without

be

SERMONS

MA

from May 1, i869, and will pay
.
Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,
gemi-annually; on May 1 and Nov. 1, and are

out

it consequently ceases to be DOUBLE:

Very popular;

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped
Hands.
Chilblains, &e.
Itis prompt in action, soothes the
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angry looking swellings and inflammations; thus affording relief and a complete cure.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON. Proprietors, Boston.
27

The Bonds hav

THIRTY {EARS LJ RUN,

cannot

experienced cauvassers.

Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,

Sewin

GOVERNMENT

J. B. BURR

Publishers,

OF

$6,500,000.

FREE FROM

OF

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fru‘ts,

extending in alternate sections on either side of the

A

It contains his celebrated Lecture on the ART

proprietors.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON,

State of Kansas,

thanthe

Entertaining Nar-

and sold by dealers generally.

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Deaver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
re: t is under construction.
It is also a Mortgage upon the Road, the Rolling Stock and Franchise of this

More

lost, and

AND TRIUMPHS OF

and terms to Agents.

Cogs

The “Universal” has taken more

By a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

thrown

as the best, at State and Institute Fairs thaa all other
wringers combined.
Sold by Dealers everywhere.
0, H. HOOD,
Gen’'l
Agent,
97 Water Street, Boston,

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED .

New Seven per Cent.,
Thirty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.

be

The great advantage of Howell's

FOR

with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses ths
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing thecaus:
of the complaint,

For the sale of its

gations, besides

WANTED

rative.

Cough

Kansas Pacific Railwa (Company

cannot

wheels on both ends of the roll, ay some try to
make it appear, for when articles discdnnect thé cogs
on either end, the power of the cogs at that end is

DISCOUNT

Wistar’s Balsam,

We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the

!* Universal”

Any sensible person can understand that a wringer
having cog wheels w hich can play apart or disconnect
when a large article is passing between the rolls, is
littleif any better than one without any cogs at all,
because the cogs tail to be of service when most
needed.
The “UNIVERSAL” has not this fatal objection, butis WARRANTED DURABLE,

of Breathing, Asthma, Bleeding of the
:
Lungs, and every affection
of the Throat, Lungs and Chest,
Are speedily and permanently cured by the use of
that old and reliable remedy,

agency of the

either wrought

NQTICE.
The

From these pri-

plete with Humor, Anecdotes-and

Croup,

$6,500,000.

“Universal has its iron parts

England.

:

SORE ‘THROAT,

LOAN

both

Our readers may be quite sure they will find the
“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article, -

can be

OOUGHS, OOLDS; HOARSENESS."

RAILWAY

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund

or both
:

or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantially that for years it cannot be broken, in wringing
garments, by the strongest person.

In another column, see

ces we make

H. B. SILAW, Alfred, Me.

GOLD

~The

Buasy Life, as a Merchant, Manager, Banker,Lecturer,
and Showman, and gives aceounts of his Imprisonment, his Failure, his Successful Enropean Tours, and
important Historical and Personal Reminiscences,
re-

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, o
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orples sent free,

on one

It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure

for pressure.

33 Elegant Full Page Engravings.
It embraces FORTY YEARS RECOLLECTIONS of his

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the (teneral Conference, can now be had

J

and lose their power, as is the case with

other wringers, whether the cogs are
ends of the roll.

ends of the roll alike, the same as if it was in the
center,while the two together give double the capacity

WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.
IN ONE LARGE
OCTAVO
VOLUME—NEARLY 800
PAGES—PRINTED IN
ENGLISH AND GERMAN.

Treatise.

13t35

disconnect

P. T. BARNUM,

choose.— Rev.

ders are solicited.
4 PD)
A DAY.—i3 new articles for Agents.

rate sufficiently to run through the largest article
easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will

ble

STRUGGLES

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials
.
even

If you ever watched an icicle as it
formed, you would have noticed how it
froze one drop at a time until it was a foot

slightly

what

9

by th

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

A LIBERAL

miserable, you must
about

After careful examination, we recommend the
“Uuiversal” as the best and strongest machine.
. It has rpateny cog wheels” (Rowell’s patent double
gear), with
very long and strong alternating
teeth,
which, together with the “patent stop” (which is on
no other Winger) allows the rubver roliers to sepa-

when the pressure is taken «ff, to admit large articles,
as is the case with other cog-wheel wringers,

list, and retail prices.

usflo take care of

yonrself;

SAMUEL SCHENDLER,
25) Washington steeet, Hoboken, N. J, :

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)

In addition to the publications of oth-

of their class.

and substituted a cloak of wool, saying:
Gold is too cold in winter, and too heavy

about

Rl

Prices,

schools at ad low rates as they

Burke.

to be

on the Minutes

only 1 we hed 119 hen :
vd i
now is 18
8, This increase
solid flesh for a man of
my Jens is the best
of
the efficacy of
COTT’S ANNIHILATOR,
a8 1
am now in my
year.

Which is the best Clothes Wringer ?

eA

+20

:

Has a Double Gear and Double Pressure.

9

i9

N(]

i
°

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

more injured by their own suspicions, than
they could be by the perfidy of, gthers.—

wish

20

con-

how to express
ttude for fhe wa des
benefit I have
ved 1
ts
use. lowe pode fe to
DR. WOLCOTT’S REMEDY;
of this
1am fally con’
vinced. When ®eommenced

THE STRONGEST AND BEST WRINGER IN
THE WORLD.

;

There i3 a confidence necessary to human
intercourse, and without which men are

FIRRT

of Character.

oo

screws, 80 arranged that each screw presses on

first-class Railway, besides now running through the

threatened to destroy them.

W

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

ton.

A PACIFIC
}

ou

,77

single,

A@ Thereis no discount
dozen.

must be honestly earned.— Bishop Hunling-

guilty ; “the fountain opened for sin and uncleanness.”

Gems

3848

on

=~

i

AGENTS

ters,” she eries.
“I am hungry,”

,60

2%

stren,

stantly
8
ir
treatment,and without »ny.
relief from any one, until
commenced
DR.

we

2,88

Snelo: 1%

Minutes of General Confer-

BOOK

“J am thirsty,” says one. *‘ Come to the wa~

number, my

um

poy , 240

dozen,

Chorals,
0

heart in old age.— Richter.
The hand that gives away the Bible must
be unspotted from the world. The money
that sends the missionary to the heathen

think

of free grace.

2,40

sgle, oS

you

voices

9,14
1,88
18,62

single, 1,00
20 1,0
than from intentional lying, that there is so The Book of Worship,
much falsehood in the world.—JoAnson.
Story of Jost (Ques. Book.Jsingle, he 4 he ag
I ry to lay up all good things in Christ, Lostans .
—~ iin gp S000 be
un
and
then a little of the creature goes a
a
Boob
Sosa,
300
44
a
great way with me.— Rutherford.
:
Appeal to Conscience,
single, ,14
04
,18
do
do
do
dozen,
135
,20
1,56
No school is more necessary to children Communionist,
single,
,08
,02
,16

in summer.
It behooves
Jupiler.—Lacon.

1 have had Catarrh over
thirty years.
I have tried doctors and
medicines almost without

fo doreeomwagie Ji 9 0
fre
tol: £30 ok 188
Church Member's Book, ° single, ,80 = ,08

I never knew how it was, but I always

instruction, and sets them

A MAN SEVENTY YEARS OLD

“UNIVERSAL.’

12,52
98

98
,~
5%

dozen, 5

| want, what you like, what respect people
on A
Itis marvelous and beautiful to observe ought to pay to you, what people think of
the

1,26

1,9
,08

dozen, 8,18
single, 1,60
dozen, 15,86

schools.

how various are

,16

Christian Baptism, Bound, single, aD

grief ?P—Wayside
;

seemed to have the most

3 10

EE

1,10

dozen, 10,56
single,
86

?

with

100

gl

Morocco, single,

do
do
Butler’s Theology,
do
do

God warms the earth with snow ; can He

not calm the soul
Thoughts.

If you

but never checks, inorder to perfect it.
Only let us be watchful of our most urgent

A few evenings ago, at our weekly prayer-

ae

do -Embossed

to Sunday

regulates,

S—
meeting, as I entered the chapel,
a stranger, an old map, sitting in

con-

formity with itself !— Evangelist.

Voices

‘Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,

The greatest pleasure I know is to do a
good action by stealth and have it found

their

jackals, along the side of the hills for a
considerable distance.
When they had
made the long hair of the two tails fast to
the small end of the torch by many knots,
they would light the other end, perhaps
with a few extra drops of oil. The jackals
must go down the hill ; the men would not
allow them to turn and go back to the caverns. They would naturally steer for the
tall grain to hide themselves ; there were no
. fences to stop them.
Presently
there
would be a hundred and fifty lines of crackling fire spreading to the right and left
over: miles of yellow grain. The enraged

)

taries of sin, we never reach them; and
only run the risk of ruining ourselves.—

Would t> God that in trying to draw the
world into conformity to Christ, we did not

by the hand, and lasts for many hours. If
dragged along the ground, it°will still
blaze fiercely. These large, glaring torch-

&

arate from sinners.” The moment we go
over the line to * curryfavor ” with the vo-

feet long, of combustible materials tied
tightly together so as to blaze out strongly
while it is held at the other end

Whoever makes the fewest persons uneasy is the best bred man in company.—
Swift.
:
We often lack nothing to be joyous but a
little more simplicity in Christ.—Gasparin.

Did not Paul love the world when he

endured hardship, humiliations and martyr-

Wdbertiseemnts,

Varieties.

out by accident.— Lamb.

:

true religion and the world?

Beneath its blessed ray,
To leave the future with my God,

And live to-day.
:

ines

Where does the dividing line run between

on,

earth’s dustiest way,

-

The Dividing Line.

It shows me flowers that spring
And

Him

er, do you think you are too wise to profit
by all this experience? I think not. It’s

But still about my feet
The warm, sweet sunshine glows;
Just for a little space
,
Fi way dt Clearly Shows,
step by step, as I passon

pas

to serve

been done Zight by his Maker and Redeem-

Toward which my pathway lies;

The signals of a storm
:
Over the darkening skies; °
Vainly to pierce those distant glooms,
1 strain my eyes.
;

With me It ges,

you'll have

who has done so much for you.”
If this man, who had lived seventy-eight.
years, was able to say that every thing had |.

881°

~

are, the longer

Present Duty..
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which heir

fights

ed victors, while the terrible fields where

they contended are beyond our sight.
Christ is usually pictured in becoming
robes, witha countenance brimming overwith

be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
&c., should be addressed

to

the Agent.

The Anniversaries.
——

serenity

nobly maintained and of trying duties faith-

All communications designed for publication should

a

angelic

fully done. They appear before us as crown-

Editor.

GEORGE T, DAY,

almost

faces wear, was the offspring of hard

OCTOBER: 20, 1869.

remittances of money,

‘the grace of man and the. majesty of God,
while his grandly-poised head is @xcircled
with an aureola. . We can pardon all that
in the idealizing painter. But it is very
little like the actual Christ, bronzed by the
Syrian sun, who wrought at his father’s
trade at Nazareth ; or like the weary and

travel-stained

Se

wanderer asking for water

“Ve give up quite a large space in our at Sychar; or like the heavy sleeper on'the
present issue to a report of the Anniversa. boat amid the storm that vexed the Galilean
ry Meetings held last week at Lowell, Sea; orlike the buffeted prisoner of Pilate,
Mass.
There. was quite a large attend- putting down both ~ reséntment and fear
.- ance of ministers, and the proceedings we
while hearing the false” charges of his acnot without interest and importance.
The cusef’s, and confronting the mob that hissed
Anniversary sermon contained many most and howled out their fury,**Not this man, but
excellent and timely suggestions, and de- Barabbas!” ¢ Away with him! Crucify
served a wider hearing than it secured. him " In our thought, perchance, Jesus
The very stormy weather of Wednesday, is an embodied epic poem whenever he
and the attractions of the State Convention appears, whose numbers have a rhythmic
of the Young Men’s Christian Associations,

roll like the music of the great Friburg

held as the same time in the city, with other causes, interfered with a full attendance.
But many very suggestive and

gan; butin
rows, whose
and whose
He climbed

stirring things were said, that were heartily responded to, and plans were approved
that are likely to have an important bearing

upon our

future work.

We

call

spe-

cial artention to the statement respecting
our

Foreign

Mission

interests,

found

in

another column. The remainder of the report will appear next week.

Dreaming

and Doing.

—

W—

There are not many men who quarrel
with the Christian life in theory.
‘The
Christof the New Testament, considered
simply as a marked phenomenon, or as an
eminent example of religious genius, p
ty and power, gets both the wondering
attention and the honest praise of irreligious
men.

Asa code of laws, the

decalogzue is

conceded
to be something wonderful and excellent. ‘The trustful saintship of Kempis,
the

active

philanthropy

of Howard,

and

the fine yet resolute missionary heroism of
Ann H. Judson, stir sympathy and extort

God gets a sort of compliment from

and when the hour

of victory

falter and the work

that

“Dying

imbecile.

ward of his providence in the endless march
of the constellations across the -¢ky.

not

-céfse,

:

A

conviction

with Dean

eventually become

an

At least, we would infer as much

from a remark of his to a friend.
They
were looking at an oak one day, whose top
had been shattered by the tempest, when
the Dean very disconsolately remarked,
I

shall be like that oak—1I shall die at the top,
first.”
:
Is there no- warning in these words for
us?
In these days of close scientific investigation, when conclusions the most unheard-

Abstract goodness does not stir’ opposition, So long as piety is only pictured as
a vision, or made to appear as a sort of sa- ofgre arrived at; when nature is put for
cred episode in history, it troubles men Revelation, and phosphorus, by some mysvery little. It is only when it claims cost- terious chemistry, is made to do the thinkly homage and personal service that the ing; when ‘* Inspiration is merely nervous
fight springs up.
The ideal Christian is excitement,” and “Repentance is butthe
praised by those who daily contemn in act- weight of undigested meat eaten esterday ;”
ual life the whole sermon on the mount.
when the mind is rather bewildered and
An imaginary faithfulness is very welcome confused than satisfied and composed by the
to many whoare every day sending their perplexing directions of its spiritual adhighest duties to..the.cross.
Maltitudes visers; and when our literature is poisoned
dream of being godly whose conduct com- by the most fatal doctrines,—are we in no
mands the hearty approval of Satin, and danger of becoming unsettled in our con-'
he has no objection to the sacred fancy so victions, and of admiting what will prove
long as he gets the profane deed. He con- destructive to genuine Christian belief?
sents cordially enough that Christ be enThe fear is not of a misfortune like that
dorsed in words, if only he is denied in which cast its shadows before the old Dean’s
works. An occasional sigh over a worldly troubled vision.
Greater mental activity
heart,—a gush of sympathetic sentiment and livelier imaginative power may be the
. over a faithful Christian life close beside us, symptoms of this fatal brain-malady; butit
that ends in a triumphant hope of heaven.—
will be death just the same —d~ath to those
"a few tears and words of confession over nobler quuliries of the mind which find exthe Jost opportunities whose ghosts haunt pression in a manly faith, and to which the
the pillo ¥#,—an indulged wish now and God of Revela’i m affords a surer support
then that the soul may know what it isto be
at peace with itself and with God,—a mo-

mentary

surprise into admiration

over a

life of prayer and fidelity ;—all .this may be
found in many an experience where the
first decisive step

toward

the

kingdom

of

God still remains to be taken.
It is one
thing to dream of a godly character, a heroic
service and a redeemed

is quite

another

immortality, but it

and a

keep one’s self unspotted

different thing to
from

the

world,

than the mere abstract Force of modern

sci-

entists,

They

have

errors

of the

discovered
old

sundry

masters;

and

and

not been, in all cases,

sufficiently

accurate

in their disclosures. They flatly reject the
accepted ideas of centuries. Now, we bein the way of truth,the nearer to heaven do
bent upon any one to put implicit faith in the
most venerable idea abroad, unless good

sense and God's word furnish evidence of
its soundness.
Bat facts never lose their
and do not the things which I say?”
vitality. The oldest one in existence, even
No! Religion is not mere sentiment. It is
though it has done valiant service in all the
a vital experience of the heart, a resolute
ethical combats of the ages, would put t
exercise of the will, a heroic service of the
flight the best equipped notion which our
life. There may be the poetry of emotion
over-wise skeptics can furnish, and come
i sat times, but there must always be the solout of the conte-t without a rufflé. - So our
id prose of laborious endeavor.
It may indeed beget a deep peace, or stira grateful learned doubters, in their cullings and pick* adoration, or kindle a sublime ecstacy in ings, are quite prone to summon the grossthe soul; but itmust call out the energy of est errorsto active service, while numerous
a mighty purpose, the endarance of a faith facts, which are a little too stubborn for
whose eye no disaster can dim, and the pa- their purpose, are carefully packed away
tient service that wears out opposition and with the well known label, ¢‘ Handle with
wrests a victory from the very hands of care,” but always with the mental reservadefeat. It may be pleasant to dream, but tion * or they will make fine work with
it is & pusillanimous piety that thrives on our pet theories.” Butler, Bacon, Leibnitz,
sentiment andis afraid of soiling its fingers Hamilton, found the true principles of phiwith real work. The grand lives that look losophy to be satisfactory, and could rest
out upon us fromthe history of the church, their eternal welfare on the plan exhibited
and touch and stir us by what they have to by Revelation ; but these will never do for
Lord,

Lord,

show, are lives that were lived by men and

our

women familiar with

thing more abstract must afford nourishment
to satisfy their abnormal ‘mental cravings.
With the plea of desiring «xuctness, they
delve deep into the abstract principles of
things, and get so far béjond the compre-

and grime of toil.

the dust and

sweat

The saints that art has put on the canvas,

and before whose touching and sacred beauty we stand with hushed breath and shrink.
ing fiogers, are idealized by imagination
and distance;
if they are real saints, and we
seen them while busy with the tasks
hb

helped to fashion them into what they

Jes

should have found them struggling
very burdens which we are set

, and often panting and sighing
strains that

sorely taxed

their

h, but which could not break down

rag

noe cheat
o
them into buying

their thousands of imitators, whose parrotlike repetitions infest our literature,and are

creating a more detestable ‘‘ cant” than
ever offended the sentiments of any age ;—
Christian belief throughout the world isin
danger of assuming a different phase under
its pernicious influence. Already societies
of young men are forming in Europe whose
chief object is to popularize the teachings
of such men as Carlyle and. Dr. Lewes, and

20, 1869,

nineteenth century

hension of ordinary

wiseacres.

minds,

Some-

that, whether

their theories are accepted or not, might be
a matter of slight consequence.
Bat the
fatal results appear in the alarmingly con-

tagious form which their methods of reasoning have assumed.
There are multitudes who, homestly vei
imagine that they may acquire a reputation

for profundity by upholding doctrines which
are too deep for od nary comprehension,
and, consequently, are falling into grave

we occupy it P—Adjourned.

EVENING .—FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY.
The anniversary of this society was held
on Wednesday evening, at 7 o'clock. The
President, Rev. E. Knowlton, was in the
chair. Prayer was offered by Rev. P. S.
Burbank.
The Corresponding Secretary

then read an abstract of his annual report,

Denominational News a Nts.

To this extract, the secretary is requested to add the following statement :
But when we turn homeward, difficulties
:
An Urgent
gent Appeal.
for the
stare us in the face. Our receipts
FUNDS FOR THE FOREIGN MISSION,
| past year are nearly one thousand dollars
The Foreign Mission Society, at its An- less than for the previous year. The treasnual meeting, held yesterday, at Lowell, urer has been under the necessity of hiring
requested the Corresponding Secretary to money, and we are about $1,700 in debt.
publish the following extract from his In addition to this, $2,000, over andabove
report:

what

If he is called a benefactor who makes
two spires of grass grow where only one

within

a week to make

a

remittance to

India.

If this is not made

by that time,

grew

the missionaries in India must suffer in con-

before,” what

is

he, who, under the

the substance of which may be found in an
article elsewhere.
Rev. J. Calder was then introduced.

‘blessing of God, makes two graces spring
up where only one previously existed P—
or, he who makes a growing Christian out
He said that he was interested in all our of a dark and degraded heathen P—or, who
denominational interests, but the fact that sows the seeds of knowledge and truth in
he had spent several years as a missionary

the minds of hundreds

in China,

had contributed to make

him es-

of youth, that were

sequence.

Under these circumstances, the

very grave question. of recalling perhaps
two of our missionaries and their wives,
pressed itself upon the consideration of the
Board. Afteran earnest, careful, and we '
may truly say, painful canvass of the whole
question, the Board decided to throw the
question at once upon the present and in-

calculated to imbue the youth of the rising
generation with such high and worthy aspirations as shall render progress possible
hereafter.”
As little danger as there may be that the
vital principles of Christianity will suffer

all our missionaries in India. He dwelt upon
the sublimity of even the conversion of one
soul by our instrumentality, - The printing
press sent out by us is doing a grand work,
new almost entirely by native hands.
Then the amount contributed by the friends

toilers in Orissa. Every prayer, every sermon, every discussion, and avery lesson
taught, helps to bring about this result.
The policy already adopted will inevitably
lead to this. It may take years, but the

for this emergency,—not in any way to interfere with the regular contributions. This
was nobly sustained in the small congrega-

of our cause

victory will surely come.

‘days, and over $200 of them

And is not this an object worthy of the
fervent prayers and’ best efforts of the
church? Is it not worthy of the earnest
attention of those who shall be heirs of
glory? Whatcan be more blessed to those
who shall attain to citizenship in that heav-

the spot. The treasurer thought he could
borrow the money until that time. It was also
proposed by the meeting, that the secretary

enly land,

churches which

narrow path toward the grave.

Letter from Baptist W.

Noel.

eminent living Baptist ministers on the rise
of open communion :
LoNDON, Sept. 10, 1869.
CHARLES H. MaLcOM,
Newpors, Rhode Island, U. S.
My Dear Sir:
Iam not learned in the history of the
Baptist churches, having simply followed
REv.

the teaching and the practice of the Lord Jesus and his apostles, as far as I knew them.
To refuse communion to any ot his disci-

ples who obeyed his commands as far as
they knew them, was an offense against him
and against brotherly love, not known, as I

believe, in the apostolic churches.

son in that day could manifest

No per-

obedience to_

the Lord’s commands while refusing to be
baptized, but many who are not immersed
as believers now do so; and to exclude them
from his table has always sppeared to be an

offense against him, partaking of the nature

of schism.
If so, no

custom

can -justify

it.

If any

churches should exclude me from their communion for honoring him in his faithful
servants by admitting them to his table, I
shou d feel certain of his approval. Mats.

5:11, 12; 25:34—40; 1 Cor. 4:3.

Yours very truly,
B. W. NokL.

like sneering at the sentiments or sympathies of such 4 man as the writer of that letter, when he expresses his conviction that
the teachings of Christ and his apostles are
practice

Qf exclusive

aging.
“ But there

cow

in India itself is most encour-

is another side to this subject.

The indebtedness of the Foreign Mission So-

ciety is almost unprecedentedly large. Earnest appeals are made for contributions, but
who responds to them? Where are the
ministers and churches that should sustain
this work?
Shall we call our missionaries
home? No; we will not do it. We will
pledge ourselves and our churches, and do
everything in our power to bring money in-

and served with distinction throughout - the

war..-In 1866

he

was

made collector

of

results are about

as were expecte.

In

Pennsylvania, Governor Geary is re-elect3,000

majority, although

Mr.

Packer, being of a sanguine disposition
still regards his own election as possible.

In Ohio, Gov. Hayes gets a majority of 10,000, and the legislature will have
lican majority in both branches.

a repubIn Iowa,

the republican victory is greater than was
expected, the majority of Mr. Merrill being

about 35,000.

so much the worse for those who

simple strength of principles as embodied
in President Grant's administration, has

superior orthndoxy, ard ridicule this exalted
affection of Mr. Noel.

Four fifihs of both houses of

the legislature

will be

republican.

The

won in all of these states,
THE HORNET.

The

This Caban privateer isstill held by

Anniversaries.

FEMALE

BENEFICENCE

our

Government, and her case {3 under examination.
Reportsare current that she was
purposely delivered into our hands to serve

[Continued from first page.]
——
SOCIETY.

The meeting of the Female Beneficence
Society was held on Wednesday,at 4 o'ciock,
P.M.
We give no abstract, of the report of

the Corresponding Secretary, asit will be

as a test case.

Her officers affirm that she

was fitted up outside of the jurisdiction
the United

Sates;

while

one of

her

of

crew

submits-an affidavit to the effect that she
was armed and eqgipped in an American

published in full.
port, and that the men were enlisted to
Rev. C. O. Libby, the first speaker, comserve
in her as a Cuban privateer. If the
menced by relating the anecdote of the negro who said thathe never knew a church latteris found to be the case, she will reto die of giving too much, for they did not. ceive her proper deserts. The case will

die that way.
Itis a truth which weare
apt to forget, that the Lord blesses the liberal giver. ¢‘ The liberal soul shall be made
fat.”

On.the

other hand,

if we

withhold

more than is meet, it tendeth to poverty.
There is an impression abroad that the
mission work is of modern origin, and some
even think thatit. was started to keep pace
with the times.

The truth of the matter is,

the primitive church was
sion church.

eminently

a mis-

Peter, until his experience

at

Joppa, was merely a home missjonary, but
from that time his views respecting the field
of operations were greatly enlarged. Every
individual

who has been

converted,

is con-

verted to the mission work. The convert
seeks at once to lead his friend or companion
to Christ. Our missions are suffering much
for the want of systematic beneficence.
Never was the foreign work so serjously
embarrassed for the want of

funds as now,

and as far as he could learn, the condition
of the home work was equally bad.
If
the sisters can succeed in interesting the
churches in. systematic beneficence, they
will do one of the grandest of all works.
Giving is a means of grace. It aids in holy living.

Revs GH. Ball thought that the present
crisis in our mission
in good, asit would

societies’ would
lead

the

churches

feel that they must bear burdens.
tians should

be burdened.

result

That they

bear burdens is an indication that

to

Chris:
do

probably be disposed of during the week.
RIOT

IN

FRANCE.

A very formidable riotocenrred in France
on the 7th, among some miners employed
by the Orleans R. R. company.
Storehouses were fired, other property destroyed, and attempts were made to drown the
Overseers of the mines.

The ‘military were

called out to quell the disturbance, and ten
of the rioters were killed and many wounded.

After a continued

resistance,

the mob

was broken up and dispersed.
FATHER

We have received

HYACINTHE,

only a cable dispatch,

stating that Father Hyacinthe
had

for this country.
It does not foreshadow
his purpose in visiting America at this
time. His conduct is reproached by ex-

tremists, both in and out of the church.’

The Archbishop of Orleans wishes him to"
throw himself at the feet of the Pope and
quiet his fears; while the rationalists reproach him for retaining the name of Catholic in any
shape.
But the reverend
Father is made of stronger stuff than will
yield to any claims but those of duty.
On
the other hand, his course is lauded by liberal Catholics everywhere, and whether he
will lead off a wing who will maintain the
Catholic faith in amore liberal form, or become an advocate of free religious belief,
remains to be seen. That his bold step, at

theré is this juncture, is exciting both attention and

Trials are adapted to

earthward, than to

ers reached

and benefited,

mus! tell favor-

The plan

proposed was for the churches represented

in the meeting, to pledge an extra effort.

tion present.

Pledges to the

$750 were made

should give

amount of

to be paid

an

abstract

within thirty
were

of his

paid

on

report,

as

above, in the papers, and ask those minis
ters

who

were

not

present,

and

those

were not represented,

to

This

separated them from the heathen, and

on you attention to this matter.

Send mon-

ey; as large sums as you can. Do a noble
thing. But if you cannot send money, will
you send us words of sympathy?
They will
do us good.
C. O. Lissy,
Lowell, Oct. 14, 1869.

Western

Cor.

Seo,

Mission.

The teachers of the Cairo

Mission

have

their influence in society was limited to the
few. Now, residing among their old neigh‘bors, the effects of Christianity can be plain-

returned to their labors, and the

ly seen, and its influence more directly felt.

increased

Fv is reasonable to expect that this influence will gradually workin the community, and in the end be an efficient means in

most certainly be realized. We have now
a good building for schools in Cairo, cost-

undermining heathenism.
At

the

stations,

most

of

have come from the schools.

the

converts

At first-view.

this may not scem to bring such accessions
of strengthto the mission as though more
had come from the outside world.
Bat
there is this encouraging feature, and it is
no slight one either,—these converts will
soon constitute the educated class; and be

among the most influential in society.

Another interesting and instructive fea-

work

has

never appeared more encouraging than at
present. The field is enlarging, and with

efforts a glorious

ing $3000,00

besides the

harvest will

lot.

Perhaps the

reader will understand better what is being

done, by the following extract from a letter from our Missionary,
ang :

Rev.

«I visited the church

in

J. 8. Man-

Kirkville, Mo.,

and attended their Q. M. It is a beautiful
country, and
destined to be rich. Our
church is not prospering as we could wish.
Bro. Miller,

of Wis., is about to move here,

and will be a great help to our cause.
Came to Cairo from K. Oar school house

ture in the mission, is found in the fact that
Christians are educated up to the Scriptural

is about

standard

pleted,we shall be better situated than ever

of giving

one-tenth

of their in-

comes for religious and benevolent purposes. This has had a happy influence in
their temporal affairs. While Christianity
everywhere makes men more prudent and
leads them to exercise more care and foresight in temporalities, this system gives an
additional impetus in this direction. They
toil and earn that they may have more to

give to the Lord, for they love to give.
Giving to the Lord makes men more industrious and increases their thrift.

Bazar

preaching

has

sown

broadcast

much good seed, and cold season labors
are becoming more and more important,
The seed thus sown will eventually bring
forth a corresponding harvest.
Books are now sold instead of being given away, as formerly.
They are more
prized for costing something, and are more
likely to be read than when they cost nothing. The price is quite low, yet enough to
secure the above meationed good result.
Even the Press has been doing a good

sailed work, and its service in th®'mission is im-

anxiety in Catholic circles is obvious
test the strength of the Christian life of our: enough, and his op‘nions ure likely to be
people. He believed the result of our pres- echoed in the Great Council,
a growth in grace.

as they look

ably upon the children.
These children
internal revenue in Iowa, which position he
will soon be the men and women of India,
held until his appointment to the Secretaryand give character to society.
:
ship.’ He is a man of large executive abilA successful effort has been made in havity, and will doubtless give satisfaction in ing the converts remain in their former
his new office.
“places of residence. Heretofore it has been
necessary for their safety to remove them
THE ELECTIONS.
The October elections are over, and the to the station or to some Christian village.

munion and an offense against brotherly
love. If they should do so, it will be only
assume a

ers and self-denying labors of the patient

stant charities of the churches.

behold a heathen people conquered by the co-operate in relieving the urgent, present
power of the gospel and brought to recog-. necessities of the Foreign Mission.
nize the anthority of the Lord Jesus? If
Brethren, will you do it? Shall we have fathere is joy in heaven when one sinner re- vorab)e responses by the 15th of November,
to the treasury. Bro. Calder closed by pents, there must be a richer gladness when from all of our churches? Will every mine
making a pledge in behalf of his own a nation is born to God.
ister in the denomination take an extra colchurch.
Now, every contribution made, every ef- lection in his congregation .for this object?
Rev. J. A. Lowel! said that he could not fort put forth, to sustain our mission in Let us hear from you all, dear brethren. If
but feel that our hearts had been stirred India, is exerting and combining influences we do hear from you as we heard from those
while we listened to the interesting re-. which, shall’ grow and extend until Christ present at the meeting last evening, we
marks of Bro. Calder. It seemed to him shall control the nation, and the heathen shall be relieved, and the foreign mission be
that we. might individually see an open shall become his. The time in which this placed in a good positionto follow up the
door by which we can assist our worthy shall be accomplished depends upon the work in India. If any should be delayedin
secretary in his present embarrassment. vigor with which the work may be pros- raising the money beyond the 15th of Nov.,
He closed by stating the sum which he pro- ecuted, and this depends very much upon do not withhold, but send as soon as you
posed to send him.
the amount contributed by our churches in can. To make the above more impressive,
Others followed
in quick succession,
aid of the cause. Who would not have as please read the following, received from
making pledges either for themselves or for large a share as possible in such a work?
India only two days since:
their churches.
While these pledges were
The Report from India for the past year
Our interest among the Santals seems to
being made, the time was occupied with presents several points of encouragement be on the increase, and I hope to be able,
brief and interesting remarks. There was and progress, which go to show the gradual ere long, toreport that some important steps
collected and pledged between seven and working of Christianity in those districts have been taken. If, as would now seem
to be the case, the Santals are nearly ready
eight hundred dollars.
committed to our care.
to take a stand for Christianity, who is to
The Sabbath school is very prosperous. look after them? We have been laboring for
The instruction of hundreds of the young in this for -years, and now, if God's time has
Events of the Week.
Bible truths, gives rise to largeand well come, are we ready for it? It looks now.
te
as though we should need more help ingrounded hope for the future evangeliza- stead of less. How far we can make our
THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR.
tion of the country.
native preachers available for this work,
The President has appointed William
Zenana work,—that
is, teaching the remains to be seen. Iintend to ask the Miss.
Worth Belknap as Secretary of War.
Mr.
wives and mothers at their own homes, Cem. to support two more from the CalBelknap is a gentleman of good education,
where alone they can be reached,—is lay- cutta school, with reference to the county
work.
Pray for ue, that we may be guid
butis no politician. He was a lawyer in
ing the- foundation for a radical improve aright.
Iowa at the breaking
out of the rebéllion,
ment in the rising generation. The mothAnd now, brethren, allow me to urge up-

ed by about

Our C. Baptist brethren will hardly feel

opposed to the

had,perhaps, been increased by the fact that

=

in the treasury, is needed

he was personally acquainted with nearly

pecially interested in this one. This interest

sin ?
this, and
a Christhe pray-

is now

which the promoters regard as «“ominently

ik
1

ént trial would be victory, and our mission
enterprises still be successful. The field is
wide and the only question is, How shall

destined to a life of ignorance and
Our Foreign Mission is doing
more, too. The foundations of
tian nation are being laid through

they find that even the inspired writers have

we approach. . Neither do we hold it incum-

me

growlings of Carlyle and the mysterious
diction of the German philosophers have

grave

tient continuance in well doing, lay hold
on eternal life. And to many who have

* Why call ye

report

ers, who early learned to scoff at religion
and to sneer at virtue; so now-a-days, the

somehow

lieve in progress. - Tne farther we advance

emphasis,

They

abouts ; as Voltaire had his army of worship-

Ithasso happened that the students of
recent times have become fatally learned.

to fight the good fight of faith, and, by pa-

mistaken the one thing for the other,
Christ’s word of rebuke comes with fearful

perils.

The following letter from the Hon. and
Rev. Baptist W. Noel, addressed to Rev.
Mr. Malcom, will interest our readers, as
furnishing the testimony of one of the most

at the Top.”

putting splendor upon the heavens as a
painter puts it upon his canvas, or spread-

ty te us in the cataract that thunders at Niagara, or exhibiting the eternal wateh and

would

—

Swift that he would

from the

we

the brightest of our dreams.

vout souls when he is only seen as an artist

Rhigi, or interpreting majes-

comes,

will blossom out into a glory far surpassing

It was a settled

of the

errors aad

with a rigid precision each response of
their chosen oracles, and exaggerate to caricature their most absurd follies. As in the
daysof Hume, the existence of numerous
light-haired paragons became an ‘‘ empty
nothing” at the age of twenty or there-

need have no fear but the faith that did not

unde-

ing out such a landscape as is seen

or-

religious

reality, he is the Man of sors
life is a concentrated struggle harm after the successful issue of so. many
death is the world’s sacrifice. contests, still it cannot be denied
that
to his coronation only by the aid these attempts to reduce ali phenomena to
of his cross.
:
the workings of natural laws, and to subNo! Dreamsare sot deeds. Cherishing, stitute Reason for God,—thereby giving us a
a sacred ideal is not living a faithful Chris- mere force withouta tingle passion—is havtian. Tender sentiment is not unyielding ing an effect upon the popular mind, the
devotion. A sigh of regret differs from the extent and meaning of which are but faintly
conveyed in that expression, ¢* dying at the
works that are meet for repentance.
Vague
longings are not effectual prayer. Calling top.” It affords no opportunity for the exet-!
piety beautiful and becoming is not the cise of a holy faith, and removes the last
same thing as standing firmly by an im- support on wheh cur frail natures have
periled principle. A thousand wishings learned to lean. It limits the reach of the
that we were glorified saints are less in mind, by contracting the sphere within
God's eye than one manly grapple with a which it has been accustomed to act; and
worldly passion. There is indeed a divine renders meaningless ull our prayers, by takbeauty in Christian fidelity ; but the true. ing away the ear which has always listened
worker is not aiming at the beauty but at to them. It strips life of its deep sigoidthe faithfulness. If we take care of our cance, plucks from weary age the hope of
trusts, God will take care of our triumph; endless rest, and makes existence but a

admiration frem wordly men and women
whose
lives “ncarnate
self-indulgence.

crest

OCTOBER
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RR

portant. There have been published during
the year, in Santal, 158,000 pages; in Bengali, 260,000; in Oriya, 59,800; and in
English, 20, 000. These include portions

of the

Bible,

tracts,

hymns, school-books

and reports. The earnings for job werk
have been,Rupees, 2.866,—equal to $1475.
The profits were, Rupees, 1025,—equal. to
$492. These profits have been expended
in the purchase of new type, for Santal
schools and Chapel debt.
The contributions

in India

have

In

conclusion, we can truly say that, in
points of view, the mission has heen

_very successful the past year, and has never been more encouraging than at the present time. We have no fears for the werk
in India, provided

the means can be raised

in this country to sustain the mission,

is a fine

building,

before.
the

The Lord is good to us.

mass

meeting,

and

on

com-

Attended

Sunday

more

than a thousand persons were present.
The
people were disappointed that you did not
come.
We ordained two bretheren of
much promise. Had a glorious good meeting.

We

have 23 churches in this

Q. M.,

but are about divide them into three Q. M's,
and then organize a Y. M.
I am now attending the Ohio Association
of General Baptists, and shall go from here
to the Liberty Association. Iam greatly encouraged with the prospects for good in
this section of country.”
Bro. Tolford in his last report writes:
‘‘ We shall commence our school on Mon-

day.

Our new house is: extra

Craig bas continued

nice.

Mrs.

here during the sum-

mer ; Miss Cross, of Wis., has arrived ; Miss

Tuttle is expected soon,

and

Bro. Palmer

and wife, of Pa.,will come next week. Bro.
Manning has been quite sick, but is now
better. Can you stir up the minds of our
dear friends in the West to assist us in this

great work?
work

and

If they could only see the
catch

some

of the

they would not let the cause

inspiration,

suffer for the

want of means. I don’t want to think that
we are left alone.”
~~kpe friends could assist very much by
sending provisions to support the teachers. *
Heavy articles

should

light articles by express.
Torrorp, CAtro,

be

sent

as freight;

Direct to P. C.

ILL
A. H. Cuass,

Cor. Seo.

been,

from. individuals, $990; churches, $627;
government grant in aid of schools, $4,424,
all

finished, and it

and when we get one dwelling house

Revivals,

&c.

“CAROLINE CENTER, N. Y.—Six months
ago, in accordance with convictions of duty,

I left my home in Rhode Island, and came

to this place.
I found a church here
whose scattered membership gave me no
little anxiety concerning their future prosperity.
But amid the many who had
[]

|

Johnson's

Anodyne

Liniment.

A

teaspoonful in a little sweetened water is a dose.
‘Heavy oats are good

Almighty God, for a revival of religion.
There is a Methodist church in the place,

that;
and

two
We

for horses; none

will

den

but oats can’t make a horse’s coat ook smooth
glossy when be is out of condition.
Sheridan's

Sava ry
ails,

and about two weeks ago we thought it

best to unite the strength of the
churches and have a union meeting.

of

Condition Powders will do this when

all else

POVERTY I8 BAD, but the worst kind of poverty is
poverty of the blood; this makes a man ‘poor in-

did so, and God has blessed our efforts.
There are ten who have found the Lord
precious to their souls, and many more
whom we trust will soon give their hearts to
him. The work is beginning to rouse the
ungodly in various ways, and we look for

deed,” for it takes away his strength, courage, and
energy; but enrich the blood with its vital element,
Iron, by taking the Peruvian Syrup (a protoxide of
iron), and you will feel rich and ‘“‘as good as any:"
body.” Try it.
2a

not be persuaded’to do without it, and with the aid

of those who know him not, but soon may
learn to love him. To God be all the

washer-woman failed us. We were notto be defeat

:

place. The 10th of October was a memorable day with us, on account of its scenes of
deep interest. In the afternoon we bap-

A FAVORABLE

came around

the table of the Lord and partook of the emblood.

In the even-

parent will understand.

town,

so

rich

in

This

pleasant

of the

Star,

The

do not.

The

sermon,

so

since.

Sept. 80, by

the following

Wheelock,

WATCH,

pair of Blankets,

Quilt

or

Shawl

for

LS A LEY
Their system of doing business has been examined
by the authorities

and

a

Decision

rendered

from

the Internal Revenue department at Washington, da
ted Nov. 4th 1868, deciaring their bu-iness perfectly
fair

and

legitimate

and

entirely

different

trom

the

numerous «ift enterprises. Of course all do not get
watches. blankets, &c., for One Dollar, but in every
large

Club

one

of these articles are sold for One Dol

lar, as an extra inducement, and some member of the
club nas the chance of obtaining it. * A New feature
introduced by this enterprising firm, is to pay their
agents in either cash or merchandise and to pre-pay
the express charges.
No better opportunity can be

offered to either Ladies or Gentlemen,

having lcisure

time, than to form clubs foc this firm
Read their advertisement in another

send for catalogue.

column, and

:

services

of ordination

were

with the

BosTON Q. M.—Held its lust sesson with the
Natick church.
All the churches
were repre
sented both by letter and delegate. The Winthrop F. W, Baptist church sent up a request to
be admitted into this Q. M. The request was
granted and they are enroled as the 10th church

All orders and remittances for the paper
be sent to L. R.

BURLINGAME,

Do-

Sample copies will be sent free on application
“+
;

H. G.

Woodworth, LEM
A. H. CHASE,

and Church

is

then av hand.
Its importunce cannot be easily
over estimated.
Directly, the deliberations of
this Council will affect the immortal interests «f
that great constituency which acknowledges the
supremacy of the, Pope; indirectly, they will

more or 1&xs be felt throughout the whole Chris

tian world.
The shadows of superstition will
be decpened, the antagonisms of truth and error
will be sharpened, the gulf between Popery and
Protestantism made more impassable, the scan-

dal of Christendom’s divisions more Patent and
undeniable, the infidel will find fresh food for his

2 oh

scoffs and be hardened in his unbelief. So far as
. man can foresee results, such must be the almost
inevitable fruits of this great concourse of Chris
tian prelutés under the so-called head of the

Christian Church,
A Chinese

woman,

who

received

education from the missionaries
and

who

now

keepsa

a Christian

at Hong Kong,

boarding-honse

at Five

Points, in New York, is of real service in the
work of instructing her countrymen in that city.

She is very capable and unintelligent interpreter.
She has learned to speak and read English very

well.

On a Sabbath day she reads aloud from hey

‘ Chinese Bihle to her countrymen, who

gether to listen to the Word of Life.
’

come
‘4

WM.

fo-

MERRITT,

Supt.

suffered several years with a severe

Nov. 6,7;

affection.

To ali who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre
scription used {free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find ‘a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, etc.
The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread inhe hopes every sufferer will try his remedy,

as it will

cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Parties wishing the prescription will please address
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

Conference, Sat-

CATARRH.

R. R. WALTERS, Clerk,

WOLFBORO

Q.

M.

will

Melvin Village, Nov, 5—T7.
Q. M. will

|

Post

hold

hold

its

its

next

session

J. CHICK, Clerk.

next

session

at

at East

H. 8S. KiMBALL, Clerk.

make good, that the patients have lost all faith.

Dr-

Stillwell challenges all

ex-

physicians

to

follow his

to the smceritv of their belief in

tance from N. Y. City, dre invited

Bowman—dJ

Q Adams—=W
Boyd

~Mrs

W

ALL WOOL STAIR CARPETS, 50c per yard.
JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co., 47 Washington Street,

Boston.

a

TAPESTRY

H Bowen—A

L
B

Bryant—D

CARPETS—An

in-

8&5 CARPETS.—Three-Ply, Superfine, Stair Car:
petings, Bockings, Rugs, Mats, &c.,at unprecedented
low prices.

]

Jonx J. PEASLEY
Boston.

& Co.,

GREAT
MUTUAL

47 Washington

Street
4139

PAYMENTS.

Blackall—-8

COMPANY
:

BAGE,

President.

Springvale, Me

Joseph Wight, Ashfield. Mas
A Werrlll, No, Parsonsfleld, Me
Rov J A McKenzie, Adamsville, RI
B F Higglus, Smyrna, Me
Rev T Stevens, Saco, Me
D. E. Wheeler, New Hampton, N H
|

,

ter.

rent,

All policies strictly

FRED'K W. MACY,

nonforfeitable

and

the

money

subject

to

the

conditions

of

E. FISK

& CO,
4139

after

Vice-

firet

Tobacco

“AGRANTED TO REMOVE

Antidote.

pay-

ALL DESIRE FOR TOBACCO.

NEILL)
The
testi
ctioMwith what Bishop SimpTobacco Aniidote. in con
son tells me he has seen
its grea\curative power during
his recent western tow
induces meNo give it a trial,

GREAT

1142

:

SUCCESS!

Nearly 400 pages of New

JUBILANT.

VOICES.

The combined efforts of more than 50 composers.
Has better Music for CHOIRS, SINGING SCHOOLS,
_ and CONVENTIONS, than any other Book,
Munes!
Graceful

Harmonies

Atiractive
$13,50 per doz.

\

FOR

Exercises

The best printed,

SUNDAY

for Sunday School

Con

best bound, best everyway

SCHOOL

*“*Sabbath Songs”

SINGING

BOOK,

before getting the

new

hook for y our School.
: Price, ia @ per, 30 cents; in boards, 35 cents.
Copies of «ith r of the ahove sent by mail on receipt
of price, and specimen pages fre -.
:
LEE
&
SHEPARD,
PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.

4442

MAT-

:

Book

to select

Schools.

Containing

about

from all sou ¢-

instruction

1000

for

Singing

favorite pieces, se-

lected by 50v Teachers and Choir Leaders, who have
been intere-ted in'this long-expected work.’
Tne Singing School Department is new,having been
prepared by Dr. Lowell Mason rendering it one of

the most attractive books for Sirging Schools
issue
44
ges. Price, $1.50; $13.50 per doz.

ever

CHORAL

complaints,

tery, ( roup, Colic, Sea Sickness, Spasms, etc. It is
pertectly harmless to take interna'ly. (See oath acused when first taken.

house in readiness. and

It has never failed to cure

Dysentery,

Always

and

have a

Croup.

bottle in

you will never regret it.

Price, Fifty Cents and
One Dollar,
Sold
Druguists and Storekeepers throughout the
States. Depot 10 Park Place, New York.

!

BY L. 0. EMERSON,
Aughor of “Harp of Judah,”

Fresh

The

and

“Jubilate,” &e.

Jttractive

Music!

most successful Book

TEMPLE

now

CHOIR.

the Social Circle.

DITSON

&

CO.,

DITSON

&

CO.,

BOOK

Publishers,

711 Broadway,

if

the

b

the
nited
4w40

Harper &

Cun be had of principal Drug

gists,

3m42

Male or Fe
Engraving,

entitled. ‘Sunshine and Shadow.” one of thors hones
hold subjects gure to pleasp. Addr ss, B. B. RUS.
SELL, 65 Cornhill, Boston.

BELLS!

BELLS!

in

do not ask Lou to buy geods from

3142

BELLS!

AO
CHURCH,
ACADEMY,
FACTORY,
FARM. &e¢,
Every farner wan's a Bell at

from #5 to $12, Large bells within the reach of the
pon ext Church ov Sehool District. W, L. & J. H,
MERRIN, Fredericktown, Ohio.
412

all’ sections

of

than with any other ektant. Great inducemd®nts oftered, and Agents wanfed in every township in the
Unired States,

EXTRA

PREMIUMS

GIVEN

To good energetic men or women, in addition to our
regular terms. Send for our Circulars,
with complete
information and
PUBLISHING

THE

terms.
Address
¢ O., Hlartford,

NOVELTY

24,

unless we

can

sold at about

One-Half the Regular Rates.
want good reliable agents in every part of the

By

employing

your

spare

time

to form

clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, either in Cash or Merchandise

and all goods sent by us will be as represent¢d,

and

we guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with
our house.
:
Agents should collect ten cents from each customer
and forward to us in advance, for descrip:ive Checks
of the goods we sell.
The holders of the Checks have the privilege of
either purchasing the article thereon described, or or
exchanging for any article mentioned on our CataJogue, numbering over 350 different articles,—~not one

of which can be purchased in the usual way for the
same money.

The advantage of first sending for Checks arethese:
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable
goods which are not on our catalogues, and for which
we issne checks till all are sold; hesides, in every

Isrge club

+e will

put checks

for

tches,

Quilts,

Blankets, Dress Patterns, or some other article of value, giving some members of the club an opooriunity

by the cash, the

Agent may retain $2.00, and in every

order of over $100, £3,00 may be retained to

PAY

THE

EXPRESS

CHARGES.

West n and SoutLern States, but is open to all cusomers.,

o

;

- COMMISSIONS.

Agents will be paid ten per cent. in Cash or Merchandise. whea they fill up their entire’elub,
for which
below we give a partial list of Commissions :
For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
Bi the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Biown or

large White Couuterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 ia cash,
For an order of $50, from a club of Fifty, we
pay the Agent as commission, 45 yds. She

Wool

Blankets,

Poplin

andsome wool Square Shawl,
ete., ete., or $5,00 in cash,

Dress

Silve:-case

Rta

For an order ot $100, from a club of One Hundred
we wi | pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
yard wide Sheeting, Coin-Si'ver Hunting Case watch,
Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere, ete., ete., or $10 in cash.
We do not employ any Traveling Agents.and customers should not pay money to persons purporting
to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

SEND MONEY
ED LETTERS.

ALWAYS

BY REGISTER-

For further particulars send for Catalogues,

HARTFORD
Conn.
4142

-

PARKER & CO.,

MICROSCOPE.
MAY

us

sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in any
other way,—while the greater part of our goods are

pair heavy

Lady will want a copy; Gentlemen will want it for
them. No family can afford to be without it. Agents,
particularly Ladies, a
do better with this book,

139

08 & 100 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

1864

Ths IS THE ONLY MAGNIFYING GLASS ever
iuvented which is adapted to the examination of
living insects, confining tuem within wwe focus, feet
up or down,
Itis alsosuitable for examining bank
bills, engravings, flowers, lea.es, reeds, minerals,
cloth, wool the skin, &e., being adapiiéd to a greater

variety of purposes than any other microscope.

ery Banker,

Merchant, Farmer, Gardener,

er, Secdsman, Naturalis , Botani-t,

PAID for Agents, Male avd F mule; business new,
pleasant and permanent. Address,enclosing 30 stamp
an A len & Co. 171 Broaaway, New York.
&@~Aso sample of wnother arucle, which retails at $3,560,
sent for 50 ots.
442
ANTED. Fifty smart canvassers,
mde tow lLour new and ele ‘ant

numbers

ARTICLE.

We donot offer a single article of merchandise,
that can be sold by regular dealers at our price. We

Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fing

WANTED

our land. Itis fresh, lively, and sparkling; splendidly illustrated with elegant Steel Portraits; Every

PATENTED

arcular, to 227 Grand st, N.Y.

refers to Rev. Bishop Jumes and

Brothers, New York.

y

N. Y,

A New National Work,

selling in immense

DOLLAR

EACH

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the

Street, Boston.

AGENTS

at

of iirehising an article for about one-quarter of its
value.
In every order amounting to over §50, accompanied .

1142

For Incipient Consumption,
Dr. Howe

ONE
FOR

We

TRIBUTE

authors

about one-half the regular prices :—such #s BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON'S WORKS,
a full Gilt and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of
others.
:
These and everything else for
3

- A complete collection of all the church tunes which
are wide'y popular in America, with the most popuof

.

We have also made arrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell

for Choirs

a Course

BOXES, &o.

GOLD AND Pate JEWELRY,
of the newest styles,

the standard and latest works of popular

lar Anthems und set pieces, compiled

PLATED

MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND

from.

es,—preceded by

FIVE-BOTTLK

ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY Goops
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest an

GLOVE

AMERICAN TUNE BOOK,
Standard

FORKS,

choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.

JUST PUBLISHED:
THE

The

.

4

Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :

EXCELLENCE!

Now

.$100 a Month Salary

:

SUPERIOR

uction.

SILVER PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICK»

BOOXS

ands who aie now using Dr. lobia’ Celebrated
Venetian Liniment.
It has been introduced since
1847; and no one ounce trying it is ever without it. It

CHILDREN'S WORSHIP.

Good Muwpic!

MUSIC

in beautiful style, and sold at a low price.

every case of Diarrhea,

are better than ever before. We have agents in all
the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manufacturers, Imposters, and others, for Cash, and often

CASTOKS, BRITTANIA WARE. GLASS WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety,

To Canvass for Mrs. Ellet’s new Book, just published

three cent stamp for

SABBATH SONGS.

examine

The Greatest Discovery of the Age.
IM HIS IS ADMITTED to be the fact by the Thous-

Bronchitis, Aethwa Enlarged Ton -ilx, Loss of Voice,
Narrow Chet, use DR. J. M. Howr’s INHALIN(
TUBE Yor common air, the best of »1l remedies. Neue

The new Sunday School Singing Book,

Examine

3m

Melodies!!!

PRAISTS

OF

C. 3.
The Genuine has Dr. Abbott’s name.and address on
each box.
Direct all orders to
3 Vii T. R. ABBOTT, Jersey City, New Jersey.

companyiog each bottle).

ORTY THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS were
shipped from our house in Omg Year, to families
clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

EL SILVER, DESSERT

HENDRY,

and

277 Washington

v

EVERYBODY

Ww

!!

call

CHURCH

OLIVER

if used as directed :
Chronic Rheumatism,
Sore Throat, Headache, Toothache, Sprains, Brui-es, Old Sores, Swellings, Mosquito Bites, and Pains in the Back, Ch-gt, or Limbs.—
Also taken iniernally, for Cholera, Diarrhea, Dysen-

in

WM.

By THEODORE F. SEWARD, assisted by Dr, LOWELL
MasoN and WM. B BRADBURY.
Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.
a
The ab ve books sent po-t paid on receipt of price.

ia]s of wonderful
T. R. Abbott & Co, miN certify themto
the firm to be prompi and Nliable.
SALE
BY ALL
DRUGG

will positively cure'the undermentioned

Music

Norfolk

Gereral Superintendent,

School, and

Y

Nichouville, Sept. 28, 1869.

on our

A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music, compris”
ing a g eat variety of Tunes, Anthems, Glees,
Elementary Exercises and Social Songs, suitable for use in the
Choir, the Singing

Rev. Jamus
unimpeachadle

ern.
Active Agents wanted throughout New England,
Apply to W. P. GANNETT,
Manager for New

CYRUS L. NEWELL,

NEW

|THE

- From Bisnor S1MP3o>

Life Companies has been adopted by the Greats West

thankfully received.

Cushions

Choristers and Singers unanimously agree that it
surpasses all other works of Cliurclr Music by this
popular author.
(Until! Nov. 1—Clergymen, Choristers and Teachers
wo have not ye
amined this valuable work, will
be supplied with
ug e copy at $1.25—postage paid.)
Price, $1.50; $13.59 per doz.

eatirel\Negetable and harmless.
It purifies and en:
Ni nvigorates the system, possesses great nourihing
and strengN\gening power, is unequaled as a Tonic,
enables the stomach to digest th:
food, makes sip refreshing, and establishes ro)
Smokers and chNoers for sixty years cured.
Price Fifty
cents per box, pos\free
An interesting
trpfitise on the in«
Jjurious effects of t0Qaceo, with lists of tp€timonials, refers
Agents wanted?
Address
Nl. R. Apsorry/Jersey City, N. J.

pany.
Safety, ability, and mutuality, are prominent
points, while additional libera ity convinces that every good, equitable, and liberal feature or the best

HEREAS, my son, Arthur L. Newell, left my
J
place of residence wi hout my knowledge or
consent, on the 27th ult., and has goue to parts to us
unknown, and being a minor, seventeen years of age
the 28th day of March last, [therefore forbid all persons trusting or harboring him on my account, as 1
shall pay no debts of his contracting, and shall claim
his earnings until he is twenty-one yeirs of age.
Any information as to his whereabouts will be

Estab.
4t39

York.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

before the public.
Burion’s

37 Park Bow, New

Our facilities for transacting this immense business

THE

STREET,
NEW YORK CITY.

throuzhout the country at Importer’s prices.
lished 1869. Send for Price List,

PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,
4t41

Country.

COMPANY,

NOSCHURCH
P. 0. BOX: 5506.

Specimen numbers sent free.

Truly yours,

GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC

TEA

THERE IS NOTHING 80 GOOD !
THERE IS NOTHING SO CHEAP!

Shaw's, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons,
Ginghams, Dress Goods, Table Linen, Towe 8y
Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &c., &c.

Elastic Sponge

The public are invited to

TESTIMONIALS.

D.

They can make a large money profit as theygo along.

cheer:

TRESSES, CUSHIONS, &c., at the Agency,
mer street.

MANCE yet published, 512 pages, with Nine Full
Page Illustrations. Good AGenTS—Male and Female
are wanted everywhere.
Apply at once, stating ter-

one

Metropolitan H. R. R. Co.

(Signed)

We, the undersigned, are prepared to say that Rev. L.
L. Harmon's NEW METHOD of supplying Musical Instruments in anv part of the United States, mak+s purchasers
perfectly safe; and by its advantages our brethren may
ohain Instrufnents of the best quality, and at the lowest
gures,
Kro. Harmon's long exoerience and familiar acquaint-y
ance with all the First Class Firms, enables him to give
valuable information to all enquirers,
Rev. E. Knowlton. So. Montville, Me.
** C. 0. Libby, Cor. Sec. i. M. Soec., Dover, N. H.
* L. B. Tasker. Lyndon, Vt.
kg
‘ J. Burnham Davis, Great Falls, N, H.
* Janies A. Howe. Olneyville, R.1.
.** L. Dewey. East Troy. Pa.
“GH. Ball, D. D..Buffalo, N. Y.
* James (alder D. D..President of Hillsdale College,
Hillsdale, Mich,
* D. M. Graham, D. D., Chicago, Ill.
tril

whatever, for by taking single scat-

House and St. James line of cars. They have given
perfect satisfaction, and we now are supplying all
our other cars with them as fast as needed by renew-

al of new for old.

quarterly

HE MOST EXCITING AND INTERESTING RO-

Premiums

2 an immense sacrifice from the original cost of pro-

advance, but if quarterly rents are not paid in advance, prepaid money will go to pay rent on the Instrument,

of

SUPERINTENDENT’S OFFICE, METROPOLITAN RAILROAD, Boston, May 19, 1869.
C. L. FOWLE, Erq., Agent, &c.—
Pr
Dear Sir: Last Spring and Summer we gave a trial

of your

rents,

!

tering subscriptions at regular rates and remitting to
us at our
REMARKABLY
LOW
CLUB
RATES

Borton.

From the Superintendent

or en

Will find Less Work and Bigger Pay in making
| up Clubs at our rates than is offered by any System

3M. THOMPSON,

is

3

AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN

Chairman of Building om. Church of the Unity.

be considered

-

or more

register if requested.

to all curled hair at the same prices.
. Yours very inl

terms of renting per quarter, and in this way save all
they have paid, if quarterly reuts are paic strictly in

ment, under Muassachuse'ts Act adopted by this Com-

certa.
Pa

on

must

HOME, to a Club of Five

closed mn a letter, which the Postmaster is obliged to

Mattresses.

Chas. L. FOWLE, Esq.,

AND

either in Money-Orders, Bank Checks, Drafts,

durability, elasticity,

nished by you, it gives me pleasure to say, every one
of waom I
have inquired pronounce them superior to
any thing of tite Kind they ever aw.
As for myself, [
am delighted with them,and would much prefer them

be pur.

12

rate.

put in $2.40 each, and forward in one remittance

late Thompson ¢ Co's Express.
SPRINGFIELD, May 14, 1x69.
My Dear Sir: In answer to your inquiry as 10 how.
our Society are pleased with the Sponge Cushions fur-

paid will be reckoned in pay for rent, subject to the
conditions of qua: terly rents.
™
If a per- on starting upon the plan of monthly payments, finds it inconvenient to make out the monthly
payments in advance, they ean fall back upon the

Issues Policies upon all approved plans, at low rates
and with unusual liberality to policy holders.
All surplu~ dividea among the iasured.
No Rest: ictions upon Residence or Travel, and no
special permits required tor mariners, or for any occu:
pation except those of a peculiarly hazardous charac

With suggestive

J M Mathews, Burlington, Vt

may

6“

copies st same

NEIGHBORS
Combine and make up a club of Five

From Col. Thompson,

not seem to fee) it, if monthly payments are made regularly in advance.

WESLEY BE. SHADER, Secr: tary.

BY MAIL,

Miss Lizzle Seamuus, Port Alleghany,
Joseph Henderson, Newbury,
BO) eguuly
Osage, lows
RVN
Wixhy, York, Iowa
Juv + 8 Staples. De auville, N Y
ev J Young, No Dix out,’ Me
CB Griffin,
Audover N H

ments

your Elastic Sponge

$4
9

each. THE CHEAPEST, as it is the most complete
FAMILY WEEKLY NEWSPAPER in the world,

fully recommend them to public favor.
Very respectfully,
(Signed)
L. A. CUTLER, Supt.

to a quarter's rent for that kind of Instrument, and
all paid will go to pay for the Instrumens; and in this
way a person can soon pay for an Instrument, and

¥r.

Sensible Hymns ! !
Sound Theology!!!

Samuel Nichols, Cincinnatus, N Y,
Rev J hin T James, Snickersy lle, Va

In

For

the use of institutions of this kind, and I most

»-

An orgavization of capitalists for the purpose ofimporting Teas and distributing them to Merchants

WESTERN

LIFE
INSURANCE
OF NEW YORK,

Books Forwarded,

HY coman,

MONTHLY

purchased.”

©

$82.40

SHURTLEFF,

hardest test possible, and I find it as good to-day a:
the day it was introduced. It retains
its elasticity remarkably, which quality adapts them especially for

chased by paying each month in advance,» sum equal

voice of new patterns just received.
For sale at less
ritory desired experirnce. &c.
than market prices.
Publishers, springiield, Mass.
JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co. 47 Washington Street, |
Boston.

W

Cowell—E J Clitord—=W G Davis—B H Damon—dJ 8 Dinsm re—J E Dillon—F Earl-D Eddy—W. Elwood-0 H
Gallup—A Glven -A Hill-J R Hilton—-B ¥ Higgins—8
Johason—W Johnson—L A Jordan—A Kenney—D _LeavMcKoon—
{tt—D Luther—J M Mathews—A A Meader—B
G 8 Morse—E W Porter—! Pine—8 Y Pltnan—E_PresTurStiles—R
ott—G P Rowell—~ A Steers—A Sibley—H
Westcott—N Wood~W
ner—J N Tillottson—M#8 Tiffany
worth.

Wm

BRUSSELS

Received.
Babcock—HK

that their

yard.
ALL WOOL INGRAINS, 87%¢ per yard.
DUNDEE LINEN CARPETS, 75¢ per yard.

Price, $1,50.
I Allen—J

satisfy their friends

ever

[0

yours,

B.

them in u e, butthe one I refer to has been put to the

lege of purchasing the same at the reduced price by
paving down. If an Instrument is paid for in full,
after being rented six months, all or the rents paid

some

£5 HEAVY EXTRA
SUPERFINE
CARPETS,
$15) per yard.
EXTRA DOUBLE WARP INGRAIN, $1.25 per yd.
HEAVY ALL WOOL KIDDERMINSTERS, $1 per

Rev. L. Dewey, Varysburgh, N. Y.
Rey. K, F. Higgins, Raymond, O.
Letters

will

to request

cases will be conducted by a scientific, educated Physician.
Incurable Deafness relieved by the use of his
Patent Invisible Organic Vibrator.
Full description
in Treatise.
Book and advice sent free.
T. HUNT STILLWELL, M. D.,
762 Broadway.

Good

Office Addresses.’

and

thefirst priyi

gold on trust.

spectfully

on has many qualities which make it far preferable
in my opinioa to curled hair
We have a number of

A person renting an Instrument, will have the privilege of retaining it so long as Rent is paid in ad-

as beiny, and having been,

Physicians, pretended and real, have so preyed up-

have

of

Instrument.

None will be

NATH'L

“

Making HEARTH
subscribers at

are

wards of this institution for the last six months

Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictly in advance
or no deduction will be made trom the price of the

willgo to pay for the Instrumegqt.

excellencies

MR. CHAS. L. FOWLE, 121 Summer Street—
.
Dear Sir: I have had in constant use in one of the

terms.

partly paid for, the Instrument

on the infirmities of sufferers from Deafoess and Catarrh, holding out hopes which they have failed to

A

CLEVELAND, Ohio, Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Liverpool church, commenciog Friday, Nov.

quarter,

have

chief

From Superintendent of City Hospital.
CrrYy HOSPITAL, May 22, 1860.

rent reduces the price of
i

shall

its

Five

IN: ADVANCE,

;
all at ome time

All over FIVE

cleanliness and retention of shape, they are not suf
as red.
Very respectfully, your obedient serva
’
CHAS, G.
GREENE,

Melo

If monthly payments cease when the Instrument

AND

I

;

vance, and no longer, and

Single Copies,
Three

Col, Charles GQ. Greene.
BOSTON, Sept. 24, 1869.
MR. CHAB. L. FOWLE— .
Dear Sir: Having used your Patent Elastic Sponge
Mastresses, Pillows and Cushions in my house for
several months, 1 am huppy to say that they have
pros ed in all respects equal to your representations.
and that I much prefer them to any article of the kind

Five octave Portable Melodeons are

per

2

From

each quarter’s rent reduces the price of the instrument
8
i Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organ included.
Higher priced Instruments are rented on as liberal

formation which he conceives to be invaluable ; and -

L. D. JRFFERS, Clerk.

5, at 2, P. M,

TERMS

highly polished, are rented for $10

lung

Among

i

THIRD TERMS
Five octave Double Reed Organs,
and six Octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewood,

CONSUMPTIVES.

as

I have ever used.

Instruments.

uarter, and each quarter’s
the Instrument $6.

REDUCED RATES
FOR 1870,

Fa,

softness, e'asticity, absence of unpleasant smells from
decayed animal substances, and in general neatness

o

Reed

Our ONLY TERMS hereafter are the below

From His Honor the Mayor.
:
:
Boston, October 1, 1869,
MR. C. L. FOWLE—
Dear Sir: As far as my judgment
oes, and it is
founded on a fair trial, vour
Patent
Elastic Sponge
Mattress is equal in point of comfort to any mattress

SEcoaD TERMS. Five octave Piano cased Melode:
ons, Rosewood, highly polished, and five Octave Siogle Reed Organs of bet quality, are rented for $8 per

4142
¢

WENTWORTH Q MM. will hold its next session with
the church in Wentworth,
urday at :1 o'clock, A. M.

MR. HARMON’S

THEREFORE,
}
oh
Those who subscribe earliest will ~
.
Get the-Most
for Nothing.

INVARIABLY

and convenience.

to notting.

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8, 10.56 A. M., 5.06
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 Pp.»
"Leave
m for Dover at 7.80 A. M.,12 M,,3, 6 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P.M.

his success

0m

deon to $55; the second rent reduces the rent to $52;
the third to $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43;
and so on until the price of the Melodeon is reduced

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.

Commit tee,

New York, Oct, 18, 18069.

Weare, Oct. 26—28,

cal Couneil ;

§

Single Reed Organs ave fur:

the first quarter’s reat reduces the price of the

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45; 5,45, 6.45 P. M.

DEAFNESS

oe

.

ary 1st, 1871.

allio
b)
jo

}

selects

rented for $56 per quarter,and all of the first quarter’s

Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M.-

Free!

8
3)

and

the date of

So that all such yearly subscriptions will end Janu.

nished for $50, and upwards. Five octave Double
Reed Organs, with 5 stops, or 3 stops and M.nual
Sub Bass, are furnished from the best firms, for $100,
and upwards. Five octave Portable Melodeons are
furnished from any Manufactory desired, and prices
will not exceed $60 for the very best in Walnut, nor
$70 in highly polished Rosewood.
Other kinds of Reed Instruments furnished on as
liberal terms.
PLEDGE. Ifany Instrument fails to give satisfaction after a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMONY will retund
the money and take the Instrument; hence heis com:
pelled to deal in none but the best Instruments, and
he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for ten
years, if well used.
J

Boston

Tent is taken from the price of the Melodeon, and al
80 $3 of each $5 pid for subsequent quarters.
Explanation—If the price of a new Melodeon is $60

June 22, 1868,

<q

Em"wm

lh

goes to

printed below,

HEARTH AND HOME will be sent from
their subscription to the end of this year

3

Harmon

First TERMS.

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

TO

ap

TO ALL who subseribe before next January,for

One Year, at the Reduced Rates

+

- Mr.

Renting

RAILROAD,

2a
120
|
8

Everything for Nothing!

3

«

Notices.
MAINE

=

WH MoH

.

Arrangement,

President.

Notice.
y
The Stockholders of the Central Board, having in
charge the interests of the proposed Free Baptist
Pap+r, in New York City, are hereby notified to meet
in the Fiee Baptist chu-ch, in New York City, on
Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 7 o'clock, P. M.
PER ORDER.

Advocate

(Ecumeni-

A great crisis in the history of the Church

AND

0)

S750

:

England,—Oflice, 10 STATE STKEET, BOSTON.

8S. D. BATES,
S. F. SmirH,

WEARE

Wilness

Fran-

. GIVEN AWAY!

separately every Piano that he sells, for two reasons.
1st, That he may have the first choice from a large
number of Pianos. °
:
;
2d. That he may see the inside action, and know
that it is of a durable character, which will hold its
brilliancy of tone for many years.
;

Rev D; Watetman, Mr. James W. ApMiss Abbie H, Hurd, both of Milton, N,
;
eg

and on Monday,

ROBERT

The W. Anniversaries will be held in Hillsdale,
commencing Tuesday evening, Nov. 2. Anniversary
sermon, Rev, J. B. brew.
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 3. Convention for discussion
of Denominati. nal Interest, 9, A. M ; Sabbath School,
2, P M. Speikers,—Ravs.J. 8, Maynard, F. P. Augir,
A. W. Westgate. Missions,7, PM.
Speakers,—Revs.
D M. Graham, F. W. Straight, D, L. Rice.
THURSDAY,
Nov. 4. Convention. 9, A. M.; Educa
tion, 2, P. Mv; Speakers,—Hon
J. O'Donnell,
Revs.
Oy E. Baker,
A. H. Hurling; Closing sermon, Rev.

Voted, That we recommend the several churches compassing this body, to pay the traveling expen~es of their delegates to the sessions of the
Q. M., provided they remain through the entire
session, otherwise not.
’
Next session will be- held with the Boston
church.
W. M. JENKINS, Clerk.
The Christian

Mr.

cis S.. Foss and Miss Mary E. Hum, a 1 of C.
:
In Burns, Henry Co., Ills, Sept. 26, by Rev.J. S.
Dinsmore, Mr. Joseph T. Weedan of Annawon, and

oR

HEARTH 2» HOME

(e]

~ Ja

PRICES. (Not including Freight). New 7 octave
Pianos, with latest improvements, and in Shality
next to Chickering & Sons, are furnished for $215,
and

Officers :

Notices and ‘Appointments,

of this growing Q. M.

has the following gloomy view nf the

William Carr and Mrs. 8. J. Moul-

ton of Manchester.
In De-rfield, Oct 7, by Rev. G. S. Hill, Stillman
Humphry, Esq., of Concord, and Miss Mary E. Hoag
of Deerfield. Uct. 5, by the same, Mr. Daniel Picker.
ing Paul of Newington, and Miss Sarah Maria Gerrish of Deerfield.
S
In Charleston. Me., at the residence of the bride-

of no case unless he is sufficiently confident of effecting a cure to enable him to give a written and legal

very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in-

Clerk of Council,

its Sept. term

Sept. 18, Mr.

ner possible.

RuED INSTRUMENTS.

their own ability, by letting their reward depend upon
the cure.
Dr. Stillwell wi'l undertake the treatment’

————————————

SesECc Q. M.—Held

Ul]

In Manchester, July 14, by Rev. N. L. Rowell, Mr,
Daniel 8. Burleigh of Sanboratdn Bridge, and Miss
[Clara M, Pike of Peabody, Mass. July 28, Mr. Frank
W. Avery and Miss Hannah Quinn, both of Manches-

us for the Myrtle.

church in Abbott, Sept. 17—19.
It was a very
precious season,
The business. was done in good
feeling. The meetings of worship were spiritual
and interesting, and the preaching
was good.
Bro. Hinkley, of the Willington Q. M., was present, also our beloved father in the gospel, Rev.
L. Hathaway of New
Portland, whose words
and sermon cheered all our hearts. Any church
desiring next session please correspond with the
clerk at Dexter, Me., at your earliest convenience.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

'

friend, living here, to call upon the Doctor, at his of
fice, and enable him to give such undoubted proof of

solemn

Quarterly Meetings.

;

x

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April.
It is printed on paper ofa

should

has received
pastor of the

Namisd

,

Hoi:

|

This new system by which Instruments of Music
are being sent to any part of the United States, was
invented
by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a part of his
expenses while laboring in the Sabbath school cause.
By extensive acquaintance,
care and effort, this
bnsiness has become very extensive, and is daily in
creasing. It furnishes the best Instruments atthe
very lowest prices, and gives purchasers an opportunity to pay for their Instruments in the easiest man-

upward,

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

The day was one of the most beautiful in » Ver
mont autumn.
We trust a good work of grace
may follow, and that this people and their new
pastor may enjoy much of the favor of God.

E. C. SMALLEY,

213,67

Treasurer.

:

guarantee for a perfect and permanent cure, or return
the whole amount paid.
Invalids, residing at a dis-

-. and impressive, yet enjoyed with muck g..-Iness.

‘We learn that Rev. G. M. Park
and declined a call to become the
Alton Corner, N. H., church.

—

ample, and testify

The Myrtle.

Vt.,

services: Invocition

0, 0. LIBBY,

14,00

and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-snfferers the means of cure.

ver, N. H.
TerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or. more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new Jlaw, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when
Bro. Moody is settled ina good field, with a sent to one address, than on a single one.
kind and good people, and seems to be well re- The postage is payable at the office of deThe
volume begins with the
ceived. The church at South Wheelock is one of livery.
our oldest in Vermont, where Colby, Marks and first number in April. © Orders are solicited.
many of the ploneers of our denomination have
No percentage is allowed on money sent
labored in the past more or less, with good sucThe

i

:

in all departments, and in any desired quantity,
on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

BAPTIST MINISTERS can

by Rev. L. B. Tasker; Anthem by the choir;
Reading of Scriptures by Rev. W. L. Noyes;
787th hymn by L. B. Tasker; Prayer by Rev. R.
Pritty (Meth); 788th hymn by Rev. F. L. Wiley;
* Sermon by Rev. F.L.Wiley ; Consecrating Prayer
by L. B. Tasker; Charge to Candidate by W. L.
Noyes; Welcome by Rev. L. B. Tasker; Hymn
by Rev. E. C. Smalley; Address to Church and
Congregation by Rev. E. C. Smalley.

. Css,

i

Dover,N. H.

Summer

tended for publication should be addressed
to Rev. J. M. BarLey, EprTor, Dover,N. H.

Ordination,

Bro. B. 8. MooDY was set apart for the work
of the gospel ministry, in South

to con Miss Eva Lewis L M

N Y,

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having

A

Our C. Baptist friends are making quite extensive repairs upon Stheir house, and, in
the meantime, are worshiping with us.
On returning home, last evening, from a
visit in the parish, we found our pleasant
home, which we knew was carefully locked,
and supposed to be secure against outsiders,
lighted and occupied by as independent a
set as one: rarely meets, who informed us
that they ¢‘ should run that machine.” See
ing we were outnumbered so largely, we
did as great generals have done before
us, surrendered; and the result was one
of the most pleasant social occasions we
have ever enjoyed, and fifty-one dollars in
cash, besides other good things. May the
divine blessing beupon all such burglars.
. W. H. WALDRON.

Sherburne,

obtain Books

FREKWILL

Last Sabbath we baptized four:

2.90

20,00

S800

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 PN

One Dollar appears almost impossible, but such
“Iam come that they might have life,"—
may be had and hundreds of other useful articles by
and weare trying to induce all to accept of patronising PARKER & CO0’3, “ONE DOLLAR

that life.

Money sent by A M Richardson,

a

The text used on that occasion was,

Wi

per D Willson

Special

Lyon’s Kathairon is the best Hair Dressing in use.
»

80 beautiful in style, and so fascinating in
illustration, was not only admired by all
who had the pleasure of listening to it, but
has been a subject ofvillage conversation

8080
3

can make an average saving of more than 20 per cent,
and are freed from all risk in the transportation of
Money or Instruments, by addressing REV. L. L.
HARMON, Pastor of Pearl Street Church, Portsmouth,

FOR

Inthe use of the Magnolia Balm lies the true secret

rich in thought,

|

9,00

nt

Pianos, Organs, and Melodeons,

them.—

of Beauty. No lady need complain of her Complexion
who will invest 75 cents in this delightful article,

onlya luxury atthe

sup

SESSM Durrell
ol
on

To

Minn,

BOSTON

time, but proves a blessing. as all luxuries

5,00

Q M. Wis. to con L, Hulse L M

Oct. 10, by
plebee and
H

to the plainest featur. s. It brings the Bloom of Youth
to the fading cheek and changes the rustic Country
Girl into a Fashionable City Belle,

in a previous number

not

without

12,00

20,00

Miss. Chloe Adams of Burns,

Children’s

1t gives a soft, refined, "satin-like texture to the
Complexion, remqves Roughness, Redness, Blotches
Sun-burn, Tan, &c., and adds a tinge of Pearly Bloom

of our house, which has

was

be-

Be Beautiful.
Ifyou desire beauty you should
use Hagan’s Magnolia Balm,

of our loving Father.
already been noticed

their shoes at the toe first, and not unfrequently

2

Soc. Greenville, R I, per CC Steere

St Croix Q M.

b

good farms and farmers,

service

out

pairs

a

Unity Q M. Me, Der Fogg
Crawford Fem Miss Soc.
Lawrence, Mass. for

groom’s father, Oct 7, by Rev J. Johnson,

wear

Lb)

LM,

per L Gott

Unkno!

We believe all the shoe dealers keep them.— Herald.

inland

Our little church kere feel hopeful.

invariably

will more than out-wear three

large dairies and fine churches, has not
been injured by flood or storm.
The
month of September was a continuous smile

dedicatory

Ellsworth Q M. Me. to oon Mrs M MR Gott,

ter.

shoes with Metal tips never wear out at the toe; and
it is safe to say that on an average one pair with them

T. D. CLEMENTS.
Y.

They

fore the other parts are a quarter worn.

us. We humbly give God all the glory of
these things, and earnestly hope that the
good work may continue,
N.

The good rerutation

METAL-TIPPED SHOES.
Shoes are an important
item in the expense of clothing children, as every

ing four requested the prayers of Christians,
that they might walk in the same path with

Fass,

NOTORIETY.

the genuine *‘Browa’s Bionchial Troches,” and
dowmqt
be influenced by those who make more profit by sel}
ing worthless imitations.
;

tized six, and extended the hand of fellowblems of his body and

40,00

y

and extended use of ‘‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
for Coughs, Colds, and Throat Diseases has caused
the Troches to be Extelisively imitated.
Obtain
only

18,77
1,10

Martha P Baldwin, New Sharon, Me

Rock & Dane

ed in that way. I took hold (which of course I should
‘| not have done if we had no machine), and in 21-2
hours we put through eleven dozen pieces, many of
which were sheets, and they were well done, 100.~
We wish you great success.

‘SoutH BosToN, Mass —The spirit of re~ vival still contfnues with the church at this

ship to eight ; after which, we

Fem Miss Soc. Penobscot Y M. for support of Dula
per Mrs G E S Bryan!

of it we feel that we are masters of the position. On
one occasion, the clothes were prepared, but the

H. CHAPPELL.

Geo.

20 00.

Tom

PURCHASERS OF

Ly

Houlton Q M. Me
;
Ch. Patten, Me
5
Mrs Olive Bean, Mass, and Mrs 8 Jenness, Roch~
gelar) N H, for support of Betsey Whitaker in
dia
Wm Greig, Lodi,
NY

Ch. Folsomdale,

Rev. Bish
Scott, on Clothes Washers,
We like our Doty Washing Machine much; could

-

Foreign Missions,

- Advertisements.

| Bdbertisements,

EXPRESS,

Ci of Mary & Davis in Ludi
. Cowlesville,
r

a still greater power from the Lord yet to
come. Pray for us that God may getto
himself a great name, even in the hearts
praise.

hit

Rev N Bard, Lisbon Falls,Me
Rav I B< Coleman, Troy. N'Y
D L Guernsey, Concord,
NH
2
__D Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill] Boston

}

lieved by a dose

-

Cramps and pamsin the stomach are the result,of
imperfect digestion, and may be immediately re-

grown cold and discouraged in the service
of Christ, there were" those.who were
_ struggling in prayer and supplication to

Miner,

Ky.

Bee-keep-

Druoggst,

Student; and Pleasure-seeker should nave one.
It i§,
algo an instructive and smusing itt to a friena or
ouild.
It cau be folded up and carried in the pocket

—ever ready to make examinations from Nature's
great lal 0 utory, Price $2.1 Liberal ur ns to agents
and dealers. Sent in a neat box, prepa, to any part
of the world on receipt of $2 and

age Stamps.

Address,

five three cent

GEO. MEADE, Chicago,

post:

IIL

tt
THE MUSICAL CURRICULUM.
This p'ano forte instruction hook, by Geo. F', Root,

is sindily guiniog ground with bo'h teachers aud
vupils who desire a ¢ urse 0 ~tu-y ut once pleasant,
ve and thorough. No pupil.can go_throuxh
pr
with
“his book without a know ledye of tran-position,

hai mony, ana wany other things not t'ught by any

Price, compioke, i h four parts,
smlar work
usic
a ares,8 CADY.,
ROOT
euch $1.25. For sule lo a uta

1042

|-

Chicago, Ill

A Vital

Question’ Answered.

Thousands of.

dy «peptic and bilious sufferers, who have

exh

the list « f offl ial remedies in vain, are asking
thev shall do next, and if there ia any
their migery.

There és.

Shit
r

TARRANT'S

S¥ir7eR APERIENT will give them immed «te rp
and eventually restore them to perfect h al'h. Itis
w ~ mochie, an alterative, a purgative, and a gentle

diuraticfeombined in one delicious and refreshing
draught.

anil

SOLD

BY

ALL DRUGGISTS.

;

ere

THE

Poetry.
‘0 aimless fret of household tasks!

A fuller life my spirit asks.
For there the grand hills Summer-crowned,
Slope greenly downward to the seas;
Ome hour of rest upon their breast
. ‘Were worth a year of days like these.

Their cool, soft green to ease the pain
Of eyes that ache o’er printed words;

time.

For Eden’s life within me stirs,
And scorns the shackles that I wear,

And man-life grand ; pure soul, strong hand,
The limb of steel, the heart of air!
And I could kiss, with longing wild,
Earth’s dear brown bosom, loved so much :
A grass-blade fanned cross my hand,
‘Would thrill me like a lover’s touch.
known—

The olden lore revived once more,
‘When man’s and nature’s hearts were one.

And as the pardoned pair might come
Back to the garden God first framed,

;

The Eden-earth grows stained and dim,

‘Would walk, a child, through Nature’s wild,
And hear his voice and answer him.

—Querland Monthly.

Be

My husband lived but two

man,

a real,

living

Christian.

He was all ready to go up home.”
Her face was as bright as ever now, and
the courageous ring came back to her
voice. She was positively beautiful in her
and

old

shaker bonnet,

and yet her face would have been unmistakably a plain one without its happy expression.
¢ Oh! ma'am,” she went on, ‘the Lord
has been goodto me. 'Deed he has. The
world has been

dark

sometimes,

dark

as

pitch, but I have found my way through.:

life

and

strength

had

clean

gone out of me. And before I could leave
my bed, my little Mary, not ‘then six years
old, began to gropeand

stumble

house, and the doctor said.

about

the

she was going

blind.”

« Blind!”

While round thy door the millions call,
While the great marketsfill,
Though public sorrow strikes us all,
Singing, thou workest still.
Yea all thy careand all thy lot
Is ever sweet and willing,

To keep one little household spot

I

repeated

involuntarily.

«« Poor woman!
You have indeed
seen
trouble.”
¢: Yes, but it is all in the past, ma'am,”
she responded cheerfully, ** and I needed it:
all.
It brought me very near to the SaPerhaps you know,” she glanced
viour.
at my black dress, ¢ perhaps you know
what it is-to feel the right arm of the Lord

underneath youin sorrow, and how sweet
itis torest wholly on him when everything
else fails ?”

The crimson kitchen firelight dips
Thy cheeks until they glow;
The white flour makes thy finger-tips
Like rosebuds dropt in snow;
‘When all thy little, gentle heart
Flutters in exultation,
To compass in an apple tart—
Thy noblest aspiration.
O Housewife, may thy modest worth
Keep ever free from wrong ;
Blest be the house and bright the hearth
Thou blessest all day long!
And nightly may thy sleep be sound,
‘While o’er thee, softly, stilly,
The curtains close, like leaves around
The hushed heart of the lily!
— All the Year Round.

The Hunily Circle,
of Christ’s Poor:

“Would you like to buy some peaches,
ma'am? or some peanuts? or some candy
for the children athome ?”
It was a cheery, pleasant voice, albeita
trifie too loud for a woman’s voice; and,as 1

looked up from my book into the beaming,
I was

seized

with an instant desire to “‘buy her out.”
I was sitting alone on the deck of a small
steamer in Boston harbor. All through the
beautiful summer I had been making little
pleasure trips over the lovely bay frem
~ Hingham, steaming about among the island
gems till Thad a curious feeling of owning
them all, never troubling : myself once to
go ashore into the bustle of the city, but

quietly eating my noon lunch on board, while
the boat * cleaned house.” There was no
weariness in waiting, a new book or magazine filled up the time pleasantly, and there
* were always the affairs of my neighbors on
the vessels near by to pry into.
I had become so used to the demands of
fruit-venders and newspaper-sellers, that the

+ Is your little gi:1 blied row?”
«« Oh! no.

She

was

taken

Somehow,

heart felt

very warm

A

Little

In the city o Hartford, Connecticut, lives
the hero of the true history I am about to
relate,—but no longer “little”, as the perilous
adventure, which
made him for a

winter

of 18—,

the father

worked

to be

me no hope

blind now ?”
:
“ Yes, she can see ag al as
can;
ter, for I have to put on spectacles in
evening.
It was about two months
she came home that she scared me

bet
the
after
one

After

and

at such

a distance

waited and prayed. Her sight gradually
came back, and now she is a handy little
and

goes to school every

day.

She

takes the baby with her.”
¢ The baby!”

¢ Well,” she

answered,

don’t look much like

laughing,

a baby now.

‘ she
She

is

six years old, and her name is Anna. But
she is the youngest; so at home we call her

from any

house.

So at last he concluded
be saved at all, he must
begin at once, as he was
ly cold in the water.
So
First, he drew himself

that if he was to
save himself and
getting extremehe went to work.
up the plank, and

braced

the top of it and

himself against

the wall

of the

well, which

that, I did nothing
to her eyes, but I just and quite smooth.

miss,

coat,

and

taking outhis

off his boots, that he

er advantage,

was of “brick,

Then he pulled off his
°pocket-knife,

cut

might work td great-

Then, with his feet against

one side of the wall, and his shoulders
against the other, he worked his way up,
by the most fearful exertion, about half

the distance to the top.

Heré he was oblig-

ed to pause, take breath, and

gather up his

energies for the work yet before him. Far
harder was it than all he had yet gone
‘Baby,’ still.”
Ilike to through, for the side of the well being from
‘¢ Yes, it is not strange, I think.
that point completely covered with ice, he
see the little ones petted.”
£4 T must tell you about Will—my boy, | must cut with his knife, grasping-places for
stereotyped: No I” fell unconsciously from you know. ' He is smart, is Willy. Ask Mr. his fingers, slowly and carefully all the
my lips without interrupting my medita- Granger if he isn’t. He is a little man, way up.
.
>
tions; but this woman's voice at once ar- Only twelve years old, but he might he
It was almost a hopeless attempt, but
rested my attention. She was such a pic- forty from the way he looks out for us. If it was all that he could do. And here the:
ture of health and enterprise and enjoyment, the price of anything in the market comes little hero lifted up his heart to God, and
too, that it was sheerly impossible to offer down, Will finds it out nearly as soon as the | ‘prayed fervently for help, fearing he could
her a deaf ear or a cold shoulder.
market men. He sells papers on the boats never get out alone. Doubtless the Lord
“Let me see what you have in your and cars, and on the streets, and runs on heard his veice, calling from the depths,
basket,” said. *‘ I have no childrenin my errands for the neighbors. He is wide-awake and pitied him. He wrought no miracle
home awaiting me ; but there will be half
all day, and at night, when Mary and Baby to save him, but breathed into his hearta
w-heads popping into my
are in bed, and Isit down for a bit of sewing yet larger measure of calmness and courTOOmM88 S00n as
e blinds. They
he gets out his books and studies till bed- age, strengthening him to work out his
belongto the neighbors, but\they seem to
time. Ah! a rare scholar is Willy !"said the own deliverance. Ittis in this way God
have a curious fancy that I bel\ng to them.
answers our prayers, when we
proud mother, striking her hands together oftenest
They like candy, too.”
softly, as if she were patting the boy’s call upon him in time of trouble.
‘The woman set down her basket and
After this the little hero cut his way up“laughed. Not a fashionable consumptive head.
ward,
inch by inch. His -wet stockings
«I
see,”
said
I,
watching
the
smiles
that
cackle; but a good, strengthening, breezy
froze
to
the ice and kept his feet from sliplaugh, that mixed naturally with the sea made her face soattractive, ‘‘I see that you ping, but his shirt was quite worn from
know
how
to
find
the
sunbeams
of
life.
You
air.
his shoulders ere he reached the op.
“80 you like children,” she said, present- don’t borrow trouble.”
He did reach it at last,—crawled out
Iy.
“No, I don't want to coax sorrow into the
into
tke snow, and lay down for h moment
Hier like me. Ii is about the same house. Ihave only two rooms, and there
| thing, 1 suppose. Have you any cbil- isn't much in them, but there isn't a happier to rest, panting out his breath in little

drenI”

yL shank God.

I have a boy and

home in Boston; I do believe.”
I could readily believe that, but I could
not agreé - with herin thinking that her
home ** hadn't much in it.” She was correct

Teh: 1 inquired, my wom.
‘beginning tot ‘ puti in” rather. in

‘Hels dead, ma'am.”

Her voice soften

Snot, sud the smile died out of her
need
to be told how much

<i losing bi.

1 pegun to

the

sense

she gave

the term;

but,

thinking of the young life and hope and loye
that were garnered there, of

and took him

shriek-

Messrs. Fields, Osgood & Co. send us the four

er to vitalize and render them thoroughly effect
ive. There are rules enough here, running in-

six books, put up ina neat box and boundin
uniform style. One of them takes the name of
BIRTH-DAY STORIES, the other, that of ScHOOL-'
LIFE STORIES.
They are admirably fitted for
the home where children gather about the evening lamp, or for the 8. 8. library which the
little ones eagerly patronize.

‘was

where families are always far between, and

much

more

so in war-times.:

weeks, we had

not

seen

a

For long

woman

or

a

in a blaze, too.

Then she ran

to details, and diagrams

afraid,

and

the

bushy

voices

Cap!” and,

said,

“Pass

pp. 268.
AMONG THE TREES: A Journal of Walks in the
Woods, and Flower-bunting through Field and
by. Brook.
By Mary Lorimer.
With illustra.
tions from drawings after nature,
Same Pub.
lishers, ete. 1869. quarto. pp. 155.
The first of these volumes is the second installment of the new and admirable edition of
Andersen’s Works
which Messrs.
Hurd and
Houghton are publishing.
The exterior beauty
of the books does credit even to the well-known
Riverside Press, and the magnetic power of the
great story teller, as well as the most marked
features of the Danish character, scenery and life,
get a striking exhibition on these beautiful pages, the mere sight of which is little less than an
esthetic luxury.
“ Dame Nature” gives us, in the form of dia
logue or colloquy, and often under the guise of
a simple narrative, an immense amount of interesting information from the domain of Botany
and Natural History, such as the young would
be generally interested to acquire; and the very
admirable way in which the French Naturalists
are wont to serve up thissort of entertainment
will make study a perpetual surprise and delight.
It is one of the best books of its class, and the
class stands very high.

whiskers, an

before

him

the train

move, half a hundred men

over

here,

was ready to

had

kissed

the heavenly

benediction resting upon it, it might well
have been called one of the richest homes in
the ty.

white clouds on the clear frosty air.

He had been
well!
His clothes
he no longer
full of joy and
factory, where
and wondering.

two

hours and a half in the

the

baby. It was on its best behavior, and
kicked and crowed, and tugged at whiskers,
asonly a happy baby can. It was an

event of the campaign ; and one giant of a
mountaineer, as he strode past us with a
tread likea mammoth, but with tear-dimmedeyes and quivering SPS said, ‘By
George, it makes me feel and act like a
fool ; but I've got one just like it at home !"
—Clurdh Advocate.

“ Among

In Play.
Bl

th

¢ Alice, my child, why did you do that?”
“I was only in play, mamma,” and Alice

seemed to think that quite enough.
“But you should not do wrong things
Do you think you should ?”
“I don't think it matters much if we are
only in play, mamma.”
Alice’s mother often had to tell her that
it did matter, and that ‘‘ only in

never an excuse

for doing

Sometimes she would

play”

wrong

hold the

tail and say it was only
.times she took away her

was

things.

cat

by

the

in play. "Somebaby sister's rat-

tle, and when she cried, said the same thing
Sometimes she ran away when her mother

wanted her, and thisis the excuse she made
even then.
One day Alice saw lyirg in the kitchen
a box of matches, and, looking round to
see if any one was watching,
she put the
box in her pocket and went out. At first
she intended calling her brother and" asking
if he would like to join her; but then she
remembered that mostlikely he

would

not

be willing to play with fire when his mother had told him not to, so she decided to go
alone.

“I will strike them one by one,’ she said
toherself, ‘“ and see them burn, and

then

I

will come home.”
So she looked out for a quiet place where
she would not be disturbed, and where she
would be hidden from the house. And she

also thought it would be better to- have a
sheltered place, as, if

the

wind

blew,

the

matches would not burn so long.

unexeceptiona-

ON THE FLOSS,

:

The same House have

also issued Tur

i

HISTO-

RY OF PENDENNIS, another installment of their
cheap, illustrated edition of Thackeray's Works,
in paper covers. octavo. pp. 340, price 5 cts.

Room

for Another.

“Have you room
class P” asked the

for another boy in your
superintendent, as he led

a bright lad to a class seemingly fall.
“Yes,

indeed;

he's welcome

here,” said

the teacher; ‘we can make room, can't we
boys?
“Oh yes;
one.

we'll sit closer together,” said

«Sit beside me,” said another.

In

a few

minutes

the

young

stranger

felt that he. was gladly redeived into his
new Sabbath home.
The lesson for the day was recited, and
then the teacher said:
“Boys, when the superintendent came” '

sheltéred, and she would

from all the windows

be

quite

hidden

of her home.

really, as you no doubt know,

But

it was one of

the worst and most dangerous places which
she could possibly have chosen, as she soon
found.
She had lighted about half the matches,
when she accidentally let

one

drop

¢* Well,

one

doesn’t

side of the stack

and

set

the

escaped,
but there is all the flexibility

here that

the method seems to allow. The selections from
Scripture are excellently made, and the hymns
eschew both doggerel and didactics.
We hope
Dr. Brooks may have a prominent place on the
committee to revise the Episcopal Prayer Book.
It would not come out of his hands till it had been
greatly improved.
¢ Levin's Treasure in Bank” is a very pleasant
story, teaching and impressing high Christian
lessons.
But the jewel deserves a better setting.
Messrs. Lee & Shepard, of Boston, are among
the most enterprising of our publishers,
and
they have done a large work in the way of supplying a popular juvenile literature.
Oliver Op-

tic’s books are

introduced to the

House, and it is a large
make him acquainted.
with the pen, and they
and constantly flying.
out, in uniform stylé,
comprised in a new set

public

by this

public with which they
He 18 -a busy worker
keep the types rapidly
They have juét brought
four of the six volumes
of hooks, to be kncwn as

“ The Lake Shore Series,” and which possess all
the best qualities tha
t have made Oliver Optic’s
stories so deservedly popular.
The titles of the
four volumes filling the box now lying on our

table, are as follpws.

The books are

sold by E.

whole

in

1. THROUGH BY DAYLIGHT; or, The Young
Bogineer of the Lake Shore Railroad. 16mo.
2. DD
TNING EXPRrESS; or, The Rival Academies.
pp. 312.
3. ON TIME; or, The Jousg Captain of the Ucayga Steamer.
PD. 282

4, SwiITcH OFF; or, The

a
"

War

of the

Students,

pp. 288.

The same publishers send out a story by Mrs.
8. A.

Southworth,

entitled,

HESTER

STRONG'S

Lire WORK ; or, The Mystery Solved.

It is like

much of the popular literature that abounds in
these days, not without skill, taste and moral

“Unkind?

Why, teacher!

Who

was it

wanted to come in, and we would not gladly let him come ?”
“] wag’not here,” said Henry.
‘Nor
I;” «Nor I;” cried several lads at once.

“I'm afraid you were all here,” continued the teacher. “I fear you all said, by
words and acts:
j
« «No room in our class for you.”
“I don’t remember it,” said Willy R.
“I'm sure I'm always glad to see a new boy
come. I like to have our class full. When
was it? Who was it wanted to come in?”
“The same who has said: ‘Behold I
stand at the door and knock.’ You have
all answered: ‘No room in my heart for
him.’ And yet, forgetful of this knocking,
you ask, as will many at the last day:

‘Lord, when saw we thee a stranger, and
took thee not in?’ "—§8. 8. Times.
a"

Drunk.
———

Young man, did you ever stop to think
how that word sounds? Did you ever
think what misery and woe you brought
upon your friends, when you degraded your

manhood by getting drunk? How it rings
in the ear of a loving wife ! How it makes
the heart of a fond mother

bleed!

How

it

crushes out the hopes of a doting father,
and brings reproach and shame upon loving sisters! Drunk!
See him ag he leans
against some friendly house. He stands

ready to fall into the open jaws of hell,

unconscious as to his approaching fate.
The wife, with tearful eyes and aching
It is a well-printed 12mo, of heart, sits at the window to hear "her hus-

impulse, but surer to excite the sensibilities than
‘to stir the conscience, or eleva t& the aim, or con-

secrate

before

it was quite burned out. But she took no
notice of it. The only thought she had
about the matter was,

the Month.
For Academies, Schools and PriHow do you think he would have felt?”
“vate Families.
By N. C. Brooks, LL.D , President of Baltimore Female
college.
Phila.:
“I guess he would have thought we
Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger. 1869. 16mo.
were
very rude and unkind, and never have
pp. 230.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
wanted to come near our Sabbath school
SABBATH SCcHe6L MANUAL: or, Religious Exercises for the Morning and
Evening of each
again,” said Charles B.
Sabbath in the Year.
For the use of Sabbath
“He might have felt so, and I was glad
schools and Private Families.
Same
author
& Publishers. 1869. 16mo. pp. 230.
to see you give himso cordial a welcome;
Same
LuviN's TREASURE IN BANK,
By E.R.
-4. hut (though you are usually polite) <1
Publishers. 18mo. pp. 140,
These manuals have been prepared with good.) “should not have been greatly surprised if
judgment and taste, and are really better adapt- you had
acted differently.
remember
ed to their purpose than anything of the kind
you were very unkind to another who
heretofore met.
The stiffness of a fixed liturgiwished to enter our ¢iass.”
cal service is something that can not be wholly

J. Lane.

She foynd just the place she wanted. It
was on the other side of the hay-stack, which
had lately been made at a little distance
from her father's house. It seemed like a
nice place; it was quiet, and retired, and

may

that,

faced type, fair illustrations, and

ble binding, in 12mo. vols. of about 500 pages
each, and selling them at the unexampled price
of 75 cts. per vol. In response to thercomplaints
that they are not dealing honorably with the author and with other publishers, they state that
they have paid from time, for the early sheets of
these works, in the aggregate, the sum of $5000
in gold. Of this edition there are lying on our
table ApaM BEDE, FELIX HoLT, & Tne MLL

Trees” is both beautiful and with our new friend here, and asked if we
of
had room for him, suppose each hadanswered,
both by looks and words, ‘No, he
SCRIPTURE MANUAL: or, Religions Exercises
for'the Morning and Eveningof each Day in can't come in here; we don’t want him.’

ed to go without his dinner that day,but you

be sure he cared little about

the

Harper & Brothers are issuing the works of
George Eliot in good style, with clear paper, full-

good.

make much difference ; I have plenty more
to burn.” She did not look to see what
had become - of the still burning match
which she had dropped.
But it fell upen
some hay that lay quite close,and ag it was
very dry,it took fire instantly, and before Alice had time to cry out, the flame ran up the

soon froze to his viv, but
suffered with the cold, as
thankfulness, he ran to the
his good father was waiting
The poor man was oblig-

in suffi-

from the French of X. B. Santaine. author of
‘ Piceiola.” Same Publishers, ete. 1869. 16mo.

eighth of an ell long, were just the playhouse it had been looking for. _
More than one kiss ‘did the Captain get
from the little red lips, and there was energyin the hug of the little arms.
Then
other

exercises

Tae Two BARONESSES.
A Romance.
By Hans
Christian Andersen, anthor of * The
Improvisatore.” ete. New York: Hurd & Houghton. 1869. pp. 261. Sold by E. J. Lane,
DAME NATURE AND HER THREE DAUGHTERS.
A Grandpa’s talks and stories about Natural
History, and things of daily use.
Translated

and said, ‘Madam, I will give you five
dollars, if you will let ne kiss that baby.”
One look at his bearded face told her that
there was nothing bad in it, and, saying,
witha pleased laugh, “I do not charge
anything for kissing my baby,” it was
handed
over. The
little
one
was
not

and

cient abundance and variety to keep a private
pupil or a class busy for a long time, and they
indicate study,
appreciation, an
acquaintance
with our literature, and a thoroughly wholesome
taste.
The mechanical features
of the
book are anything but attractive, and will. very
likely suggest far less real merit than exists.

make himself heard, from such a depth, even in play.

morning by saying suddenly :
¢« It isn’t so dark as it was mather.’ ”
«J took herinmy arms, and just knelt

down and prayed to the good Lord.

oyercoat,

lady, with the baby in her arms, was looking from a window, and he took off his hat,

Hero.

in a factory, about a mile and a half from
his home, and every day the boy carried
from the beginning. There was nothing him his dinner, across a wide piece of
like a cataract, nothing growing across the meadow land.
One keen, frosty day, he found the snow
sight.
The eyes just-lost their power to
see; that was all. She “was away three on this meadow nearly two feet deep, and
months, and then she came home stone no traces of the little footpath remaining.
blifd. I hada blind sister, when I was a Yet he ran on as fast as possible, plunging
little girl, in England, and the doctors said through drifts,—keeping himself warm by
cheerful
it was a family disease. My sister died vigorous exercise and brave,
young, and when I looked at little Mary, thoughts.”
When in the midst of the meadow, fully
and saw the same gentle looks and ways
in her, it gave me a sore heart, L can tell half a mil&”from any house, he suddenly
you. I wasquite wel and hearty again by felt himself going down, down, down! He
this time, but we were very poor. I got had fallen into a well! He sunk down in
washing to do here and there, but the cost the’dark ice water, but arose immediately
of living was high, and I had four mouths to the surface. There he grasped hold of
to feed. Often and often I have sat down a plank, which had fallen into the well as
One end of this rested on
without a bit of food in the house; with he went down.
nothing left but my trust in God. He nev- the bottom of the well, the other rose about
er failed me. The supply always ‘came in four feet above the surface of the water.
The poor lad shouted for help until he
time.”
“Bat I donot quite gnderstand about the was hoarse and almost speechless, but all
little girl. Did you tell me that she is not in vain, as it was impossible for him tq
doctored, but the doctors gave

in his own warm

child. At last, the railroad through the
terest about them; they were not simply a camp was repaired, and in the first train
part of the great world-family as they were there was a lady, with just such a widekicking
baby, as this one of
yesterday. I had beén sunned and vivified awake,
the
metropolis.
Some
hundreds of rough
in the rays of a loving Christian soul,and so
soldiers were around the cars, and Captain
the people were not strangers any
more.
They all belonged to my family—to the Story, of the Fifty-seventh Infantry, was
the biggest and roughest among them, if
great Father's family.— The Methodist.
we judge of the tree by its bark. The

severe

away

my

after she left. The passengers who came
trooping aboard did not look like common
passengers. There was a living, human in-

time famousin his native town, happened
several years ago.
Our hero was then a bright active boy of
"| fourteen,—the son of a mechanic. In the

I did not answer, but I asked:

As clean as a new shilling!

I do

to blaze. At firstshe was so frightened that the facts and incidents. The books will instruct
to she could neither speak mor move. And as well as amuse, and excite admiration over the
‘| success of the French writers in rendering weiof while she sat still,a bit of the burning hay
entific information popular, °
up | fell on her pinafore, and in a moment that

while listening, with tears in his eyes,
the thrilling story his son had to relate
him. He must have been very proud
the boy that day, as he wrapped him

Then the ladies’ home to ‘‘ mother.”
ing across the field toward her home, cry- additional volumes of George KEliot’s novels,
as I washes for give me their cast-off clothes
ing,~*
Mamma, mamma !” as loudly as she which complete the set. They are done up in
And how that mother must have wept
the fine style which has made the editions of
‘to make over for the children ; not the silks and smiled over the lad, and kissed him, could,
popular authors so well known. These
and broadcloths and such like, but common and thanked God for him !—LZLiitle Pilgrim. - But the faster she ran the more rapidly other
volumes are, ADAM BEDE, FELIX HoLT, ROMOthings, you know. It costs just nothing to
the fire spread over her. The flames spread LO, SILAS MARNER & CLERICAL LiFe, They
fit.them over. I does it myself in the evenalong her pinafore and frock,and singed Her are sold at $1 per volume,
. About Babies,
ings.”
beautiful long curls, and her throat was so THE VAGABONDS, and other Poems. By John
+
a
‘“Are you never tired »
:
Townsend Trowbridge. Same Publishers,
etc.
badly burned that she did not know how to
In one of the street cars of the metropo- bear the pain. So were her arms and her
1869. 12mo. pp. 172.
“Oh! yes, ma'am; but I gets rested easy.
These Poems do not by any means indicate
I like to feel tired when I lie down at night.” lis, a few evenings since, was a lady with a hands, and even her face.
:
any extraordinary genius in the substance or
baby,—one
of
the
blue-eyed,
crowing,
hap“You are a happy woman, in spite of
Her father wasthefirst to see her. He ran rythmical skill in the forms which they exhibit, =
py babies, disarranging its white robes, and
hard work.”
g
out of the house and rolled her on the though some of them, as “Mid-summer” and
“What is there to hinder? Willy earns rumpling its blue ribbons, with all the ground, and put out her burning things ¢ By the River,” are not without a simple, picnearly as much as. Ido. Mr. Granger (that abandon of a baby that is secure in ever with his hands. Then he took her at once turesque beauty suchas the country offers, and
is his Sunday school teacher) says I shall be fresh supplies, both of love and clothes. to the doctor's, not stopping to attend to the descriptions are often truly charming. * The
Last Rally” opens the division of Lyries of the
proud of him yet. We are beholden to no The mother was evidently a stranger to the | the hay-stack, which the fire was burning War like the peal of a bugle, but nothiag that
other
ladies
in
the
car
;
yet
all
of
them
smiled
all away.
one—that is,webeg of noone.
Besides my
follows is equal to it. The effusions are not unregular washings, I earna snug little sum when they looked in her direction, and
Shehad a long illness, and suffered a ‘worthy of publication, but they will bring ne
many
of
them
spoke
to
her,
and
seemed
to
selling peanuts and confectiongty. Mr.
great deal. But she got well at last, and great fame and utter no deeisive prophecy of smMiller lets me have it cheap, and it is always love her for the sake of the’ beautiful has never, never since then, disobeyed her inence.
The same publishers issue MISCELLANIES, by
new. Just try that roll of banana; itis child.
parents or done wrong even in play.—GoldNo kinder blessing was ever bestowed,
W. M. Thackeray. This volume includes the
nicer than the banana fruit itself. I sell
en Hours.
‘memories of Barry Lyndon, Esq., written by
out very soon in pleasant weather. There than in the close of Fanny Fern’s letter to
himself, with the History of Samuel Titmarsh
are a plenty of good customers like yourself the then newly-married Princess Royal, of
and the Great Haggerty Diamond,and Burlesques.
England:
‘And when brightest of all
ma'am,” she'added, glancing at the rather
This appears in a style uniform with the previous
others, the crown of maternity shall devolumes of the Household Edition, and finely
extravagant collection that 1 had made from
scend upon your youthful brow, God
grant A DRILL BOOK, for the practice of principles of exhibits the author’s power of satire. They al
her basket.
Vocal Physiology, and acquiring the art of El 80 issue, in pamphlet form, another of this auyou that nicest of all places on earth to’ cry
' ocution and Oratory; comprising all the essen“See!” she exclaimed suddenly, as she
thor’s stories, entitled CATHERINE, by Ikey Solin,—a mother’s bosom !”
tial elements of Vocal Delivery and Gesture,
turned to look at the prospect outside. “The
for Common and Parish schools. Colleges, and
omons, Esq., Jr., intended to burlesque the tenYet,
while
theinstinct
of
maternity
is
Private Learners.
By Allen Ayrault Griffith,
rain has quite ceased. The sky is as clear as
dency to make heroes of low and vicious characM. A., author of * Lessons in Elocution.”
a good conscience. I must beoff. Many peculiar to woman, and marks her sex
Chicago: Adams, Blackmer and Lyon. 1368. ters. Too BRIGHT TOO LAST is another pammore plainly than rounded limbs or gentle
phlet novel, from the same House, exhibiting no
thanks and good day to you.”
octavo. pp. 96.
little art aud skill in the writer.
Mr. Griffith has surely supplied an abundance
As she trudged swiitly away with her manners, itis not to woman and girls
’ BP. Lothrop & Co., Boston, send us two charmalone
that
the
love
of
babies
is
confined.
of
information,
rules,
examples,
illustrations,
load, humming a merry tune, she seemed to
and exercises
for vocal drill in this boek. They ing series of littlé books, 24mo. in size, of. ‘about
It
was
once
the
lot
of
the
writer
to
dwell
take a good deal of the.light away with her.
ought to be of practical value; though it is obvi- 60 pp. each, beautiful in letter, press and bindHer cheery looks and hopeful words were in the white tents of Camp Harrison, in ous enough that they need the presence,
the pa- ing, and as excellent in contents as they are atlike the clear shining of the sun after the Georgia,—in that lower part of the: State tient work and the magnetism of the living teach- tractive in appearance. Each series comprises
rain.

three years old. Iwas never sick in my life
before; and I can’ttell you how helpless I
felt, as if the

He knows

is kind.

20, 1869.

Literary Review.

been dead two years, and the baby was

To see thee in thy loveliness,
So prudish and so chaste;
No speck upon the cotton dress
Girdled around thy waist;
Thy ankle peeping white as snow
Thy tucked up kirtle under;
‘What shining dishes, row on row,
Behind thee stare and wonder!

wholesome face of its owner,

killed, after all.

hours, just long enough to kiss the baby,
and bid me trust in the Lord. He was a

The darkest time of all was when I came
down with the fever, and there was no one
to work for the children. My husband had

Housewife.

0 little Housepvife, clean and spruce,
Thy use one heart divines;
A rosy apple, full of juice,
%#
Andpolished till it shines!
A tidy, tripping, tender thing,
A foe to lazy litters,
_ A household angel, tidying,
Till all around thee glitters!

: Ohe

He

was trampled nearly to death before he
could be got out, and the little child was

faded calico dress

And hear him call at even fall,
And answer, * Here am I,” unshamed—

a Little

with

near, and they” were frightened also.

Christian

The trees would talk with me; the flowers

So I from out these toils, where in

to me

Everybody

in our alley are uncommon.

his two arms broken, and a hurt in his back.
He tried to stop a horse as was running
away with a little child, and he was somehow thrown under the feet of some horses

Lulledin the sound of bees and birds.

Their hidden meanings each make

Hewas brought’ home

best.

I can

suppose that such good neighbors as I have

out to sell fruit in this rain. Sit down and
tell me about the husband and the children,
while I sort out the candies that I want.
How long since he died?” She assented
readily.
“It will be six years come Christmas

This weary noise—the city’s voice,

Godknows,

all that is to come, to him.

what is

«Look I" Isaid; ¢ you cannot possibly go.

0 chains that bind the hand and mind—

To

trust

‘the water around us look like a vast kettle
of boiling porridge.

BR

.

“Well, it seems so.

upon the awning over us. It was no light
sprinkle, but a dredching rain that’ made

0 foolish wisdom sought in books!

STAR: OCTOBER

“Aud so your troubles are
: over *” I asked.

pick over the peaches hurriedly, feeling
‘| morethan ever that I-should like to * buy
her out.”
A sudden shower came pouring down

Longing.
&

MORNING

the

life.

453 pages’

BR

THE INTELLIGENCE OF ANIMALS, with illustrat.

ive anecdotes,

Krom

the Krench

Menault.,
With illustrations,
ner
& Co. 1869. 12mo. pp. 370.

of Ernest

Charles

This new addition to the * Illustrated

Scrib-

Library

of Wonders” is perhaps the most entertaining of
the series just issued. The curious information,
the abundant and captivating anecdotes, and the

world of inquiry thus opened will keep the in
terest alive to the end. The whole range of animal life is explored, from the ant to the chimpanzee, and more than fifty pictures add zest to

band’s footsteps ; but alas! they come not.
Heis drunk! The husband, the parent, is
drunk, spending his time and money when
he should be at home. Instead of enjoying
thie comforts of the home circle, he is drunk !
He is spending his means of support for

liquor, while his family is starving for
bread, his children suffering for clothing.
Drunk! His repatation, is gone, gone!
His friends,

one by one,

are

leaving him toa miserable fate.

reluctantly "

-

lesiomggras
sb
Go Sart

\

ber

io
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LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Three Crowned
—

lent,

Women.
months of foreign
to see most of the

crowned heads of Europe; and forthe reason, perhaps, that 1 have not sought an op-|
portunity somany long for. I could never
Paris pleases
fully understand the wild curiosity that exists, particalariy among Americans, to have Madrid beneath

a substantial vision of kings and queens, as

if they were

rare

wonderful

and

animals

masculine

without

chief wife, his empress.

spectof the members
of the bar, But few me
ave give
‘have lived in our community who
greater evidence of genuine piety,” and but few:

her unthroned, better than

mourned over its misfortunes.

expression in her face, not a fine line

She is not to blame for

but her extreme
this, save msthetically;
in
plaigness—her downright homeiiness,

a

and true
can say,
his rest
reaved

to see their relations;
may
never even
see their ‘lord and magter; and,
in the
event of his death, they are still condemned

if a person his

—

that they arg

very gond, because nothing else can be said.
So of Victoria thé phrase grew current,
«Sha is not bright; but sheis an excellent
2
wife and mother.”
The Engli:h have a different story now.
They say she led the Prince Consort a very

tolerated slaves

rather than

anything else.

high-temper-

« My God, the
too.”

of death

hand

[ went to the theater. I went
to be disgusted, but I was more

is on

them

expecting
than that.

There were women all around me, and I
could see one man here and another there,
and each bending over tenor fifteen wom-

en,

and I was told they were

his wives;

ed and stubborn; that she is mercenary, and as I looked around and saw these womeven mean, and not in her right mind. A en and their degrada’ion, sucha sense and
very large portion of her subjects are weary feeling of shame and despair came over me
ofher. She has reigned too long—thirty- that I cried * O God, let me die wherel
one years. They wanta change, especially stand ;” and then the second thought came,
since she has gone into retirement, and in- and I said, ‘Oh no, let me not die, for
jured trade by her parsimoniousness. Her that would be cowardly indeed, but give
abdication would be welcomed, though the me strength to withstand and to battie
Prince of Wales declared to be a blackguard against this.”
and a profligate—is no more popular than
I came’ out to Salt Lake City with the
If half the tales they tell of him be best men in the country—men whom the
she.
true. no honorable

man

should

recognize

him—a fellow without brains, or principle,
or heart.
It is astonishing how
Queen.

gossip, and

- You never heard a quarter of it on

Not a great deal of it

your side of the sea.
can be true;

but that it is constantly repeat-

no

childrefi

at the age

of his

good our promises.
By a united effort on

first also

as their

mother,

and

she has

principal care and oversight of them. Bus
sometimes this rule is infringed, and then
terrible is the domestic grief.
A wealthy
Chipaman in Shanghai lately got into sad
trouble by disregarding it. He took a secallowed

and

wife,

oni

precedence

her

over the first, exciting the latter to frantic

jealously

by

other mode

the

deed.

Finding

of regaining her

every

position

inet-

fectual, she at last cut off all her hair, and

she would hardly gain much, even if she
substantiated this charge; for husbandshave
fall anthority over their wives inCaina, to
hrashing and.selling them. But theaccusa-

tion takes the form ot a plaint by the despised
mother, insult to herself and her family,
through

from

the

the position of principal wife

of concubine,

listened

for

some

to that

are only taken

These forms of precedence are a splendid
engine of terror in the hands of a jealous
woman; and it is likely that Chinese magistrates

give

weight,

extraordinary

them

from fear of having ‘to face a storm of re‘proaches in their ‘own domestic circle.
From various modifying causes, therefore,
polygamy, as well as domestic slavery,takes

a mild form in China; butit is hardly consistent with the high degree of enlightenment
which her Ambassador claims for her, and
which Western nations so willingly accord

that such a blot should exist; still less, that

the Emperor should set an example on so
gigantic a scale as he is now doing.

Proverbs.
nn
4

time,

He laughs best who laughs last.
I thought I should pray for deafness, or|
A handful of common sense is worth
cotton to putin my ears. They thought a bushel of learning.
Mormonism a fine institution; it must be
Idle men are the devil's play-fellows.
a jolly place where a man can havea dozFools grow without watering.
en or two of wives, and yet be respectable.
The wise man changes his opinion; the
It mast be jolly to live in a place where
fool never.
divorces can be had for five dollars, and
Every little fish expects to become a

the morning sky.

Her

high

satisfied, and she was desirous
her station called for.

ambition was

to be what

The selection of the

Emperor delighted the people; for it might
be said he had taken a consort from the
ranks. Sae labored earnestly for the good
ofthe country, as she understood it. She
became the counselor of her husband, the
sharer of his inmost secrets ; and her quick

pected

was.

to

be

There,

of *“ elders,”

there,

disgusted

too,

and I

seated in the midst of a lot
was

a reverend gentleman, a

well-known and much talked-of divine
with a white necktie—Rev. John Todd—
and while I was there this most reverend
gentleman stood up and he made a speech,
and

told a little

he

story

in which,

if he

did n't directly illustrate it, at any rate he
instincts, her fine tact, and her clear under- gave the inference that Mormons were just
standing made her counsel valuable. What as eligible for heiven as any one else.
rarely happens in royal marriages, the two ‘And all this was just a type of how the
are really fond of each other—he from the world outside treat Mormonism and gloss
first, she from development.
over its abuses.
- Since the birth of the Prince Imperial the

Empress has been a most devoted mother.
She is thoroughly womanly, and the delicate health of her son has made her consecrate her life tohim. It is the dearest wish

Some

Chinese

Institutions,

S——

of her heart that he shall be strong, and the

A correspondent of the Philadelphia
next dearest, that he shall be the Emperor North American writes from Pekin, July
of the French. Her maternal solicitude has 16th, as follows:
made her timid and doubtfal, and the unItis a great pity, now that China has
certaint§ of the things of this world has
admiration and symcaused her to lean on expectations from the come, np for so much
are
the magazines
all
that
now
pathy,
devotee.
a
now
is
she
word,
a
In
next.
She trusts in rosaries, masses, and offerings, praising its civilization aud learning, and
and through them hopes to make her peace, the journals claiming for it admiration anda
: equality,—that some one does not take
her husband, and her son secure.
Evea as she rides along the Champs Elys- little trouble to show the reverse of the
Without detracting at all from
ees and in the Bois, one can see how sad- picture.
ness has crept into her naturally light heart. the credit due to the Chwnese,for the progThere are shadows in and under her beauti- ress they had made when the greater part
ful eyes; the curve of her dainty mouth is of Europe was savage, or from thé amount
boast, it
slightly broken; the faded brilliancy of her of civilization they can actually
complexion is hidden under rouge, But would be quite possible to note down a few
her form continues all roundness and sym- facts and customs that would horrify BalIt
metry, and her toilet the Pxpression of per- gravia, and startle even Exeter Hall.
fect taste.
Troubled, tried, superstitions, is true, most of the publications have given
in to the prevailing mania, and so closed
the woman isabove the Empress still,
The ex-Queen of Spain, whose private their pages to the utterances of common
residence here is one of the finest ia the city, sense. But there are still a few who have
foolishly expects, it is said, to be recalled not committed themselves, in which a wellto the
throne from which she was driven. written paper might usefully find light, and
Was ever a woman so unqueenly a queen? where it might tend to create a more just
_ Victoria is asylph and a AE to Isabella, appreciation of the ‘ unknown” country
worshiping.
the gross embodiment of all corporal things. "which the public is now
No one caw be skeptical of her reputed his- One institution,—domestic slavery,- would
tory who has seen her. Her appearance is hardly command admiration, in its worst
Another that might be
repulsive. If she had a particle of fineness developments.
in her, she could not look as she does,
Her brought forward is polygamy, as illustrated
ancestors should have been glaves and crini- by the means being now taken to create
His Majesty is
juals to warrant her in thus outraging Na- a Zenana for the Emperor.
fifteen years old, and is to be married this
ure.
Dark-eyed, dark-haired, swarithy, corpu- year, with immense pomp, to his first and

in buttons, redeemed stockings, boot-jacks,
happiness, etc. Single blessedness is—sheetjron

frosty rooms, ice in

quilts, blue noses,

the pitcher,

heelless

unregenerated linen,

socks, coffee sweetened with icicles, guttapercha biscuits, flabby steak, dull razors,
dirty towels, rheumatism, corns, coughs,
and any
cold dinners, colics, rhubarb,

amount

crusty

ye

Hearthat,

of misery.

Benedicts !

Tiere 18 a decision in Gray's Report which
is at once sound moral and good law. A
woman, sued for slander, defended

herself

on the ground that she only repeated,

and

without malice, what was currently reported.

The court held that to repeat a story
which is false and slanderous, no matter
how widely it may have been circulated, is
at the peril of the tale-bearer. Slander cannot always be tracedto its origin. Its power
of mischief is derived from repetition, even
if a disbelief of the story accompanies its relation. Indeed this half doubtful way of
imparting slander is often the surest method
resorted to by the slanderer to give currency to the tale.

make

liberal.

Look at them.

1.

dying bed
and to be

Particular Notice!

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a ling, to insure an insertion.

Brevity is specially important.

Not more than a

gingle square can well be afforded

obituary.

to any

1. For

r—

19, of
Joux O. HiLL died in Great Falls, Aug.
converted

dropsy, aged 64
many years ako
KE.
bors of Rev.
Soon
church.

years, Bro.' H. was
in Strafford, N. H., under the laPlace, and united with the K. B.
of our
the organization
after

church in Great Falls he united with it, and was
soon closen one of its deacons, which office he
filled with honor to himself and profit to the
church until the Master

ealled

him

to a higher

and more honorable place. For six or eight years
he has filled the office of Judge. In this posi.

two

new

(with

You Must Cultivate it

GRAY HAIR
iy a certain indication
> of decay at the roots.
New

Style.

Important

Change.

A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

HAIR

RESTORER

Will Itestore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth,
=~. >.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN’S ZYLOBALSAMUN, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transpavexs,
without sediment. It is very Jimple and often produces

=

wonderful results.
Its great superiority
and economy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost Fyench Pomades

acknowledged by all not only in this cow
but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum s,
nod
“Be used one with the other. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

$5,00,

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Dugger & Co., Wholesale D
La:

Barclay 8t. and 40°Park Place, mi

Sofia oath,

;

179

Or,

Price $1,60.

For

three new subscribers and $7,-

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send ¢ Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.” Price $2,00.
Or,
92. For three

new

(with 16 cents
we will send

subscribers and

additional to pay
a

copy

of the

Machine

postage)

new

entitled ® Andy Luttrell,” and

SWAMSCOT

$7,50,
$500,00

prize volume, containing about 400

AMOS

pages,

pronounced

for Print

Or,

:

;

and, $15,00,

vr

and $27,-

subscribers

new

eleven

For

of the Cyclopedia.

For
00, we

given
:

the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and Yer vestries.
Price $240,00.
.
victim of early

Addiess

and permanent relief in all
instances.
testimonials ! $1,000 will
ne

of

Se

ite
our

medicine

ANTED—AGENTS—8§76
month, everyw
troduce the

J. H. REEVES,
1y24

to

$200

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE

This Machine

will stitch,

»

tuck,

quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider

in

a

most superior manner.
Price
$18,
Fully warranted for five
© will
.pay- $1060 for an machine
that will sew a
stronger, more Deautiful, or more elastic
seam than ours.
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can be out, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled a;
without
it.. We pay Agents from $75 to
rer month
expenses, or & commission from which twice
§
amount can be ‘made.
Address SECOMB&
CO.,
BURGH,
PA., or BOSTON, MASS,, or
ST,
UIS, MO.

imposedupon by other pas-

ties palming off worthless aot ron
chon
under
the same name or otherwise.’ Ours is the Pe or
Nines and really . practical cheap machine andy

==

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle

Sewing

Machine

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,

indiscre-

tion, causing
nervous debility, premature decay,
&o., having tried
in vain every advertized remedy,
bas discovereda simyle means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receint of

a stampto pay postage.
78 Nassau St., New
York,

all disor-

by us for any case in” which
we do not afford
tive
Penefit,
All who wonld be
Posi

stops and Book-Case, and combining

QUACKS.—A

positive 0

CAUTION.—Do not
be

fifty new sub-

geribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case; haying |
seven

havea

ders of the throat and Jungs, and
AN

sample

~~

and

| We

ti rosnive Sa

IX.

hundred

»

Address, SAYRE & CO.. 210 Broadway, New York.

For eighty-hive new. subscribers and
$212.50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave dophiedfiecd Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
'(Trinsportation to
be paidby the receiver.) Adaptedsto the
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.

one

CONSUME

offer immediate

Price $10,00.

Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.)
Price $85,00.
VIII.

For

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

VII.
new subscribers and $150,give one
of Baker
and

sixty
will

Engines,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

Is curable!

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay post
age) we will send the first and second volumes

-

every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
ti51
Gas Works.
(ch. to Sep. 12, ’69)

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and MeClinCyclopedia.
tock’s Biblical and Theological
Price $5,00.

St eam

|Portable

subscribers

Welded

AND

Price $2,00.

six new

,

STATIONARY

V.
- For

AGENT,

Works ; Lap

the current year, commencing with the No.
January.

.

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the ‘Sabbath at Home,” for
for

.

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

rence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal
to 8he book last menPrice $1,50.

PAUL,

MANUFACTURERS
OF
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
«¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excel-

tioned

Compaxy,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,

to be a superb book for the Family and the

Central

:

Street, Dover.

They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other First Class Machi
in the Markets

H

J. GJINKENS

recurity

‘‘packages”

$20 A DAY

LEODYof ourPURPORTING
Wo
make.

for

of

collect

the same, Address, J. C. TILTON, Pittsburgh, Pa.

none

that Nol
pose,

=

Pitions

in

There

market.

BUCKEY E

SKWING MATHINES. Stitch alike on

Pronounced by Watch
Makers, Railroad and Ex«
ress men, East and West.
\
be the most cor
Time Keepers made.
iil
Avoid parties who adwrtise
to send Watches
to bo
furnish

to Male and Female

Aerts to jutsgduce the

OF ELGIN, ILL.

describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free, Address DR 8. 8. ¥ITCH,
714 Broadway New York.
omi17
|

d

BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

¢ Butler's The-

of

copy

Boston.

families, and

L. R.

¥.
1.

CT)
—~——
A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages, Dr. 8, 8,
FITCH'S ‘DOMESTIC
WAMILY PHYSICIAN”

among

the

to pay postage) we will send one copy of
« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages. Price $1,20.

;

«Wonder of the World”

filled with

5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

VOID

give

be

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Nature's Crown.

to pay postage)

(with 28 cents additional

Star type is from this Foundry.

can

Address,

$5,00,

and

Worship.”
Price $1,00.
Or,
4. For two new subscribers and

FACES.

to distribute

publications, or will

Sabbath schools in Libraries,at wholesale prices,

(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new * Book of

AND JOB TYPE,
And lately for its unrivalled

live men, who

send us

books of other publishers,and will be furnishedto

subscribers and $.50C,

The National Watch Co,

goods received,

our own

Mada,

And its large varieties of

ANTED,

ones, can

MRS. S. A, ALLEN'S

subscribers

new

8. For two

FOR ITp

Nircet,

old

;

Sabbath School

their orders which will be immediately filled with

2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,

JOHN KE. ROGERS, Agont,

4h

by

Manufactured by

Water

Libraries,or to replenish

16 cents topay postage) we will end

Address orders to

tH

School,”

Series.

to get new

or,

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

ly hv

Day

on the 75 cents books, 8 ents each.

Parties designing

the book entitled ¢¢ Sunny Skies ; or Adventuresin Italy,” 261 pages; or,

BOSTON TYPE ROUNDRY,

55

each;

III

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

&& The Morning

70

Bunny Skies,eeeesesesesassrvevcenssincasl3
Pompeii and Herculaneum,.eeeeeescesees1,25
Postageon the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

of these books, 75 cents.

First Lotter Foundry in New England.

single

Verses are inadmissible.

¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages;

6. *“ A Rainy Dayat

N. L. ROWELL.

NEWSPAPER

Something, sesecessssvessiosesens

Bright

194 pages; or,
The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
7.
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each

FRED H. CRAM died in Manchester, July 21,
of cholera infantum, aged 1 year, 7 months and
16 days.
| Also, SALLY, daughter of Rev. Ichabod Clark,
and wife of James Haynes, died in Manchester,
Ocr. 4, aged 78 years.
Sister Haynes was born
in Allenstown, N. H., was baptized at twent
years of age, and lived an exemplary life until
death. The last years of her life were largely
made up of sutfering, occasioned by a painful
cancer, of which she finally died. This good
mother has left many mourners behind, but’ they
mourn not as those without hope. Services by

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

570

2. ¢* Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
3 ¢¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
. ¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
5 . “The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,

tudes of life, she continued for many years a devoted member of the F'. B. church, and died in
hope of a better life, surrounded by her resident
children and neighbors, with whom she had lived and associated for nearly 60 years, She was
in apparent good health until a sudden and
fatal attack of erysipelas, which contined for five
days. Her declining years were made cheerful
and happy,in the midst of plenty and the kindness of her children and neighbors, a large number of whom are now left to mourn their loss.
E. WINSLOW.

Persons wishing obitua-

S10

cessescnee

Mittie,eeeeeesecaes

Little

Making

76

Series.

ceeeesescesssscessscsen

Childe

Christ

Good

Child’s

ed, for the Sabbath School ‘and the Family,
by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:

H. A, BARKER.

BOOK

Jrs.

The

1.
1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
* (with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be publish-

time during her sickness, and therefore could
Yet there can be no doubt,
converse butlitile.
but what her peace was made with God, and that
Sermon at
dear Saviour.
her
she is now ‘with
her funeral by the writer.

@bitnarics.

:

and

numerous, varied

are

we flow

She was unconscious the most of the

NOTED

Birth Day Present, . «sees sssssersensacs

Bright Days,ceeeseccscsccasaccsnnsenncesl,25

ers, and other relatives are left to mourn her de-s we wilV'send one
parture, Butthey mourn not as those who have
ology,” 456 pages.

ALWAYS

4

getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The offers which

ErL1zA A., daughter of Dr. Giles Churchill, and
wife of Dea, Prentice Stanbro, died gin Springville, N. Y., Aug. 21, aged 55 years, 8 months,
Sister S. became a Christian when only thirteen
years of age. She soon after united with the F.
W. B. church in East Concord. of which church
she remained a worthy and substantial member,
until released by death to join the church triumphant.
Remarkably genial in disposition,
with large ‘social powers, causing her presence
always to be sought in the social circle; a good
singer, and almost always at her place in the
choir; ready and willing to speak for Christ, and
seldom absent from the
covenant
meeting;
one of the best of nurses, and ever ready to visit
the sick and care for them, when in her power to
do 80; she will be very greatly missed and lamented, both by the church und'society at large,
A husband, one son, an aged father, two broth-

the writer.

Series.

and continue to work through the year in

IDA M. died in Lagrange, Me., Sept. 20, aged
ed proves the wide disfavor into which the
1year, 10 months and 14 days.
gn
Also, Sept. 24, DELIA M., aged 1 year, 10
has fallen. Her position is not
soverei
months and 18 days, twin children of Cordelia and
enviable. She is aware of the feeling of
Wm. H. Libby. * Lovely and beautiful in life,
her subjects—that they would gratefally acin death they were not divided.”
cept her abdication ; but, with an obstinacy
H. GRAVES.
she comes honestly by, she will neither where, if you get tired of your wife, you
Ivory ALLEN4died in Cornish,Me,, July 6,aged
emerge from her selfish isolation nor surren- can tack on a pretty -little. Mormon and whale.
He who pitches too high wont get 85 years. Like too many, he put off seeking the
der a throne she has ceased to fill.
no one can say a word to you. Nice conSaviour until he saw that he mustdie; but a few
How different is it with Eugenie, the Em- versation for respectable men, and all of’ through his song.
weeks before he passed away, he sought and. it
Every
man
thinks
his
own
geese
are
Though not so much them married but two, and they were the
ress of the French?
is hoped, found
the * one thing needful,” He
swans.
leaves a wife and six children to mourn their
oved by the people as she has been—since best behaved of the lot. ** Oh, it was ouly
God
gives
every
bird
its
food
but
does
loss.
Pi
she has flattered them less—she is still to a joke.” Well, suppose it was a joke.
HANNAH N.,wife of Ezra D. Small, died in¢
their imagination the beautiful and fascinat- Supposing a lot of respectable married not throw it into the nest.
A wall between two, preserves friend- Limington, Me., Sept. 19, aged 53 years. She em~
ing woman they delight to honor. She has women were to talk in the cars and say,
braced religion at an early age, and trusted in
:
.
ship.
certainly been very pretty, though time has «Oh, it's a fine institution, Mormonism.
Jesusto the end.
For several mouths her health
More
are
drowned
in
the
bowl
than
in
had been poor, but she was enabled to attend to
sharpened her features and anxiety made You can have
a dozen husbands, and get the sea.
.
her household affairs until one week before her
lines she seeks to conceal with cosmetics.
divorced any time you wish for $5. When
With patience and time the mulberry departure to the better land. She was one of
That she is very interesting all who have you get tired of your -husbind you get rid
the excellent of the earth, and arcuund her clusmes her agree. She is cosmopolitan in char- of him, shove him to one side and get the tree becomes a silk gown.
tered all those graces which add charms to the
He
that
bites
on
every
weed
must
needs
acter, as she may well be, with her Eaglish, best looking young Mormon you
Christian home.
Kind and affectionate in word
find.” light on poison.
and deed, all bestowed upon her the meed of afSpanish, and French blood, her wide travels, Now, what would people think who heard
~Little
and
often
fills
the
purse.
fection.
In
all
the
relations of life she was the
and her varied experiences. When she was them speaking that way, even if ‘jt wi
noble woman, the generous associate and warmLaws catch flies but let hornets go free.
the Countess de Teba she had the reputation was a joke?’ "Why, they would think them
He cannot speak well that cannot hold hearted friend. She was for several years a
of a ‘desperate coquette; and admirers and women who were lost to all sense of digworthy member of our church, always throwing
his
tongue.
the weight of her influence into the scale of truth.
lovers followed in her train all the way from nity and honor.
Poverty
is
not
a
shame,
but
the
being
For her “ to die was gain.”
Madrid to Paris. Louis Napoleon, blase as
When Igot to Salt Lake City, they were ashamed of itis.
he was, was fired by her charms and her serenading some of the big-wigs that had
HANNAH, widow of Dea. George Mann, late of
He that is too proud to ask, is too good
aces, and added himself to the long list of come along; and then thoss ** respectable”
Shapleigh,Me.,died in Newfield,Sept. 25,at the res; idence
er worshipers. No one thought his atten- men got out and made speeches. Such to receive.
Mr.James Ayer, aged
God sends meat and the devil sends 70 yearsof andher 9 son-in-law,
months,
Forty-one years since,
tions serious ; perhaps he did not so regard speeches! They didn't know I was listenMrs.
M.
was
baptized
by
Rev.
N. Thurston and
cooks.
them at first. But she conquered the min ing to them, but we women hear a great
united with the F'. B. church in Shapleigh.
BePoor men seek meat for their stomachs,
He married deal more, and are sharp enough to be
who ad exhausted sensation.
ing an invalid for years, and living quite a disEugenie for the same reason Edward IV. awake a great deal oftener, wheh anyshing rich men seek stomachs for their meat.
tance from the place of worship, her religious
Smooth words make smooth ways..
:
privileges were not the best.
When convinced
wedded Elizabeth Woodville ; and like her, is going on, than we get credit for. I was
He that will meddle with all things may that death was near, she lost no time in making
Eugenie made one of the best of wives.
at my window listening to them, and there go shoe the goslings.
arrangements for departure from-this life, and
It it be true that repentant gallants make Iheard one honorable Congressman and’
died in peace, trusting in Jesus.
8.8. E.
A still tongue makes a wise head.
excellent husbands, is it not equally true well-known Representative stand up and
no one till you have eaten a peck
MARY, widow of the late Isaac Elder, died in
that confirmed coquettes become the most pledge himself, und pledge his compan- of Trust
salt with him.
New Portland, Maine, Aug. 24, aged 83 years,
devoted of wives? Yes, equally true; for ions, to do their utmost to support and
4 months. She was one of the early pioneers of
both are false.
the town of New Portland, having settled there
care for the interests of these people.
Qace the Empress Eugenie changed like
MATRIMONY is—hot cakes, warm beds,
in the spring of 1810.
Through ull the vieissiI went into the Tabernacle, and I excomfortable slippers, smoking coffee, round
arms, red lips, kind words, shirts exulting

Day

Jamie and Jeanni@eeeeeessesscsasccacees S70
Boy’s Heaven,eessessessossessscssssscns 370

with Christ. Funeral sermon by Rev. J. M.
Durgin,
M. C.
DEA. JOSEPH BURROWS,-of Wiest Lebanon,
Me., died May 28, aged 91 years, 3 months.
He obtained
a hope in Christ at the age of 18
years, and was baptized by Rev. Daniel Lord and
united with the 1st KF. B. church in. Lebanon.
He lived and died a Christian, and many, through
his instrumentality,
were brought to Christ,
Truly a good man has fallen.
°
.
D. B. COWELL.

no Lope,

and, as we all knew we were coming to Salt
Lake City, we naturally talked a great
after I had

for concubiaes

from families of lower position than the husband’s; consequently, degradation of the
wite would throw a slur on her family.

country delights to honor and reverence—

Why,

degradation of her daughter

Rainy

Premiums for New Subscribers.

MARY, widow of the late Rev. Samuel Cole,
died in Lisbon, of congestion of the lungs, Aug.
20, aged 61 years, She embraced religion in ear-y
ly life and became a devoted Christiun, and we
trust enjoyed the rich blessings ofa good hope in
Christ to the close of life.
HARRIET, wife of Jonathan Noyes, died in
East Landaff, Sept. 29, of typhoid fever,aged
66 years. Sister
N. embraced religion. some
years since, and united with the church in Ben-

Fl

A Rainy Day at S8chool,eeeerecesreaceces 76

We offer the following premiums for new
subscribers to the Star.
;

3

Series.

Luttrell,secesesssssesssssassesssnsl,B0

Shining HOUrS,sssesessissssassssssscssnsl
fl
Master and Pupil,ececcessseccsasescessss1yB0
May Bellieeessissecscossranssonsensnnsssd,50
Sabrina Hackett, cccossssesesssssesansssl,B0
Aunt Mattie,eseecesciavsrescrsssensensesl50

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of

A. G. COMINGS.

ton.
After
a long life of trial, on hgr
she expressed willingness to depart

the

new subscribersto provide itself with two
good organs. Let other churches go and
do likewise, and let no one of our churches
however small in numbers, be without an
organ. By a faithful, persistent and umted |
effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
every one who reads this go to work now,

He

Books just

Books are now ready for sale
es
0

Prize
Andy

church members and Sabbath school schol-

. MARY E. ALLEN, wife of Charles Allen, died
in Lee, Sept. 4, of typhoid fever, aged 38 years
and 4mouths.
She was a worthy member of the

I". W. Baptist church in Lee.

lishment. These
and delivery.

ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,

died in the triumphs of faith. His funeral was
attended by the writer, assisted by Rev. I. Libbey. Heleaves.a wife and and six children to
mourn their loss.
_ JOHN PINKHAM,

the

pe
:
the part:.of

Superintendents.

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab:

premiums have been lost. We wish to make

friend to the last.
Of our brother we
a good man has fallen and we feel that
is glorious.
May God sustain the bewife, aged father, brothers and sisters

visited him and to commend: them to Christ,

of

forty, it is expected that he will take another wife.
Bat the first wife retains her
original position in the family; and if children are born of the second, they regard the

deal about it; and what do you think was
of a very fll-natured kind, there is about the the tenor of these
men's conversation?
much

one

S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay for

sympathized

not

others, and to urge them to accept it. He served
his country in the war of 1812, and’ after his return and settlement in Poland, he received license to preach and to appoint meetings, which
he did for many years, till age and infirmity prevented. He lived tosee all his children converted,and they were all Present in his last sickness to
cheer him. He loved to converse with all who

women came in as the happy wife or mother, - threw herselt on the protection of the Cheh
or as the mistress of that home, but all slunk sien, declaring it was her husband who had
It is probable
in with a debased servile air, looking like committed this barbarity.

ter light One of them told me she had six children’,
deed—is certainly a misfortune.
brown hair, rather thin, her milk-nad-water another that she had twelve, and another
eyes, her ungraceful mouth, her heavy face, that she had fifteen—[laughter]—and half
with its grenadier chin, and her square, pon- of all of them were dead, and'I looked
derous figure, make her, in appearance, at at the other half, and when I saw the
least, every inch a washer-womaa. [tis com- wretched,
unhealthy
creatures, I cried,

sad life ; that she is extremely

He

and

old pastors, it is presumed, will remember him
without being remhinded that he was a faithful

5

worth looking at, when it passes immedi-

mon to say of ordinary women

in its prosperity

S.

miums offered last year, and not having received it, is requested to inform us of the

her scepter. The French
that are left to mourn.
A, LOVEJOY,
capital is the city of the sensuous, and will
give for money all that is demanded.
Isa- to perpetual isolation and celibacy.
JogHUA
LUNT
died
in
Poland,
Me., March 8,
Of course, this high example is not uni- aged 80 years, 1 month. He professed
bella has her votaries and flatterers, for she
religion
versally
followed
;
cost
forbids.
But
wealth
.is rich. . She has about her a throng of parsome sixty years ago, and joined the F. W. B,
asites who, if she were poor to-morrow; “rather than morality is the guiding princi- ‘church in Raymond. He afterwards united with
would not shake the dust from their foet ple. Sir John Davis combats the idea; but the Poland church, of which he remained a memtilldeath. Bro. L. was a humble, devoted
he admits that, though a Chinese’ can have ber
upon the richest robe she wears,
and earnest Christian. His example was & lamp
but one wife, properly so called, who is dis- to the world, always trimmed and burning. The
. Victoria, half-crazed and dis-esteemed;
Eugenie, loved and lovely, but anxious and tinguished by a title, and espoused by cere-- salvation he enjoyed he loved to recommend to

Miss Dickinson has just gone to Califorately under one's eyes; and for the present
let us glance at three of the queens. Here is nia overland, stopping at Salt Lake to in[give spect the domestic affairs of the Mormons.
Victoria, Queen of Great Britain,
her full title, for no one would imagine for
a moment she had ever had aught to do with She delivered a lecture on the subject in
3 throne, unless to cleanse it for so much a San Francisco, from which we make a few
ay.
extracts:
Every one remembers the youthful picIwalled at a house there and I sat down
tures of the Queen, in which she was rep- in the parlor, and in came a man and
resented as a comely, wholesome English woman.
‘Miss Dickinson, my wife Mrs.
girl who would make a good wife and a Smith,” and in came another woman, ‘* My
prolific mother. No doubt she bore some wife Mrs. Smith,” and in came another,
resemblance to the engraving, but one my wife Mrs. Smith ”— [laughter] —and so
would not believe it to see the original now. on through a whole lot of them, all ¢* my
Fat, not fair, and fifty, -she has not a wife Mrs. Smith;” and not one of these

in her whole body.

rejoiced

largely with God’s servants, and

that Nature had excelled herselfin creating.
Persons of great brain or character, of high
accomplishments of any sort, are always interesting. . Philosophy, as well as a spirit
of intellectual inquisitiveness, desires to become acquaintéd with the appearance, bearing and manner of the few genuine individuals there ave in the world, of the natures restless; Isabella, unthroned and unsexed monies, he may have as many handmaids
that have shown themselves really superior. by her shamelessness—it does not seem so. as he pleases, whose offsprings possess the
The reason may be
But those who have been born and succeed- enviable to be an empress or a queen. rights of legitimacy.
found in the intense desire for male chiled to a throne without doing anything to —J. H. Browne, tn Independent.
dren.
Mencius says: ‘‘ There are three
deserve it have no more attraction for me
[2
kinds of filial impiety ; the greatest of which
than a newsboy in the Strand or a droskieis to be without male descendants.” Hence
Still the royal line is Anna Dickinson on Mormonism.
driver in the Novski.

sweet

church, and

:

Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

could be more missed. He was strongly attached
to his denomination. He was a true friend to
the

TO PASTORS ANDOFTO CHURCHfd) ES

Premiums.

tion he did not fail to gain the confidence and re« f ©

He will be simul-

strength and female without feminineness, taneously provided with second and third
even her love would be loathsome. Stili wives, and from all parts of the empire vicshe has no self-disgust. Sue lives through tims are being collected, to swell the list of
Every Tartar family is obliged
the senses merely,
She has a vast fortune, his harem.
Local selections
and while apoplexy spares and appetite en- to contribute its quota.
dares, Isabella will be stupidly content. She are first made, and the holocaust is sent to
drives out often, in grand style, and has no Pekin, where a fresh selection takes place,
suspicion, seemingly, that she is not a rosy and a chosen number are gondemued to a
goddess of delight.
: | life-long seclusion. Theyare not allowed

Gi
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travel I have: happened
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Is a cooling and pleasant beverage, more
ing the thirst than
use,
particularly sought
after as a summer
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for

the six months ending September 13, amountod to $3,300,000
in gold.

More

this season visited "and
of Boston and Cambridge.

have

used the great libraries
amendments

Constitutional

The 14th and 15th

usual

than

writers

and

scholars

Virgin,” which had disappeared for so long a period, and had been so long sought for in vain, is
now to be seen above the high altar in St. Wolfgang’s Church, on Lake Wolfgang, in Upper Austria, where it is exciting great admiration.
Such
is the news sent us from Germany, without further detail.

have been ratified by both Houses of the Virginia Legislature.

A

-

number of fossil

discovered

in

a coal

serpents
mine

imbedded one hundred
the surface.

were

near

and

thirty

ascertained that it produces

Ohio,

state of unconsciousness

feet. below

raised

President of the United

to $800.

Now

he is

States, and a good Pres-

ident too.
The projectors of the International Industrial
Exhibition are diligently pushing forward the
At a meeting at Washingwork of preparation.
ton, on Friday nightya draft of a charter from
" Congress was adopted, and several important
© committees were appointed.
A nugget of gold has been recently brought
to San Francisco which weighed one hundred
and forty pounds, and is 9.33 carets fine. There is
one small piece of quartz in sight. Seventy
thousand dollars worth of the precious “metal
has been taken out from the same * pocket”
Itis inthe Monumental
where this was found.
mine in Sierra county.

eS

from all anesthetics.

Great

success

entertained

Next,

is your ‘ gentle Annie” also willing to make
the best of present
circumstances?
‘ Yes.”
Then it is safe for you to marry on even a small
salary.
Many times you will have to forego

complete

chloroform, with-

out any of the latter’s evil effects upon

of the doubts

First, have you a good share of pluck?

the sys-

tem.
It resembles chloroform in appearance but
is not so heavy, and has a feebler smell.
On the
tongue it has a sharp but not an acid taste, and
though it reminds one of chloroform, it gives the
sensation neither of the warmth nor sweetness
of the latter substance.
Chloralhydrat is absorbed and not-inspired, and in this respect it differs

Ten years ago, a man was clerk for his brother at $600 per year. Not being able to support

his family, it was

a more

than

a knowledge

by many of my young friends, and that there
are hundreds similarly situated, I write this for
their encouragement.

The discovery ofa new anasthetieby some German doctor is announced.
Itis called Chloralhydrat, and from repeated experiments it ‘is

recently

Fulton,

From

some

little luxury that you

have

come

got married on a salary of $800.

have attended its application as a sedative for the
insane.

at

eight

Will it pay to collect them?

dollars

the cord.

Certainly not

for the

amount of fertilizing material they contain,
litter or absorbents

in

the

stable,

leaves

As
have

some value, but much less than straw, inasmuch
as they lack the reedy character of straw, and
because they are far more difficultly and slowly

decomposed. —Dr. James R. Nicichols.
18

Keeping Winter Pears.

Boarding he had already had enough of, and
besidés, he wanted to feel free to invite a friend
to take a meal with himself and wife occasionally, and spend the evening.

is worse

treated than

the autumn

and winter pears. They are generally gathered
before their time, and then Kept in a dry atmosphere. What wonder is it that a fruit which
should be melting and delicious,
ns out to be
ashirveled, tough and tasteless clos.
It is not
a good plan to take them to “the cellar unt1 the weather becomes so cold as to en-

in the cellar the

When

danger their freezing.

temperature must be kept as low as possible,
without danger of frost.
Do not mix varieties in
the same package.
The different sorts have ach
their own time for maturing.
A frequent examination will show how the process of ripening is
going on, and the slower the progress the finer
the fruit is likely to be. When the proper changes

The Pall Mall Gazette says: The
origin of
the term Ultramontane is almost as absurd as
Rents were high, but he took four rooms on
the origin of the term‘ metaphysics,” which, as
floor of a cottage in an adjoining
everybody knows, simply records the fact that the second
city, as it was cheaper than in New York.
He
Aristotle wrote his book on mental science after |
paid $200 a year, and used one for parlor, one
he wrote his books on physical science. Thus
for kitchen, one for regular bedroom, and one
the word Ultramontanism merely states the fact
for ¢ guest chamber.”
»
have tsken place within the fruit, itis -indithat the chief upholders of the personal infalliIn the parlor was a tele-a-tete, costing $15;
cated by a change in the color of the skin.
bility and absolute sovereignty of the Pope were,
six rush-seat cottage chairs, $13; table, $6; When this commences, the fruit may be taken in
for the most part, to be found beyond the Alps,
in reference to the bishops and theologians of clock, $3,50; whatnot, $3. In the bedrooms, small quantities at atime to a warm room,to
.. The Postmaster-General is negotiating with France and other Cisalpine countries. It is of two washstands, $5 and $3; four walnut chairs, ‘¢ finish off.” We have seen even the despised
the British
government for the reduction of the Frenchor Northern origin, and if used by writ- 88; two bedsteads, $6,500 and $9; crockery, $4. and much abused Vicar of Wakefield when treatletter postage to ‘England to six cents.
ers on the Italian side ofothe Alps, would be as In the kitchen, one rocking chair, 2,60; four |: 'ed in this manner, prove itself a most acceptable
oak chairs, $7,25; table, $6; stove and fixtures,
table pear.
In seven counties in Virginia, the revenue ofii- geographically false as.it is without theological
81H; carving set, 2,60; dinner and tea knives,
meaning everywhere clse. cials have recently destroyed forty-seven illicit
|
$4,256; wooden~-ware, $22; crockery, $25; the carstills, with a capacity of 3160 gallons per day.
The English journals have just published some
How To Use Sour Bread.
pets cost $108,44; the curtains and shades, $18; |
Governor Senter of Tennessee has read his | speculations on one of the most startling of as- making a total cost for furnishing completely,
—
§
message to the legislature.
It is favorably comtronomical facts, the expiosion, or rather the conIt has been well said that ¢ accidents will hapin comfort too, $200,94. He bad saved up onflagration of Tau Coron. It appears that anoth- | | 1y 350; so you see his capital was most gone; penin the best regulated families,” and sometimes
mented upon, and, in some quarters,is regarded as one of the ablest state papers ever pro- | er and much more important star is slowly ts king
but instead of taking a * wedding trip,” he used | the bread is sour.
“Sour white bread is very poor
| itself out of our system.
By calculations of ex | the’ money that that would have cost, in laying in eating, and besides it is not healthful, though exduced in Tennessee.
traordinary minuteness and delicacy, Mr. Hig- i
will leave the doctors to tell.
{ a small” stock of groceries. Markets being handy, | actly why, we
Vice President Colfax addressed the citizens
that |
{| gins and Father Seechi have demonstrated
We know, from well-recognized symptoms, it is
he bought in small quantities, for itis better
of Salt Lake City recently, on the subject of
sun
are
mutually
receding
from
|
|
Sirians
and
our
for a young couple to buy thus, even though | not healthful diet, and never eat it, though we eat
He gave a thorough exposition of
"+ polygamy.
one another at the rate of 29-4 miles per second. ||
you pay a little more, than ron the risk of food | German schwartz Brod, which, in perfection,
the whole subject, declaring that it was. unwise. |
Sue h || In the end, therefore, though the distance of time | growing
Nevstale or spoiling on your hands.
should bg distinetly
sour, but not much so.
ahd illegal, and ought to be abolished.
strains the imagination, we must lose sight of |
er get ‘trusted, and yout will find the dealer will | However, we welcome the appearance of sour
freedom of speech has never been exercised in |
|| Sirius—that is to say, provided we have not by ||
:
| serve you well. He gave his wife $6a ‘week
white bread, for we ean full back upon rye, which,
Salt Lake City before.
time gained the capacity of watching the
i that
to supply the table, and she managed it admiraafterall is our standby, for a day or two, and we
|
more distant universes towards which he must |
Admiral Farragut lies in a critical condition,
bly.
‘And here let me whisper a thing for you
know what nice puddings and cakes are in store
but hopes of his recovery are entertained.
Nothing seems |
| be receding—an improbability.
to remember:
A wife that is inclined tobe a | for us us the sour bread is gradually worked up.
as
the
power’
of
astronomiso
near
its
final
limit
A hint is given to the Catholic clergy to be- |
helpmate will always do bettgr for you if you |{ If the bread cannot be used immediately, it should
ware of giving any aid and comfort to Pere Iy- | ¢cal teles copes, while the power of the human |
| give her a regular sum every weel,
She then | | be sliced as soon as it is stale enough, and dried
| eye, if it alters at all, p robably decreases
acinthe when he appears in this country.
|
! has a chance to plan ahead, and can exercise | thoroughly in an oven which is cooling off or not
A gunboat of the United States is watching
There really is nothing new under the sun. The
Ten chances | | ‘hot enough to scorch it at all. It may require to
her best powers of management.
paddle-wheel for boats is seen on the-Assyrian
to one, when Christmas
comes, some longedthe steamer Hornet, which is warned, by order
be put in the oven two or three times before it is
slabs and in more than one old European fres- for convenience, deferred on the score of econo- | dry enough to keep.
of the ‘President, not to leave port until her case
:
co.
The
bicycle
seems
to
have
been
known
in
|
my,
will
show
itself,
bearing
the
neat
handwritis decided.
:
|
BAKED BREAD PUDDING.
To a pint of bread
China more than two centuries ago, and the ve- | ing of that dear little wife, and
bought with |
The democratic candidate has been given the
| crumbs add 2 pint of milk and Jet them soak thorlocipede was probably seen. even before that in money she had been long laying aside out of her |
mayoralty of Philadelphia.
The other’ * muniepal
oughly; add a second pint of milk, four wellEurope.
Among the ancient
painted glass in allowance, a cent here, a dime there, until she | beaten eggs, and salt, sugar, and spice to taste,
officers are assigned to the republican contesand about the ofice noble church at Stoke Pogis,
has reaped her reward in your glad surprise.
fants,
\
together with soda enough to correct the acidity
may be seen the representation of a young felMy dear fellow, you spend more money in of the bread
(half a teaspoonful is usually
The New York Chamber of Commerce will
low who is astride the mute but active horse;
that unsatisfactory boarding house for board,
enough); bake half an hour.
The number of
send a delegate to attend the opening of the Suez
he is working his way along with the air of a
and in little expenses with those * gay boys”
eggs is arbitrary.
.
Canal.
rider who has introduced a novelty, and'is being
there, than it would cost you to ‘keep house”
BOILED BREAD PUDDING.—§oak in the same
looked at by admiring spectators.
It is one of with that cherished being for whose companion- way bread crumbs in milk until perfectly soft, us“FOREIGN.
the most curious illustrations of ancient times in ship you so long, And when
you have her
the painted glass windows of this
interesting with you (you know whom I mean), be ever care- ing only enough milk to soften them, add three
Liberty of the press is to be established in
beaten eggs with salt and a little soda; it should
church,
ful to look first to her comfort, and to her conPrussia.
be quite stiff ; raisins are an “agreeable addition;
venience;
and
you
may
rest
assured
that
you
A German
asironomer has just written a
The Thames Tunnel has just been closed as a
boil in a cloth three-quarters of an hour, and serve
¢¢ pamphlet” of 2000 pages to prove that we shall
footway, and now a new tunnel has advanced far have taken the surest step to happiness and
with hot wine sauce.
shortly have a second moon.
under the Thames, called the Thames Subway.’ successin life.
GRIDDLE CAKES.—Soak the bread as before
You can rely on the above statement, for I
About
sixty years
ago the
great
engineer,
An Italian edition of the Bible Has just been
directed, having an excess of milk; thicken with
have
seen
the
book
my
friend
keeps,
and
saw
Richard Trevithick, was engaged upen what he
flour; sour milk may be employed with advanpublished in Florence—the first since the Reforthe vouchers; therefore, it is from an actual
called the * Thamés Archway,” at Rotherhithe.
tage, butis not necessary; add soda and salt dismation.
case
I
write.—Hearth
and
Home.
He carried it successfully to within a hundred
solved in milk, being careful not to get in too
The Paris workingmen are forming a grand
op
feet of the opposite shore.
This was from 1807
much soda.
combination preparatory to a gigantic * strike.”
to 1809. The present engineer
has
found
as
~ They- are going to try to break down * all
Good Pastures.
Trevithick did—a continuous bed ofclay under
moriopolies.”
the/river. The presént tunnel is consequently
——D—
a
Pasta Grandpierre, of the Reformed
church
the third attempt.’ Dodd’s tunnel
was in the
Many
an
acre
grazed
will
not
carry
a sheep.
te
of France, says that within the last thirty years
chalk down the river, and was stopped by springs
Other acres will give full feed to a cow eaeh, a!l
The Nova Scotia correspondent of the Toron
Protestant church
accommodation and schools
entering through the fissures.
through the sumnier, and be pretty good mowto Telegraph says:
have increased in Paris tenfold.
ing when frost comes.
Both kinds 'pass under
The most remarkable fishing enterprise
at
Mr.
Charles
True,
of
Lee,
while
on
a
voyage
to
Not enough wheat will be raised this year in
our observation every day. The difference is not’ Bathurst is an establishment for preserving the
Great Britain to suffice for the consumption of Montevideo in South America, the past year,was
for it | fish so as to supply the Boston, New York and
in the
original character of the land,
on board of his ship at anchor in the mouth of
the people by 75,000,000 bushels.
is found
on adjoining farms with
the same
other markets with fresh salmon from the 1st of
the
river,
about
four
miles
below
_the
city:
On
American bonds in Europe are hardly 'affectformation,
and
with the
surface
and
subDecember to the middle of March.
I went over
ed a fraction by the maneuvers of the bulls in weighing anchor, a large quantity of mud came
soil looking just alike.
There is a big pasture
up upon the fluke of the anchor, full of shells.—
this
place.
It
isa
large-sized
wooden
building
rose
“They
Indeed,
the New York gold market.
Climbing over the side of the vessel, to collect’ of fifty acres, where fifty sheep would lose rather | technically called “ a freezer.” In it at the
in London rapidly the day after the announcethan
gain
flesh
during
the
summer.
The
oldest
the shells, he noticed a curious looking stone
time I saw it, were five thousand salmon weighment of the WH#lT'street panic, and only relaxed
which he saved with the shells and brought inhabitant does not remember when'it was plow- ing from ten to forty-four pounds each. The
an infinitesimal trifle at any time during the
ed,
seeded,
or
top-dressed.
It
has
always
been
home.
[tis aspecimen of Egyptian porphyry,
fish are caught in nets, Very shortly after behome
excitement.
Secretary Boutwell’s
repastured—generally by cows—until it ceased to
ing taken out of the water, and without being
polishedon two sides and bevelled for a mosaic
solve to buy bonds at regular intervals meets
yield feed enough to support them.
There is
cleaned or touched in any way, they are first
pavement, as used by the Romans. The Roman
with the greatest approval abroad.
some grass upon it now, but more mulleins, five- put into small shelves or boxes, where they are
cement still adheres on one side.’ There is no
finger, and moss.
The grass is generally choked
mistaking the specimen, but it is very curious to
The population of Sweden appears to be on
rapidly frozen as hard as stone.
They are then
out; but the soil was originally good.
The trees
put into chambers in the same building, where
the decrease, caused by the immigration to know how it came there, and that it should be
that
stand
on
the
borders
are
heavy
oak
and
America. In the past year the number sank drawn up by the anchor.
they remain frozen till wipler, When [ was in
chestnut timber, which do not thrive on poor,
to 4,195,681, therefore a decrease of 22,601 perthe building there were 5,000 in that state, and
thin soils. Yonder isa field of tive acres that ‘ during the season this single “place will have
A mid-channel telegraph station will be opened
sons
in the year. From twenty to thirty thounin October at a point on the English Chapnel be- pastuges five cows, and has done it for several
sand persons had emigrated to America.
The
12,000 fish in all. They are so hard that they
years,
The grass is luxuriant, and grows much
tween Scilly and Ushant,
2
number is much larger this year. Up to the
would knock a man’s brains out if used as a
faster
than
the
cattle
can
consume
it.
It
was
20th of August 20,463 persons had shipped ffom
club. The average weight of these fish is constocked down five years ago, after several years
A singular rele of the mouud builders has been
Goteborg direct tothe States, and many depart
siderably mote than fifteen pounds. At that
of heavy cropping with vegetables and tobacco.
discovered near Cumberland Ford, in Kentucky.
every week.
»
weight “the
12,000 salmon will weigh 180,000
It is a beautifully carved statue of a man, in yel- Of course it was manured heavily and thoroughly
The cable brings the news of the death of the low pine, which, from the quantity of piteh it cultivated. The land will feel that treatment, pounds. Fish preserved inthe same way were
sold last winter at fifty cents a pound, dnd there
eminent French scholar, M. Sainte-Beuve, and
and make grateful returns, for a whole generation
contains, is known to be as indestructible as stone.
is no doubt that that price,at least will be obtained
_ of the critical condition of Lord Derby.
to come,
It is far within the limits of truth to
this year. The one
establishment, therefore,
A meteor is said to have exploded recently
Mr. Kirke has received a letter from Dr. Livsay that one acre of this five is worth the whole
now engaged in this business, will have a gross
near Elkhorn, Wis., and deposited on the ground
ingstone, dated on the 8th of July, 1869, in which
fifty of the other for the purpose of sustaining
a mass resembling the cellular slag from an iron
the Doctor informs him that he believes lie has
animal life and making saleable products. The receipt of $90,000.
discovered the source of the River Nile, ata furnace. A circular space of 66 feet in diameter
one does not pay taxes; the other pays them and
point situated between ten and twelve degrees was covered with this substance, which present- a handsome profit,

Salmon

\

south.
Mr. Thomas Hughes’s biography of Alfred
the Great is finished, and will be published in
three monthly parts in Maemillan’s Sunday Library.
‘The insurrections in Spain still give employment to all the available

government

troops, al-

_ though thé government alleges that the revolutionis dying out. The republican members of
‘the Cortes have left their seats, and coercive
measures to bring them back are talked of. The
\deputies from Porto Rico have appeared in their
seats, and their first act was a demand for great-

i

liberties and important colonial re-

ed the appearance of having fallen into a hot fluid
mass, spattering
struck.

round

the

scorie

after

Now

it had

the inhabitants call a second twilight, so brilliant
with colors of mist, shade, and fire lightas to
pain the eyein its steady gaze upon them, and to
leave an impression onthe mind that will never

;

Dr. Francis Lieber has called public attention
to the fact that foreign governments are constant-

ly exporting large numbers./ot
country.

The

plan is to

criminals to this

make transportation

a

reward for good behavior on the part of convicts.

The recent flood in Egypt did some damage
but

the .cotton Trop is very

feared that thd

ata

canal will

before it im be of sny

n Times yesterday aovaly criticisrance,
po!
of the Emperor Napoleon.
has now no government at all—neither

and imperial rule, which is ex-

i , ow

opstuins

rule, which

heen fought at Guaimaro, the

sulting in loss
to the
ling has taken place in the
d by a rising at Pinar del Rio;

have been quieted
by or-

If u convict proves orderly and docile during half
his term, he is allowed to choose whether he will
serve out the remainder of his term or come to
thig country.

Itis

only

natural that

most con-

viets choose the latter, and means are easily found
for securing their passage.
Of course the government, as such, knows nothing about the trans-

action, though each of its officials is perfectly familiar with the whole scheme and its practical
operations.

The result, so far as we are coneern-

ed, is obvious and deplorable,

do not believe

;

in manure, sheds and labor.
it will, and if
principal and
If by spending
of pasture you

must bury it as we do our wheat,

that it may

live and bear fruit. If we buy stock in a railroad, or in almost any enterprise, the capital dies

for
a time. We do not lose faith if it does not
come back the first or second year. Spent in
-renovating old pastures by plowing and manuring, it usually gives full interést the first year,
and puts us in the way to secure dividends for
years to come,~—American Agriculturist,

rh

pression of the naked left foot of a man—the ball
I, and’thatan extra- | othe foot and several of the toes being very disnct. The stone is very hard, and resembles
blue clay, or potter's clay, in color
The bottom
is covered with a outing
greenish moss, The
stone has been sent to
eposited in the state

say of course

a good business. We must use our capital in
farming just as we do in other enterprizes,
We

The Value

0x’s hoof, two marks of a hog’s foot, and one im-

You

lars above the working expenses, you are doing

pression of a horse’s hoofs, one impression of an

at Albany.

royal

you get your money back again,
interest, you ought to be satisfied.
fifty dollars upon a worthless acre
make it pay interest on sixty dol-

A stone, about three by four feet square, and
six or eight inches thick, has been quarried near
Salamanca, New.York, having onits top an im-

museum of Natural rs

there is any

road to thrift with these
run-down pastures,
Top-dressing will not answer, for the grass seed
isnot there to vegetate. Seeding will do little
good, for the grass already there,is growing small
by degrees. If the soil is fair, arable land,
plow, plant, manure and cultivate, and you give
it a new start. That old sod of dead grass roots
and moss roots becomes plant-food, and sends up
‘joyful harvests.
But this will cost, (money spent

Since the recent solar eclipse, they have, upon
the summit of the Rocky Mountain chain, what

be obliterated.

we

of Leaves.
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A correspondent of the London Daily Neus
who describes herself as having long been resident in Germany, remarks upon the domestic

condition of the wives of cultivated middle-class
householders in that country.
She says:
+The cooking in an ordinary German gentleman’s house is all over by one or two o'clock,
which is the general dinner-hour; and the afternoon is as much at the disposal of the ladies for
visiting, coffee parties( exactly the counterparts
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the case in England. When she left school however, at about seventeen, she did not drop down
into an idle life at home, or take to schools and
hospitals to work off her superfluous energies;
she took her share of the household duties.
Ido not mean that she scrubbed floors or cleay-

.ed bedrooms, but she went with her mother-to|
market, She first saw and then took part in the
cooking, and was very soon able to do

the small-

A Sushel of well pressed dry loaves they fall - er part herself—cakes, puddings, and help in preserves; experience only can teach the superintrees in autumn, weighs about four
pounds; by further drying they part with a little tendence of roasting, baking, boiling—times and
more than 80 per cent. of water, held in the cells quantities~but it is easily ‘gained. Nor is it only
of the leaf structure. A cord of absolutely dry cooking the ladies help in—the light work of the
leaves will weigh about 820 pounds, reckoning housemaid, dusting the ornaments, Washing the
100 bushels to the cord. In weight then, a cord best china and glass, falls to their part, and thus
| fepresents about one-twelfth of a cord of wet the upper housemaids *‘ occupation’s gone,”
from the
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The London Post states that in pulling down
some houses in Birchen Lane, London, a tomb of
brickwork was discovered which
contained a
skeleton, with a lamp atthe feet and a vase of
The date inside the tomb
gold coins at the head.
was A. D. 407.
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